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FOREWORD 
The International  I n s t i t u t e  for  Applied Systems, is a non-governmental, 
interdisciplinary research organization founded i n  1972. Arrang its mst 
relevant abjectives are  "the in i t i a t ion  and s u p p r t  of individual and col- 
lakorative research on problems associated with environmental chanqe, and 
thereby t o  a s s i s t  s c i en t i f i c  camuni t ies  throughout the  world in tackling 
such problems". One mans t o  t h i s  goal is by d i r ec t  support of ICSU's In- 
ternational  Geosphere-Biosphere P r c q r m ,  UNEP's International  Panel on 
Climate Change, and similar  organizations. 
IIASA's sixteen national m d r  organizations, located in eastern and 
western Europe, Asia and North Arrerica, are s c i e n t i f i c  and professional 
bodies, ra ther  than p o l i t i c a l  ones. me Ins t i t u t e  is  par t icular ly  su i table  
for  bringing together the appropriate personnel t o  solve sc i en t i f i c  re- 
search problems involving eas t  und *st. I t  dces so  through the f o m t i m  
of program of study, presently a d d  a t  enhancing m t h d s  of m t h e m t i c a l  
analysis  /System Cecisim Support Program/ and a t  studying change i n  global 
p p l a t i o n  / Pop la t ion  Prqrarn/ ,  technology /l'echnolog.i, Economy and Society 
Program/, and e n v i r o m n t  / k v l r o m n t  Program/. 
Tne present environrrental ,=Flange i ic t iv i t ies  a t  IIASA are  centred on 
the Environment Program. Tne prcqran includes a group of 25 research schol- 
ars working on three desiyrated projec ts .  The p r o j x t s  concentrate on m- 
agerrent of large international  r ives  /International  Water Resources Projec t / ,  
&ell ing of EuroFean acid r a in  d is t r ibut ions  / T r a n s b u n d q  Air Pollution 
Projec t / ,  and ecolcqically sustainable d e v e l o p n t  of Lye biosphere /Bio- 
sphere Dynamics Projec t / .  It is notable tha t  each of the proj,ects e r e  
developed inzependently of the other,  but  t ha t  each of these projects  is  
a i m d  d i r ec t ly  o r  indi rec t ly  a t  d e v e l o p n t  and use of mathmatical  rrodels 
of e n v i r o m n t a l  p h e n a n a .  The models are  desiqned speci f ica l ly  t o  be 
interrcqated i n  order t o  r e ~ ~ e a l  the options available t o  p o l i t i c a l  decision- 
rrakers on s p c i f i c  envYrarmnta1 issues.  Thus, the m i n  g a l s  of ea:A pro- 
j ec t  a l so  are derived d i e c t l y  f r m  s p c i f i c  issues of i n t e re s t ,  ra ther  
than from e.g.  a Fmdarrental cur ios i ty  of how the e n v i r o m n t  functions. 
Global change issues which define both the  nature of the Biosphere 
Project &ell ing aims, have a n-r of s o i l  &ell ing r e q u i m n t s .  Both 
s p t i a l  and m r a l  scales of the s o i l s  i n f o m t i o n  are needed. Tne pre- 
s en t  reprt  gives som of the concepts underlying such s o i l s  i n f o m t i o n .  
A. M. SOLOMON 
~ i o s p h e r e  Dynamics Project ,  
IIASA, Vienna 

PREFACE 
'lhe present report  is ale  of a se r i e s  of documents by s o i l  s c i en t i s t s  
in  preparation of a coordinated input by the various national and interna- 
t ional  centres on s o i l  research and m - n t  into the International @o- 
s@ere-Biosmere Programs /IGBP o r  "Global Change" P r o q r m /  in i t i a t ed  by 
the International Council of Scient i f ic  Unions / ICSU/ .  They are, i n  chrono- 
logical  order; 
- TWO international  task force rneetings on " W ~ p t  of Global So i l  
Change", taken place bebeen 24-25 April 1989 and 15-17 Lk&r 1989 in  
Budapest /Hungary/ and Wcow /USSR/, r e spc t ive ly ;  organized by IIASA, 
Vienna. 
Proceedings, edited by R. W. m L D ,  I. SZABOLCS and V. TAFGULIA!!, 
published by I U S A  / t h i s  repor t / .  
- An international  conference on "Soils and the Greenhouse Effect"; 
the present s t a tus  and future trends concerning the e f fec t  of s o i l s  and 
the i r  cover on the fluxes of greenhouse qases, the surface energy balance 
and the water balance, taken place between 14-13 August 1989 in  Wageninyen, 
the Netherlands; organized by the International Soi l  Wference and Inform- 
t ion  Centre /ISFUC/. 
Proceedings, edited by A.F. EOLW4?N, under the t i t l e  "Soils and the 
Greenhouse Effect",  published by John Wiley and a s ,  Chichester UK, 
ea r ly  1990. 
- An international  workshop on "Effects of Climatic Change on Soi l  
Processes i n  the Trapics and Subtropics", t o  take place between 12-14 
February 1990 in  N a i r o h i ,  Kenya; organized by the International Society of 
Soi l  Science /IsSS/ and the United Natims EnvironnEnt P r o g r m  / U N E P / .  
Proceedings, edited by H.P. SCHARPENSm and M. SMO-R, t o  be 
published in mid 1990 by Elsevier Science Publishers, h t e r d a m ,  the 
Netherlands. 
- A syrrposium on "Global Soi l  Changes and t h e i r  Dynamics in a Changing 
R x i m m m t "  i n  the f r ammrk  of the 14th International Congress of Soi l  
Sclence, 12-13 August 1990 in Kyoto, Japan. 
P r o c e e h g s  of the symposium to be edited by H. P. SWENSEEL and 
to be published by the J a ~ ~ ~ e ~ e  Society of Soi l  Science i n  association 
with ISSS. 
The four ac t iv i t i e s  w e r e  p r m t e d  by the ISSS standing Cornnittee on 
International Programrres /CIP/ and w e r e  f inancially supported by I i .  
It is the intention of ISSS t o  prepare, m the basis of all above 
proceedings, a separate Executive S m m r y  m the Role of Soi ls  in Climatic 
Change, t o  be s u b i t t e d  t o  the Scient i f ic  Advisory Council of IGBP and t o  
appropriate i n t e m a t i m a l  fora, including the IN s s ~ c i a l i z e d  Agencies 
concerned. 
W .  G .  SOMBROEK 
Secretarq-CXneral of ISSS, 
Wageningen 
EDITORIAL PREFACE 
By an agreemnt k t m e n  I IASA and the Hungarian amnit tee  for @lied 
Systems Analysis, a Task Force meting on the Concept of Global Soil h g e  
tcok place in Bdapest from 24 t o  27 April, 1989. T k  participants agreed 
on the preparation of a publication on Global Soil  Change addressed to tk 
m r l d  mmrunity of sc ient is ts  involved i n  Imp, e.g. ecologists, climatolo- 
gis ts ,  hydrologists, biologists, etc.  a s  m11 a s  decision- ad policy makers 
of high level, w b  need t o  e l a b r a t e  the b l i s t i c  and ccanpreknsive concept 
of global s o i l  change a s  a par t  of the general concept of global geosphere- 
biosphere change. 
The main s t u i  for  tk preparation of such publication =re: 
a. tk extreme necessity of t3-e global and b l i s t i c  spheric approach 
t o  m r l d  s o i l s  and s o i l  patterns, that  is, t o  land pedosphere and t o  a l l  
interactions of the pedosphere with the other natural spheres and with a l l  
k i d s  of human act ivi ty  ad human l i f e :  
b. the peculiarity of tk pedospkre a s  an independent genetical, struc- 
tura l  and functional subsystem within tk biosphere-geosphere with its own 
laws of evolution, d i s t r i b t i o n  and functioning; 
c. the international and interdisciplinary aspiration to urderstand the 
esEnce and spat ia l - tenpral  d i s t r i b t i o n  of the m j o r  mchmisns of pedo- 
spheric changes due to b t h  natural and anthro-ic factors and forces; 
d. the desire t o  understand the major consequences and resul ts  of pedo- 
spheric cbnges  on other V n e n t s  of nature and society /feedback from 
-sphere t o  biosphere-geosphere-society systems/; 
e .  and l a s t  but not least:  the feeling of resentn-ent for the lack of 
sc ient i f ic  remgnition that  pedology is such an interesting, a t t ract ive ,  
exciting and profound science, and for  such an important and plyfunctional 
natural M y  a s  s o i l  and the m r l d ' s  pedosphere. 
T k  publication slmuld k scient i f ical ly  sound and based on fac t s ,  but 
it is interded to & easily read and clearly understood by b t h  specia l is ts  
and l a p n .  The b k ,  b a a  on an analysis of the existing kmwledge of t k  
past,  present and future of s o i l s  of the m r l d ,  &sides the description of 
procesEs and situations, s b d d  als  include scme predictions and reoxm%m- 
dations. 
After long discussions the s c k  of the chapters of the " k s t - e l l e r n  
was accepted and the m r s  of tk task force tcok the respcnsibility t o  
E r v e  a s  umrdinators and m n t r i h t o r s  of the respective chapters. 
It was also agreed that tk book should k available a t  the 14th Con- 
gress of the International Society of Soil Science to k held in Kyoto, 
Japan in August, 1990, and ksides the interested soil scientists an q l e  
n n h r  of copies should k suhnitted to interested international organiza- 
tions as w l l  as to the amptent agencies and projects /e.g. I-, UNEP, 
MAB or federal agencies/. 
!RE second Task Farce U t i n g  on the Concept of Global Soil Change was 
k l d  in bbscow betwen 15 and 17 Decemter, 1989 ad was supported by UNEP 
and bs ted  by tk Centre for International Projects of the USSR State Onr 
mittee for Envimnmental Protection. A t  this meting tk chapters of tk 
publication wre presented and discussed and a final decision was made on 
the context of the book as w l l  as on tk cwrdinators ad contribtors. 
R. W. ARNOLD, I. SZABOLCS ad V. 0. TARGULIAN e r e  appointed as editors 
of the publication. 
!RE coordinators and contributors of the different chapters are as 
follaus: 
VII 
VIII 
Ix 
Introduction 
Soil carer of tk World 
Tylzs of soil processes 
ad changes 
Paleosols in the context 
of envimnmntal changes 
Anthropqenic effects on 
soils 
Future changes of the 
pedosphere 
Spatial soil databases 
and d e l i n g  
cBnclusions and recomnen- 
dations 
V. 0. TAR- 
v. O. TAW;ULIAN 
R. J. DUDAL 
G. VARWYAY 
D. H. Yz-mLN 
I. SZABOLCS 
N. A. Karavaeva, 
v. 0. TargLllian 
J. Hrasko, 
B. G. Rozanov, 
H. W. Scharpenseel, 
V. 0. Targulian 
G. W. Scharpenseel 
!RE editors of this publication wish to express their gratitude to a l l  
wrdinators ardi ccmtributors of chapters for tkir k l p  and understanding, 
which made it pssible to finalize tk publication in a comparatively short 
th2. 
The intention of tk task force was to give an overall picture on 
global soil c h g e  based on a uniform use and m n  technical understand- 
ing. S t i l l ,  due to the large number of autbrs,various opinions and scien- 
t i f i c  appmacks of saw questicns can possibly ke found in different places 
of the took. Evidently, tk various parts of tk publication are in their 
a u t b r ' s  credit. T'k editors had t o  respect thz a u t b r s f  opinions as  lona as  
t k s e  did not result  any misunderstardings o r  confusion in tk interpreta- 
tion of & text. Consequently, tk editors mde no changes in tk m u -  
scripts w i t h  & exception of inwitable, minor corrections necessary for a 
uniform structure. 
~ c c o r i h g  to the decision of the M3scow bleeting, t o  eliminate the re- 
petitions, an integrated List of Selected ReferenQS was canpiled and pub- 
l i s k d  from tk list of r e f e r e n ~ s  suhnitted by tk coordinator of each 
chapter. 
W e  rmst achowledge tk assistance and contr iht ion of m y  persons. 
A large number of colleagues took part in the preparation of each chapter, 
besides the coordinators and contributors. Prof. M. -, amdina tor  
of Chapter VIII, wishes to extend appreciation to Dr. mrkerto FEIWWDEZ, 
-due Miversity, mA for his valuable contribution t o  his chapter. T k  
undersigned wi&s to express his  appreciation t o  Dr. M. m L Y ,  who offered 
k r  assistance in tk f inal  stage of tk editorial process. 
We wish t o  acknowledge the k l p  and support of the International Insti- 
tute for &plied System Analysis ]IIASA/ and especially of Prof. D r .  B. R. 
W ,  bzider of tk hvircmmntal Programw, and Dr. Allen M. SOK@DN, W- 
e r  of tk Biosphere Project in tk preparation and realization of t h i s  plb 
lication. 
Gratitude h l d  ke expressed to the Mited Nations Environmental Prog- 
r m ,  and pa r t i~u l a r ly  t o  Dr .  S. A. EVTEEV, Assistant Executive Director and 
Dr. A. AYCUB, Senior Programne Offioer of Terrestrial Emsystems Branch, for  
tkir suppr t  and financial assistanoe. 
T'k President of the International Society of Soil Science, Prof. D r .  
A. TANAKA, tk Vice-President, Prof. Dr .  Y. TAKAI, and Secretary General, D r .  
W. G. SOMEROEK, offered tkir invaluable k l p  during tk entire  process of 
preparing and editinq the kmk, for which tk editors express their sincere 
thanks. 
We are deeply indepted to  Dr. T. AsEOTfi, Secretary and Ms. Z s .  ZibDRI 
from the Hungarian National Member Organization of IIASA, who supported and 
assisted the activity of tk Task Force f m  tk very keginning. 
Appreciation should also be extended toward tk USSR (Entre of Inter- 
national Projects, and particularly t o  Dr .  T. A. SAIKO, Deputy -or- 
dinator of Desertification Oxkrol projects, for b s t i n g  & M~SCOW &eting. 
Tl-e loyal assistance of Dr. M. lDINAI, Director and Ms. I. IXIBI-NAGYI 
Business Executive of tk Institute for =search Organization of the Hun- 
garian k a d e m y  of Sciences /Bulapest/ in the realization and printing of 
this kmk should be admowledged. 
Last ht not least,  thz edibors are deeply indebted t o  tk cler ical  
s ta f f ,  which has engaged in  technical editing, in preparing translations, 
drawings, typing, etc. and supplied long kcfurs of mrk i n  & preparation 
of this book: MS. I. HETEI, MS. I. KEMENES, MS. S. ~ovAcs, Ms. V. L A C Z K ~ ,  
m. Z. SZILX&SY, Ms. K. TEPLAN, and Ms. I. K?QI. Sincere thanks should 
be expressed also t o  Ms. Mwylin BRANDL, Secretary, Enviromntal Program 
/IIFSA], who willingly cooperated with t'k W s  of tire Hungarian group 
througMt thz whole t h .  
Fk~dapest, February, 1990 I .  SZABOLCS 

Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
Theoretical and practical neQssity of studying qlobal so i l  change 
Landscapes developd l a g  &fore the appearma? of man. W i n d  has 
&en altering the earth's envimnrrent for a t  least tm millicm years. Dur- 
ing most of this the m ' s  influence has lzen minor and local. He has kid 
bath ~ o s i t i v e  and negative effects cm tk environmmt. But r e ~ n t l y  his im 
pad has increased on a global scale, emtracing all regions ad a l l  x n p -  
nents of the environment. We are now f a d  with m y  global issues as  a re- 
sult of anthmpgenic.'changes of the wlrsle biospw-geospkre system, each 
of its cmpnents,  and their linkages and f edhcks .  
'IWay the situation is characterized by: 
1. Increasing interest in assessllents of global changes of th i s  very carr 
plicated system. 
2. frbny kinds of human activity cm land and ocean have led to tk deterio- 
ration, degradation and even q l e t e  destruction of the natural systems 
and/or their separate cmpnents.  
3. Realization that m has significantly i q m e d  the envircmwnt t o  pro- 
vide the necessities of l i f e  and the growth of civilization. 
4. L%'s abi l i ty  to change the natural envbmmnt is creating uncertainty 
of our mderstarding ard canprehension of the earth as a system. 
There is a need t o  study the q l i c a t e d  interacticms of nature and the 
interactions kt- nature and society in order t o  adapt, or  mitigate var- 
ious natural and man-made a g e s  within the biosphere-geospkre-society 
system. 
The system has developed and functions by tk s ~ t a n e c u s  presence cm 
the earth's surface of the atrmspkre, hydi-osphere, l i t h s p k r e ,  biota and 
hmm activity. "Semndaq" spheres of interaction of t k s e  ompnents also 
exist. Within such spk re s  of i n t e r a~ t i an  a l l  the phases and fluxes of sh- 
stances /gaseous, liquid ad solid, organic ad inorganic, biotic and abio- 
t i c ,  natural a d  anhpogen ic /  intersect, m i x  and interact. 
ImFortant i n t e r a c t h s  occur in the three mjo r  biot icabiot ic  spheres: 
wosphere /soi l  carer/ ,  and the p b t i c  and h t i c  zones of the ocean. 
'R-ee spheres support the biota and serve a s  the soure of nutrients for 
the functioning and for production of the b i m s s .  
In Fig. 1 a s c h t i c  nrdel on tk abare described functions of the 
pedosphere and of its interaction with o t k r  systems is  dmnstrated.  
F i w e  1. Model of the natural ard hm-incuced interactims within the soil; and b e t w e  soil  
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'RE pedospkre is the important natural resurce  for growing f d ,  feed, 
timber and fiber. In additim t o  the physical suppr t  of l i f e  the pedo- 
spk re  has many other important f u n c t h s ,  ach a s  atrtospheric, hydrospher- 
ic ,  lithospheric. Soils f und im not m l y  a s  a mter-nutrient-life mdia 
hlt also a s  r ed i s t r i h to r s  and regulators of mst of the important fluxes 
of mtter and energy. 
Due t o  the very cunplex /horizmtal and vertical/  heterogeneity of the 
pedosphere and t o  tk high variability of soil age ard duration of so i l  fonn- 
in9 processes, all soi l  functions and p rop r t i e s  vary b t h  in space and time. 
Knowledge of the min  linkages and feedbacks bet- the pedosphere and 
other natural and rran-mde systems is important t o  understand and f o m l a t e  
the m e p t  of global soil change. 
Soils change because of their wer-intensifyinq use. T k  changes m y  
be gradual, rapid, o r  even catastrophic. Such changes in the pedosphere af- 
fect the i m d i a t e  carrying capacity of the land, through their  inf luene on 
the vegetation and land-use t y p s ,  run-off, evaporatim, graJndmter quality, 
and so forth. Directly o r  jladirectly the so i l  changes have a substantial ef- 
fect m global c l i m t i c  andi t ions,  W h i c h  in turn, inf luene soils. 
It is W r t a n t  t o  study the pedosphere m e p t u a l l y  as  wll  as  prac- 
t ically. 0-1 one hand studies &mld analyze past, m e n t  and f u t m  
changes of tk pedosphere influenced by the other changing sphere, in- 
cluding different types of humm activities; m the other h a d  the influ- 
ence of a changing pedospkre cm other spheres and cm I-olroan l i f e  s h a l d  be 
quantified and evaluated. 
"Ocncepts of Global Soil Change" attempts t o  focus the at tent im of 
those who study the biosphere-geosphere m the global aspects of the @lo- 
spk re  and on tk importance of describing ard widerstanding changes of the 
@losphere for the functiming of the whle  earth system ard the required 
knrman respcnses. 
This publication reflects a canern a b u t  glabdl soi l  changes by mn- 
sidering the following questions: 
- What is the place and tk role of the @lospkre within the biosphere- 
geosphere system? 
- What are tk min £unctions of the pedosphere? 
- What is global so i l  change? 
- What are the min  factors and trends of pedospkre changes? 
- What is the feedback from a changing pdosphere? 
-.What are relevant apprcacks t o  the s M y  of those changes? 
- What important gaps exist in our kmwledge abxt the qualitative 
and quantitative characterization of the structure a d  functiming 
of tk pedospkre? 
- What databases are relevant for studying global soi l  changes? 
- What r e m a t i o n s  can be offered t o  help descrike and understard 
global sil c h g e ?  
IIASA's interest in environmntal change 
~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
The basic prohlem is t o  understad the role of the terrestr ia l  bio- 
sphere in the global carbn  cycle. s here are three primry sources of the 
large uncertainty: 
a. inadequate estimates of the bicnnss amunts and variations character- 
i s t i c  of varirxs biotic m i t i e s  and their soils,  
b. inability to precisely m s u r e  historic and present changes in land 
use and deforestatim, and 
c. poorly understocd transients in carban dynamics of biotic a m u n i t i e s  
/decay and recovery rates/.  
The current uncertainties in estimates of biomss arrcunts ard varia- 
t h s  follow from too few f ield samples. 
Additionally, msasurements of &low ground biamass w i l l  require large 
e . i t u r e s  of m m m r  cn f ie ld studies, m y  of them a t  the spatial 
s d e  of mte r s  t o  kilometers. 'Re &low g r m d  processes form ~ e r h p s  the 
uncertainty of greatest potential effect m te r res t r ia l  carban cycling. 
The rate  of deforestaticn includes uncertainties in estimates of the 
to ta l  clearance rate, of permanent versus temprary clearing, of pr- 
versus seccndary or fallow forests, and of current and historical land use. 
Deforestaticn and afforestation are intimately linked t o  so i l  features, 
especially t o  erosim and changing soi l  fe r t i l i ty .  The dcamntation of 
current land use, and the prediction of fubxe land u s  are critical cxp- 
nents in estimating future c a r h  storage characteristics of the globe. In 
that regard, so i l  properties provide the mst important local l i m i t ,  par- 
ticularly t o  the aupunt and kind of agriculture vhich can take place under 
climate characteristics. 
Poorly understood transients in c a r b  dynamics w i l l  probably only be 
described accurately m c h n i s t i c  d e l s  can provide a spatially ad 
temprally-detailed accounting of both the loss ad recovery of c a r b  stor- 
age which is measurable in the field. 
The transients in vegetation follow from a m p t i t i o n  arrong individuals. 
Therefore, no mtter what aggregated variables may & rqu i red  /e.g. bio- 
geochmical cycling phencarma, standing crop biamass, etc. / , d e l s  them- 
selves mst encanpass processes maswed for areas of no m r e  than h u t  
one square ki lmeter  a t  which ocmpetitim for l ight,  m te r ,  ard nutrients 
occurs m g  the largest plants, i .e.  trees. 
T k  replacerrent of trees by new, lztter adapted species is  a mjor  
point of uncertainty. me  c r i t i ca l  question involves rate  of climate change, 
not the eventual magnitude of climate change. 
Soil infomation, ccanbined with general principles of plant growth and 
ecological interactims, prmides the basis for the required mchanistic 
d e l s .  
Bicdiversity issues 
Ourrent issues surrourding preservaticn of biodiversity ad endangered 
species relate  t o  the cxmtinums loss of the genetic resources of the earth. 
The biota receiving most of the present mcern have k e n  reduced by the 
direct actions of m: harvesting forests, replacing natural hiotic axmum- 
i t i e s  with agriculture, emitting dangerous p l lu tan ts ,  and introducing spe- 
cies fran other regions. In tk future, biota w i l l  likely be threatened al- 
so by chmging extrems in clirrate an3 t r o p s p k r i c  content. 
The relevant t h  and space scales are of quite fine resolution. The 
data sets  mst include tk day-long or wek-lcmg tim scales which contain 
extrems of wather /floods, drcllghts, late spring and early f a l l  frosts,  
winter low temperatures/ that are capable of destroying tk few scattered 
p p u l a t h s  of a spc ies ,  or the dominant individuals which m t r o l  the 
character of a rare ammmity. 
The nature of tk biotic data, too, is  quite precise, k i n g  derived 
from a thorough understanding of the uniqw environrnatal variables h i c h  
determine the survival of the species or m i t i e s .  These variables dif- 
fer  from m e  species or amun i ty  t o  anotkr ,  hlt often cansist of unique 
ambinations of soils and climate features. 
Data are &st all of d l  spatial areas, and m y  of the tempral 
steps are quite &art as ell. General principles are unlikely to be de- 
tailed enough t o  a l l o w  predicting the respcnse of biota t o  shif ts  in envi- 
r-tal variables by specific biosphere reserves and erdangered species. 
Agriculture issues 
Changing climate w i l l  play an important role in tk future availabil- 
i t y  of food, fiber, ard forest products of the earth. 
There appears to te general agreerent that the geographic distrituticm 
of crop productivity is mre related t o  humn actions than t o  envircwoental 
canstraints. The problem for global change studies is t o  define the ax ren t  
envkmmntal constraints a c h  define the potential presence or abssnce of 
each crop in differing regions of the globe, and t o  apply those canstraints 
under scenarios of changing geography of climate. 
The soi ls  a s p &  is particularly h p r t a n t  in estimating tk future 
agricultural potential of crops kecause soi ls  unsuitable for growth of 
crops m y  daninate regicms which k m  othrwise climatically suitable. 
The geographic implications t o  agriculture of changing climate produce an 
issue of paramxlnt W r t a n c e  t o  a global populatj.cn which continues t o  
grow rapidly. 
The t h  d e s  of tk is- are not easily determined tecause they de- 
pend cm hmm abi l i t i es  t o  adapt to ambiguous hlt clearly changing e a t k r .  
The space d e s  of cancern are tens of mters t o  kilaneters, defined by 
soi l  capability classifications. 
Forestry issues 
Future availability of forest products is very uncertain. Direct choices 
by society w i l l  determine hardwood forest product availability during the 
next few decades. 
H m r ,  h m  activities which produce changes in climate and atm- 
spheric chemistry my indirectly define softwood futures. The circurqmlar 
bred forest in the n o r t k m  h e s n i s p b  m t a i n s  mst of tk softwood grow- 
ing stock of the mrld. Climates that occur n-e today in the breal 
forests m y  soan displace the boreal temperature and precipitaticn r e g h s  
under vhich tk northern ecosystems curxently exist. 
T k  critical datum determining this issue w i l l  be tk ra te  of climate 
change. The critical process to be u n d e r s t d  w i l l  be forest  s u c e s s i m  
h i c h  d e f d s  tk ra te  of forest r espnse  to climate change. Depending upm 
migraticm rates,  species adapted to changed ccPlditions may also not te 
cxpable of migration to t k  newly available sites. 
Th?  spa^ scales are those of perhaps tens of kiloneters in terms of 
d i s t r i f u t i m s  of climate, and so i l s  features. tine scales are years t o  
tens of years, a x r e e d i n g  t o  transient respcnses t o  changing climate by 
long-lived trees and forests. The m a l l  spatial  area is required to handle 
the causes and consequences of tk processes of forest  accession and spe- 
c ies  migration. 
Chapter II 
PEDOSPHERE 
k f i n i t i c n  of s o i l s  ard peCiosphere 
Of course everybody seems to know what s o i l s  are, but not many people 
knm why they ex i s t  on the earth or  what thei r  important functions are. 
From e a r l i e s t  childhood, we walk on s o i l  and think 05 it a s  a sol id  founda- 
t ion o r  dirt under mr feet .  (3n the other hand, we know tha t  so i l s  are hab- 
i t a t s  for l iving plants, providing trees and grasses w i t h  rooting space and 
anchorage. Many even knm tha t  s o i l s  provide plants with nutrients and water 
fo r  thei r  l i f e .  An agriculturist  or  a gardener w i l l  further knm that so i l s  
are  the surface layer of the earth which r u s t  be ploughed, f e r t i l i zed ,  irri- 
gated or  drained, and kept free of weeds in order t o  grow cultivated plants. 
But knowing a l l  these simple facts  is not enough t o  understand. these s p c i f -  
i c  bodies of nature, t o  m a w  them, to  irtprave thei r  natural capability, 
to increase and mintain  thei r  productivity, and t o  sustain the i r  diverse 
ecological and economic functicms for  the benefit of the biosphere and man- 
kind. We have t o  know rmch more about so i l s ,  looking a t  them f m  different 
p i n t s  of view, t o  haw and understand them a /  a s  natural bodies, b/  as 
ccmponents of the geosphere-biosphere system, and c /  as natural resources 
fo r  economic developmt.  
Such an integrated view of s o i l  becarre possible only w i t h  the develop- 
m n t  of s o i l  science a t  the end of the l a s t  century, when DOKUCHAEV, HILGARD 
and others propsed a new scient i f ic  concept of s o i l  a s  a specific body of 
nature which developed historically in tim and space a t  the land surface 
due t o  continuous and s h l t a n e o u s  interactions through time of the follawing 
soil-forming factors: a /  the lithosphere, b/  the atmsphere, c /  the  hydro- 
sphere, d /  l iving organisms and products of their l i f e ,  and e /  landform o r  
the re l i e f  of the locali ty.  Presently, man is m s i d e r e d  to have a siqnifi-  
cant influence cm soi ls .  
Tbroughout history, *re was no s p c i f i c  definition of s o i l s  in  thei r  
many-sided to ta l i ty  because it was not required. Instead there existed a 
sirrple comnon understanding of so i l s ,  which fully sa t is f ied the users. It 
w a s  enough t o  define them as the surface layer of the earth capable of 
producing and supprt ing plant Hmever, with the developwnt of: 
social ,  economic and ecological problems of the last century, with the 
progress of prduct ion and technology caused by the technological revolu- 
t ion, and with the advance of mchines and chemicals in  agriculture, the 
need fo r  a new scient i f ic  approach and. definition of s o i l s  has becane 
pressing. The developmnt of s o i l  science b e c m  an answer t o  this growing 
need, and w i t h  this c m  a new definition of soi ls .  
We currently describe a soil as having been form4 in si tu with strata 
or horizons of earthy mterial  that have properties and qualities which have 
developed under a cQnbined effect of parent rock, climate, living matter, 
relief, and age of landform. The widest definition of soil might be made 
using the system apprcach: soil is a canplex, polyfunctimal, open, ply-  
phased, structural system within the surface part of the litbsphere. 
Soils ' m e r  the earth's land surface and the bottcm of shallow m.ters 
as part of a continuum or mantle, except on bare rock. ?his continuum i s  
called the pedosphere /from Greek,  pedm'graund/. The pedosphere functions 
as the earth's geom?mbrane, which i s ,  up to a ~ r t a i n  deqree, analogous to 
biQwT33ranes of living organisms IFOZANOV, 19881. It i s  the skin of the 
earth, through which the perpetual exchange of substance and energy between 
other geospheres proceeds. A s  a g e o d r a n e ,  the soils regulate this ex- 
change, passing through saw substances and flows of energy, reflecting or 
retaining, and accumlating others by i t s  surface, or thickness. 
The pedosphere in the biosphere-geosphere system 
The earth's biosphere-geosphere system mnsists of several interacting 
strata covering the nucleus of the globe: outer space, atrmsphere, hydro- 
sphere, biosphere, pedosphere, lithopphere, mantle /see Figure 21. T k  
earth's biosphere i s  mde up of terrestrial and aquatic biospheres. Iand 
only has t w ~  -in structural and functional layers: the abwe ground bio- 
amsphere and below ground biolithosphere. 
This ccncept a s s m s  that the below ground biolithospheric layer of 
the land's biosphere i s  the pedosphere, which develops and exists a t  a 
junction and as a result of interaction betwen the lithosphere, atmosphere, 
hydrosphere and the biota of the planet /Figure 21. The pedosphere i s  simul- 
Figure 2 .  The Wosphere in the biospherweosphere system 
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taneously a conpment of the lithosphere and of the biosphere, a mjor sup- 
port, and the result of l i fe .  
Using this approach, it i s  possible to  give descriptim of the w- 
sphere according to i t s  function and structure. Functionally, the pedosphere, 
as the upper layer of the lithosphere, i s  loose and porous, inhabited by 
biota, and pemable for abmspneric gases and misture. Wcause of i t s  
porosity, soil i s  habitable for organisms, and it exercises i t s  g=mmbrane 
function as a regulating ~nechanim within the biosphere-wsphere system. 
As a subsystem of the land biosphere, the m s t  important and rmst intensive 
interactions between biota and a l l  kinds of abiotic substances take place 
within the pedosphere. ??unctionally, the pedosphere incluks any solid-phase 
substratum which i s  capable of exchanging gases and misture with the atrro* 
sphere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere, and of supporting the l i f e  of auto- 
trophic and heterotrophic biota. So the pedosphere i s  the strata of below 
gromd functional layer of the land biosphere. 
The majority of the processes within the pedosphere are not ccslrpletely 
reversible. Same are irreversible processes such as weatherha of silicates 
and leaching. Others are cyclic but not mrrpletely reversible processes such 
as biological turnover, and fomtion and mineralization of h m s .  Due to 
such irreversibility of soil processes, m y  residual or new solid-phase 
compounds occur within the pedosphere /EihlDE 1947; YAAU=N 19711. 'Ihe annual 
formation of such ampunds i s  very small and can hardly be detected. But 
if  these processes function for a long tim /n.102-lo5 years/, these solid- 
phase compunds gradually acamdate witkin the pedosphare and form the 
pronounced pedogenic features of soil formtion such as h m s ,  salic, 
argillic, carnbic, and other horizons. 
The process of the accumulation of the various canbinations of these 
pedogenic macrofeatures i s  usually called a soil-forming process, that mans, 
a process which changes the in i t ia l  solid-phase lithospheric structure and 
c a p s i t i o n  into the newly f o m d  pedospheric solid-phase structure and 
composition /JENNY, 1941;FODE 19471. These pedogenic features are mstpro-  
nounced in those cases when the upper layer of the lithosphere i s  neither 
renewed by erosion or &imntation nor mixed with the deeper layers. In 
the cases of stable landscapes and long-term functioning of the processes 
in the pedosphere, the gradual accumulation of solid-phase results takes 
place and forms wll-differentiated soils,/JOHNSCN and WATSON-S-R, 19871. 
It i s  important to note that t k  pedosphere functioning as a zone of 
below ground biosphere forms rapidly - a few m t h s  and years. The pedo- 
sphere as a spc i f i c  structural solid-phase anisotropic subsystem needs much 
mre time /n.ld-lo5 years/ to a well-develo~ed, vertically and bri- 
zontally differentiated m t l e  which e call the pedosphere. So, when we 
consider the pedosphere in a structural sense we usually man the attributes 
of the solid phase of the soil profiles and bodies. 
The general developwnt of the pedosphere can be visualized as a 
sequence. The in i t ia l  contact and interaction of the abmsphere, hydrosphere, 
biota with the upper lithaphere layers distinguish the pedosphere as a zone 
of biosphere functions. With longer-term biosphere interactions the =do- 
sphere kvelops a three-dimnsional anisotropic structure. After  i t s  forma- 
tion, the pedosphere strangly regulates and controls the present and future 
functioning of the biosphere. 
Vertical structure of the pedosphere 
The pedosphere has i t s  am specific structure. W r y  natural soil has 
a vertical pedogenetic anisotropy as the result of the depth of action in 
situ of the facars  and processes of soil formation. The vertical sequence 
of different layers in a natural soil i s  the system of genetic soil horizons 
that canprises a genetic profile, or soil body. 
In general each soil ,  as a polyphase body within the psdosphere, 
consists of different t y p s  of depth distributions in any given r r m t .  
There are temprature profiles, moisture profiles, soil solution profiles, 
macro and microbiota profiles, and solid-phase profiles. The f i r s t  three 
are mainly functional; they are very labile and change very fast / n . 1 0 - ~ 1 0 ~  
years/ in the prccess of biosphere functioning. The solid-phase forms the 
mre stable soil f r m o r k  and i s  characterized by the d i n a t i o n  of inter- 
related horizons which generally differ in soil texture, soil structure, 
mineralogical and chemical ampsition. Many kinds of soil horizons are 
recognized and d i n a t i o n s  and sequences of horizons give rise to a large 
nwlber of unique soils. 
Soil as a "block of m r y "  of the biosphere-geosphere system 
Soils and the pedosphere as a whole, are not only a m t i n g  rrediw, 
for plants and a source of bioprductim; they are also organized and struc- 
tured natural entities. The main features of enviromrents that existed 
&ring soil formation and subsequent changes are reflected and recorded by 
the pedosphere in i t s  am properties. Every soil body i s  a "block of m r y "  
of past and present a m - ,  hydro-, bio- and lithospheric interactions. It 
can be said that the pedosphere i s  the product and block of m r y  of bio- 
sphere-geosphere functioning ITAFGULIILU e t  al.  19791. 
Soi'l properties have different capacities for recording past and 
present e n v i r m n t s .  This strongly depends on the characteristic respnse 
time /CRT/ of the individual features and processes, and refers to the t h  
required for a given soil feature to CXXE into quasiequilibrium with the 
environmtal conditions / Y ~ N ,  19711. ?he general scheme of the CKC in 
soils i s  as follows /ARMAND and TAFGULIATJ, 19741: 
CRT of soil gaseous phase - to 10-1 years 
CW of soil liquid phase -- lo-z to  lo0 years 
CRT of soil micro- and macrobiota - 10-1 to lo2 years 
CRT of soil solid phase /mineral and 
organic/ - 100 ia loG years 
The t h  spans sham as orders of magnitude are only illustrative of 
the wide range of t h s  involved. For example, sorre biotic attributes can 
change much slowr than s m  solid-phase features. It i s  concluded that 
the gaseous, liquid, and biotic soil features w i l l  reflect the e n v i r m t a l  
changes mch faster than the solid-phase soil features. Although the solid- 
phase features w i l l  reflect the e n v i m n t a l  changes s l m r ,  they retain 
a record of e n v i m n t a l  changes mch longer than gaseous, liquid and 
biotic attributes. 
Thus the solid-phase features of soil profiles are the more important 
recorders .of e n v i r o m t a l  mdit icns.  Different soil solid-phase properties 
have different CRT and consequently differ in  their capacity to record prior 
change. The faster soil-forminq processes and correspding soil properties 
m y  record past  environrrental changes for  years, decades, and even centuries. 
Examples are litter-leaching and decamposition, s o i l  structure f o m t i m  and 
deqradat id ,  salinization and desalinization, gleyzation and oxidation, hu- 
ms formtion and deccpnposition. The slower p r o ~ s s e s  and t h e i r  correspnd- 
ing s o i l  properties m y  record envirunn-ental changes for  millennia to m i l -  
lions of years. Examples are  clay t r ans fomt ion  and translocation, rubifica- 
t ion, and different types of deep w t h e r i n g .  The age of s o i l  m r y  depends 
m the age of a s o i l ,  that  is, the duration of s o i l  forming and e a t h e r i n g  
processes which acted in  s i t u  in  each specific place. 
Many buried s o i l  bodies and patterns re f l ec t  past geological environ- 
m n t s  /see Chapter V/.  The s o i l s  of the existing pecosphere qenerally ccmsist 
of conplex carbinations of stable,  inherited and often r e l i c t  properties of 
pre-Pleistocene and P l e i s t o ~ n e  weathering, lithogenesis and pedogenesis, 
inherited and/or evolvinq properties of Holocene weatherina and s o i l  f o m -  
t ion, and more recent properties caused by human-induced transformation. 
These very camplicated carbinations serve as  records of the processes of 
biosphere-geosphere interactions and the processes of the evolution of these 
interactions aver time. Pedologists are learning, step by step,  to "decode" 
the s o i l  p r o p r t i e s  informaticm into envimnmmtal change information 
/TAFGULIAN and SOKOLOV, 19781. 
The recognition and geqraphic delineation of s o i l  a s  a "block of 
m n ~ r y "  has great inportance not cmly in  pedology and s o i l  science but a lso  
in  paleoqeography , ecology, geology and other earth sc ienes .  The correct 
"reading" of s o i l - m r y  informaticm w i l l  ke useful to separate past and 
present s o i l  changes and to assist in forecasting the future changes. 
Knowledge of different cmpnen ts  of a s o i l  as "block of m r y "  and of the 
ra tes  of changes of solid-phase properties is cme of the mst challengina 
tasks for understanding future pedosphere changes. 
Main functions of the pedospkre 
'Jhe biospheric, hydrospheric, atmos&eric and l i thos&eric functions 
a s  we11 a s  the f e r t i l i t y  of so i l s  are determined by the properties and 
a t t r ibutes  of the *ole s o i l  body. 
The f i r s t  most irrportant function of the pedcs@ere is biospheric. 
The pedas@ere s u p p r t s  and regulates m y  biot ic  processes. Plants r e e i v e  
the i r  mineral nutrients and water from so i l s  to build up the i r  biomass. 
This plant bicmass beca~s the source of nutriticm fo r  a n h l  4. m. 
Biogenic chemical elerrents accurmlate in  a s o i l  in  the form of available 
chemical campounds. The bios&eric functicm gives rise t o  the s ~ c i f i c  s o i l  
quali ty c m l y  h a m  a s  m i l  f e r t i l i t y ,  which is t h  a b i l i t y  of a m i l  to 
regularly supply plants with e iemnts  of mineral nutri t ion and water, in  
addition to sirrolltaneously providing favorable &ysical and chemical ccmdi- 
ticms for  plant grudth. Soil  f e r t i l i w  is absent m hard rocks and cmly 
weakly expressed on loose nxks of the lithosphere f m w h i c h  s o i l s  are 
developing. Natural so i l s  vary widely in the i r  f e r t i l i t y .  Gradually mm 
has learned how to m g e  s o i l  f e r t i l i t y  and so i l s  with lm productim 
capacity to transform i n f e r t i l e  s o i l s  in to  more productive ones. Irrigating 
deserts, draining swanps, leaching e x e s s  s a l t s  and adding f e r t i l i z e r s  are  
-1es of such t ransfomtions .  
Although so i l s  have the capability to s w r t  l i f e ,  they m y  also have 
certain p m p r t i e s  detrimmtal for  s a w  organism. They m y  be too sha l lm,  
too dense, too acid o r  too alkaline, too dry o r  too wet, too deficient in 
nutrients o r  too toxic in  soluble salts to prwide a favorable envinmmnt 
fo r  plants and animals. ?he distribution and gecga& of natural vegeta- 
tion is closely connected with the dis t r ibu t im and ccqxJsitim of s o i l  
cover. 
?he pedosphe~  accumlates active organic matter / h m s /  and the 
chemical energy bound t o  it. Living organic matter rather quickly deonn- 
poses into simple chemical mmpunds a f t e r  the death of the organism. Part 
of the &ad organic mtter is t r a n s f o m d  into  s o i l  h m s  o r  ccmplexed 
with clay and oxides, which m y  be preserved for  hundreds and thousank of 
years. 
?he second global functim of the pedosphere is t o  be an interface and 
a zone of interaction i t s e l f .  Due t o  its "boundary" position w i t h i n  'Lhe bio- 
sphere-geos@ere system, the pedosphere sustains, regulates and controls 
many biot ic  and abiotic turnovers and fluxes of substances. ?he important 
pa r t  of biogecchemical turnover of substances takes place between plant and 
s o i l  and has an ascending-descending character /so-called smll biological 
turnover/. ?he plants take from the s o i l  the e l e n t s  of mineral nutri t ion 
which, through a n m h r  of i n t e m d i a t e  stages /plants-animals-micmrgan- 
i s m s / ,  are  again returned into  the s o i l  a f t e r  b iot ic ,  protoli thic,  and 
photochemical organic mtter decanpositicm. 
A t  the s m  tirre s o i l s  are the s t a r t ing  point for  the migration of the 
soluble and nonsoluble substames within and through ecosystems. A l l  these 
subskhnces m y  be rmbilized and leached out of the s o i l  by atmospheric 
precipi ta t im into the ground and surface waters, sore t o  the ocean, where 
the aquatic biota use som transported nutrients. Most sediroentary rocks are 
f o m d  £ran materials derived £ran the pedosphere. A t  a l a t e r  t i n e ,  these 
rocks m y  be exposed, undergo ~ t k r i n g ,  and give rise t o  new soils.  This 
is the so-called big geological turnover of substances. 
The thi rd  global function of the pedosphere is amspher ic .  Soils 
contribute to the chemistry, moisture and heat balance of the atm3sphere. 
As a porous system, the s o i l  contains pores of different sizes and config- 
urations forminq a network of interconnected channels throughout the s o i l  
volurre. A large par t  of the pore space is inhabited by roots and by mzo- 
and microbiota. Due to s o i l  porosity and high density of in t rasoi l  b iot ic  
ppulat ion,  the pdos@ere exchanges various gases w i t h  the near-surface 
atnosphere: absorbing oxygen, and exuding carbon dioxide and a n m h r  of 
other gases such as rethane, hydrogen, hydrogen sulphide, nitroqen oxides, 
and a m n i a .  Soil  respiraticm has daily,  seasonal and mual dynamics spe- 
c i f i c  for  each so i l  ecosystem. Soil evaporation influences m t e r  vapour 
of t k  atmomere and m i l  a l M o .  
?he fourth global function of the ~edosphere is hydrospheric. ?he 
pedos@ere redistributes water in to  various land hydrological fluxes. Due 
i n  par t  t o  porosity and water perrreability, so i l s  d i f fe r  thei r  ab i l i ty  t o  
transform precipitation into  inf i l t ra t ion,  surface runoff, subsurface intra- 
s o i l  runoff, and groundwater runoff. ?he chemical o m p s i t i o n  of precipita- 
t ion is also altered when it comes i n  contact with the s o i l  surface and 
percolates through the s o i l  body. Due t o  its porosity, f r i ab i l i ty ,  specific 
surface area and surface act ivi ty  of solid particles,  tk -sphere serves 
a s  source, f i l t e r  and sink of substances during amsphere-pedosphere-hydro- 
sphere interaction. Soluble mineral and organic substances are realized t o  
percolating and b e m  part of the hydrogecchemical, ver t ical  and l a t e ra l  
fluxes within and through so i l .  The pedos@ere is also the source of solid 
par t ic les  remJved by erosion and is often the sink where the m t e r i a l s  are 
d e ~ s i t e d .  
Because of the sorption and exchange capacity of so i l s ,  they f i l t e r  
and absorb many substances frcm the waters passing through. The hydrospheric 
functians of t k  pdosphere affect  b t h  the l a t e r a l  differentiation of the 
geochemical solid substances a t  the earth's surface and t k  chemical canpsi- 
tion of the hydmqhere i t s e l f .  
The f i f t h  function of the pedosphere is lithospheric. A s  a naturally 
£om& and s t r a t i f i e d  solid-phase r m t l e ,  the pdosphere protects t k  
ear th 's  lithosphere £ran destructive impacts of the exogenic forces. I t  
buffers and regulates these destructive processes, by acting as the "dynamic" 
geoderrna o r  skin of the earth. The developmnt of the pedcsphere ref lects  
the mtual relations and dynamic equilibrium betw=en different forces and 
processes: a /  the vertically-acting exoqenic processes /weathering and s o i l  
formation/, b /  the laterally-acting exoqenic processes /denudation, trans- 
portation and deposition of the solid pa r t i c les / ,  and c /  the endogenic 
forces / tectonic up l i f t  and subsidence, volcanic ac t iv i ty / .  
In each c l h t i c  and gemrphic  sett ing, the presence and degree of 
expression of many s o i l  properties strongly depend u p  the relations of 
the in tensi t ies  of these group of processes. Those mst differentiated 
and deeply weathered so i l s ,  i .e.  ferra lsols ,  usually develop when weather- 
ing and s o i l  f o m t i o n  processes have been active for  a longtime. Shallow, 
stony and wakly-developed so i l s  occur mainly where the land surface has 
keen periodically rejuvenated e i ther  by erosion o r  by a c c m l a t i o n  of recent 
sediments. 
A l l  these global functions of the pedosphere are realized in different 
qualitative and quantitative terms i n  different parts of the globe, depend- 
ing on the natural or  anthropgenic landscape of the area, on the natural 
zone. The to ta l i ty  of the mll s i t e  specific s o i l  proczsses m i n e  t o  
form the perk1  process of global functioning of the pedos&ere. 
Spatial and tenpral limitations of tk pdospkre :  Soil  a s  a f i n i t e  
and conditionally renewble natural resource 
Soils represent a high capacity buffer mdia  of the biosphere, which 
m y  buffer am3 can na3derate - up t o  a certain Limit - the various stresses 
caused by: 
- e n v i m m n t a l  factors,  a s  climatic droughts o r  t m  humid m d i t i o n s ,  
natural a i r  pollution, volcanic act ivi t ies ,  t apzra tu re  e n s ,  e tc . ,  
and/or 
- human influences, a s  intensive, fully-n-echanized and chemically con- 
t ro l led crop prcduoticn; liquid mure of large-scale a n h l  husbandry farms; 
wastes and waste waters originating frcm industry, transport, social  and 
rural  &:velownt, urbanization, recreation; pollution frcm~various sources, 
e t c .  
The pedos&ere, according t o  its functional and s t n ~ c t u r a l  peculiari- 
t i e s ,  has its om specific spat ia l  and temp3ral limitations. Thickness an2 
area are  its m i n  spat ia l  characterist ics.  In canparison with the atmsphere, 
hydrosphere and lithosphere, the thickness of We pdosphere is very shal la i ,  
because the pedosphere is mrked out from the q e ~ r a l  biosphere-geosphere 
s y s m  not as a sphere with the prevalence of me &ysical phase /gaseous, 
water, sol id  phase/, but as a relatively sha l l a i  sphere of atnuspheric, 
hydrospheric, biospheric and anthropospheric interaction w i t h i n  the upper 
layers of the lithosphere. 
Functionally, t he  thickness of the -dosphere equals the thickness of 
the upFer layer of the lithosphere involved i n  such regular annual interac- 
tions. Often s o i l  thickness is defined a s  the thickness of the rooting z m .  
It  is a practically important, but rather narrm, c r i t e r i m  when taking into  
consideration only the bioprductive and biogeochemical functions of the 
so i l .  It is clear tha t  not only b io t i c  but all of the m i n  s o i l  functions 
/atnospheric, hydrospheric and lithospheric/ should be taken in to  considera- 
t ion when defining the functional s o i l  thickness. 
The f i r s t  spa t i a l  pedospheric paramter is t o t a l  s o i l  thickness. In 
spi te  of the s h a l l w  thickness the whole - d o s @ ~ r e  strangly cantrols and 
regulates the interactions betwen all spheres, as the real  geambrane or 
geoderrra. It should be stressed tha t  t h i s  very thin sphere w i t h i n  the whole 
biosphere-geosphere system is very vulnerable because it is influenced by 
all emir-ntal changes and can be easi ly  deteriorated and even destroyed. 
The most f e r t i l e  topsoil labout 0.1-0.5 m/ l imits the depth of possible 
agricultural  act iv i ty  and leads t o  cantmination by p l l u t a n t s ,  destructim 
and even ccmplete s o i l  rerroval of the land surface due t o  hm- induced  
erosion. 
The s e c d  spat ia l  pdospheric limitation is area. The t o t a l  area of 
the pdosphere dewcis  on the earth 's  land area 1149 *]lion &/. But the 
real area of the Wosphere is limited. t y  95 ni l l ion km2, that is, 64% of 
the land area is n w  covered by m r e  o r  l e s s  hioproductive landscapes and 
soi ls .  Tne m d e r  of the land area /36%/ is occupied by glaciers,  lakes, 
rivers, l i f e l e s s  deserts, rocks, sands, h m  settlemats and constructions, 
h m - m d e  badlands, etc. /E1OZANOVt 1977 / . 
The pedosphere has f i n i t e  spat ia l  limitations i n  depth a s  wll a s  in 
area. 
The third important Limitatim of the pedosphere is the temporal limita- 
tion of s o i l  functioluring, forrratim and evolution. This problem is clasely 
cannected to the very significant problems of s o i l  and pdosphere renewal 
a f t e r  natural and hm-made deterioration and dest ruct im.  The t.im needed 
fo r  the natural formatim of a m t u r e  and w11-developed s o i l  k d y ,  which 
has reached /quasi/equilibrim with the environmnt, varies d e w d i n g  on 
s o i l  features, s o i l  type, s o i l  prccesses and e n v i r o m t .  The whole set of 
ra tes  and characterist ic times of s o i l  functiming, s o i l  f o m t i o n  and evolu- 
t ion prccesses &races nine orders : f m  the fas tes t  110-3 years/ t o  the 
slmst /lo6 years/, as mntioned above. 
The whole amplitude of soil-functioning and soil-forming process ra tes  
keeps par t ly  wi% the bioecolcgical and partly within the geological t.im 
scales. Only par t  of the s o i l  features can be forn-ed, changed and renewed 
by natural prccesses within the biota- and h m - l i f e  tirre scales. It a l so  
mans tha t  significant s o i l  pro-rties /such a s  organic mtter content and 
distribution, texture and clay minerals differentiation, total depth of the 
topsoil and whole s o i l  profile,  and total content of clay w i l l  have no chance 
fo r  renewal by natural processes i f  they becarre changed and deteriorated by 
h m  action. In other words, s o i l  f e r t i l i t y  is exploited by a q r i d t u r a l  
h m  act ivi ty  based on s m  basic s o i l  properties which have been formed by 
very lmg-tern prmesses of weathering and s o i l  f o m t i m  and could not be 
renewed in  a h m - l i f e  scope. In fact ,  in the pas.t and a t  present mn ex- 
ploited and exploits the world's "soi l  treasures" accurmiLated over millennia 
and hundreds of thousands of years of natural s o i l  forrration and evolution; 
these treasures should not be exhausted. 
W e  now know of the many types of h m  inpacts which have, particularly 
over the l a s t  f i f t y  years, affected not only labi le  and dynamic s o i l  pr-r- 
ties but a l so  the m r e  stable and long-term f o m d  properties. These may be 
very fas t ,  sharp, and &p changes of the s o i l  body and cover during one-two 
years / irrigation o r  drainage, corbined with deep t i l l a g e  and strong chemical 
attack/,  o r  very gradual, la tent  changes which can hrprcept ibly  a c m l a t e  
for  a long-tirre, and tben suddenly blow up a s  a "soi l  degradatim bcmb" 
/ck&cal s o i l  pollution, hums and structure degradation, deep erosion, e tc . / .  
In a l l  these cases, it should be stressed that  hm- induced  forces an s o i l s  
and the whole pedosphere are often accoqanied by deter iorat im o r  even 
canplete loss of very siqnificant long-forrred natural s o i l  properties and 
even s o i l  bodies and s o i l  patterns. 
Cne can conclude tha t  the peclos@~re a s  a whole, as we'll as the separahe 
s o i l  bodies and s o i l  patterns, cannot be considered a s  a q l e t e l y  renewable 
natural resource. 
The pedosphere is f m t i o n a l l y  and structurally a very important and 
obfigatory subsystem within the biosphere-qeosphere system, and a t  the s m  
tin-e, a necessary conditionally and par t ia l ly  renewable natural resource for 
h m  society. A l l  i3-e usefiul properties of the pedosphere, particularly the 
m e w a b l e  ones, should be carefully protected and saved for  fukure genera- 
tions. 

Chapter Ill 
SOIL COVER OF THE WORLD 
Histor ica l  evolution in tb? and space 
The s o i l  cover is characterized by i ts  composition, i .e .  the  set of 
s o i l s  t h a t  cons t i tu te  the cover, and by its spa t i a l  orqanization, i.e. the  
d is t r ibut ion  and conbination of d i f ferent  s o i l s  in accordance with horizon- 
tal and ve r t i ca l  hydro-geochemical interrelat ionships.  
The beginning of the formation of the earth's s o i l  cover apparently 
coincides with the i n i t i a l  phases of pedcgenesis as a global process 
IGERPSSIMOV and GLAZOVSKAYA, 1960; YA?XCN, 1963; TAXULIAN e t  a1. , 19861. 
The i n i t i a l  expansim of b io ta  from the sea t o  the land a d  supposedly take 
place a s  ea r ly  a s  the Imer Paleozoic, lrpre than 503 mln years hefore present 
/SINITSIN, 19671. These b io ta  wre micro-organism, t h a t  could only produce 
a primitive s o i l  formation, s o i l - f i b s ,  a few mn deep. These th in  films 
apparently f o m d ,  a s  microspots over the  abio t ic  land surface. A r ea l  s o i l  
cover was inexistent .  It w a s  a 'primary' phase of s o i l  developrrent. 
A t  the end of the Si lur ian ,  about 400 mln years before present ,  b io ta  
wre actively c o n w r i n g  land, Psilophytes, 6evoid of r co t  sys tem and 
adapted to hig-h humidity of the sea  coasts. F l w i s o l s  were forming, charac- 
te r ized  by surface accmula t im  of organic mtter, g l e y i f i c a t i m ,  and 
constant inflow of mineral sedimnts f r m  water stream IFRIDLAD and 
BUYANOVSKIY, 19771. &her weakly-developed s o i l s ,  F&gosols and Leptosols, 
were f o m d  t-ther with the Fluvisols. They are the earliest s o i l  £ o m -  
t ions  of the  earth. lhis phase of evolution of the s o i l  cover can be narred 
'sporadic' as  the spots dnd s t r i p s  of Fluvisols wre sporadically d i s t r ib -  
uted over the ab io t i c  o r  weakly b io t i c  background. 
By the end of the D e m i a n ,  about 350-360 mln years before present, 
there was a d ra s t i c  change of the earth's veqetation: ferns and horsetail, 
KOt-possessing plants with high b i ~ l l a s s  production, spread in subtropical 
and t ropica l  conditions. It is probably during the Devonian-Carhiferous 
t h a t  s o i l s  re la ted  t o  the Ferralsols have appeared fo r  the f i r s t  time. The 
s o i l  cover kcam mre complex in ccmposition, but  still did  not en t i r e ly  
cover the land surf  ace. This phase of evolution of the  s o i l  cover can be 
MnEd ' intermittent ' .  
In the Permian, 285-240 mln years before present, in correspondence 
wlth the dif ferent ia t ion  of the earth's climates and landscapes, the s o i l  
cover was enriched by new s o i l  groups. Concurrently, there w a s  a further 
d i f ferent ia t ian  of the already exis t ing  groups. Thus, the F&gosols and 
6CO 532 430 395 345 28C 226 195 135 65 2 
millim years 
Figure 3. Evoluticn and d i v e r s i f i c a t i m  of the Worl2's s o i l  cover. 
/Tentative schg;le/ /adapted firm FRIDLAND and BLYANOVSKIY, 
19771 
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Leptosols wxe significantly enriched by the diverse soils of the vast 
deserts of the Fennian and by p l i c  soils during the Fennian glaciation. 
The intermittent soil cover was gradually evolving into a continuous cover. 
It was this fourth stage of natural evolution that developd into a soil 
'~antinuum~. 
In the subsequent Mases of evolution of climates and biota, the ccanpo- 
sition of the soil mver was be-q mre differentiated. Volcanic lava's 
and ashes which wxe fomd durinq the Wrt ia ry  and the Pleistccene gave 
rise to  Vertisols and AnCbsols. 'Ihe ms t  recent developnent i s  the f o m -  
tion of Chemozems and Kastanozens, which correspond to the developrent of 
the gramineae and of steppic landscapes on loess. A t  the s m  the,  the^ 
was greater internal enrichrent of each group due to mre diverse genetic 
properties of soils cmpsing these groups. This diversification was 
directly associated with the colonization by these groups of new areas with 
different natural mnditions. Thus, the Gleyic and Writ Gleysols appeared 
in the boreal zone only in the epoch of the Fleistocene placiations. Figure 
3 i s  an attempt to represent the evolutim an2 diversificatim of the soil 
cover of the earth during the different geological periods. 
An analysis of the evolutim of the earth's soil cover in time and 
space gims grounds to highlight the fo l l r~~ ing  iRportant trends: 
- As a specific sphere of the earth, the soil cover began to develop, 
supposedly, in the Paleozoic /Cantxian-Silurian/ and till present it passed 
through four phases of natural evolutim: 1. primary /weakly biogenicl, 
2. sporadic, 3. intermittent, 4. continuum. ?his seqnmce my have repated 
itself a t  different geological priods. 
- Different genetic soil  groups that form the soil cover are historical 
categories. Each of them emrqed in a ~ r t a i n  -logical epoch of the earth's 
evolutim . 
- In the course of i t s  historical evolution, the cmpsition of the 
soil cover was developing in two directions: 1. grmth of the n m b r  of the 
geretic soil  groups, and 2.  diversification of the inner ampsition of each 
group - 
- The prccess of diversification in tirre i s  also characteristic for 
the interrelatianships of the soils in space, i.e. for the caqxsition, 
structure and qeomtrical f o m  of the soil associations. 
- BE historical evolutim of the natural soil cover i s  closely linked 
with gl& evolution of the factors of pedogenesis. 'Ihis correlatim ex- 
plains that the g l d a l  evolution of the soil  cover, related to the evolu- 
tion of the factors of pdcgenesis, i s  irreversible IGERASSPKN and 
GIAZOVSKAYA, 1960; Y W ,  19711. 
With the errreryence of man in the Pleistocene the soil cover of the 
earth gradually entered the ndem anthropogenic Mase of d e v e l o v t .  'Ihis 
Mase i s  characterized by two oppsing trends of transformation: 
1. Homgenization of the ccanposition and structure of the soil cover 
for agricultural use, airred a t  the fomtion of a fert i le  layer with proper- 
t ies useful for agricultural prduction; 
2. Heterogenization of the soil cover, as a result of the diversity of 
anthropogenic activities, and because of a degradational trend of evolution 
of the soil which my lead to the depletion and even destruction of the soil 
cover. The result of the anthropogenic influence i s  a greater diversity of 
the soil  m e r .  The mqnitude of transformation of the soil cover during 
t h i s  phase can be carpan& in  imprtance with s m  geological effects  on 
the =dosphere. Hmver ,  i n  the case of geolcqical evolution, restoration 
an2 further d e v e l o p n t  of the s o i l  cover toak hundreds of thousands of 
years, a tine scale which is inacceptable for  the humm society. 
A descriptive overview 
?he present s o i l  cover of the world -rises 28 major s o i l  groupin~s.  
These separations a t  the highest level of generalizatim were made on the 
basis of the effects  of different s o i l  forming p m s s e s  as f a r  as these 
are reflected by abservable and masurable attr ibutes.  
?he classes which are distinguished a t  th i s  f i r s t  cateqorical level 
were determined through international coo=ration, taking into account. 
present knowledge of the ccanposition of the world's s o i l  cover. The nanen- 
clature used is the one of the FAD/UNESCO Soil  Map of the World legend 
/FAO, 19881. 
The 28 m j o r  s o i l  groupings, br ief ly  described belm,  are listed i n  
nine se t s  on the basis of the main factor which has influenced the f o m -  
tion of these s o i l s  /DRIESSEN and DUDAL, 19891. ?he estirrates of the global 
distribution of the m j o r  so i l  groupings are based on the FAOIUNESCO Soil  
Map of the World /FAo, 1971-19811. 
1. Soils characterized by a strong acamulation of organic m t e r i a l ,  
generally associated with waterlogging: 
- Histosols are organic s o i l s  which occur mainly in boreal areas 
but which also occupy imprtant surfaces i n  temperate and humid 
tropical regims 1240 million ha/. 
2. Soils of which the f o m t i o n  is conditioned by the particular 
properties of their parent material: 
- Vertisols, characterized by churning of s o i l  rnaterial a s  a resul t  
of swelling and shrinking. ?hey o c c u  min ly  in tropical and sub- 
tropical reqions with a marked alternation of wet and dry m d i -  
tions. Their f o m t i o n  is linked to m t e r i a l s  cunsistina of 
swelling clays 1340 mi l l im ha/. 
- Anclcsols, characterized by the presence of mrphous almino- 
-si l icates result ing from the weathering of volcanic m t e r i a l .  
They occur over a wi& range of climatic conditions in connection 
with the global distribution of volcanic act ivi ty  1160 million ha/. 
- Arenosols, characterized by a sandy texture and a lack of d i s t inc t  
profile devel-t. ?he major extension of Arenosols is in  the 
dry area of Africa. H m v e r ,  they also cccupy large areas in 
Australia, Brazil, and the N e a r  East 1403 million ha/. 
3 .  Soils of which the f o m t i o n  is markedly influenced by the re l ief  
and physiographic sett ing: 
- Fluvisols, which occur in m j o r  a l luvia l  plains under different 
climatic conditions and which are characterized by regular accre- 
t ions of fresh sec3jmmts / 320 million ha/. 
- Gleysols, characterized by mrked grcundwater influence. They 
=cur under d i f f e ren t  climatic conditions but  their m j o r  exten- 
sion is in h e a l  r eg ims  1620 million ha/ .  
- Rsgosols, characterized by medium t o  heavy texture and a lack of 
d i s t i n c t  p ro f i l e  develo-t because of low temperatures, prolonged 
dryness o r  erosion. The m j o r  extension of &gosols is i n  the 
arctic regicns and in the a r i d  tropics and subtropics 1900 mill ion 
ha/ .  
- Leptosols, characterized by shallow depth generally associated 
with steep r e l i e f  and emsim. The m j o r  extension of k p t o s o l s  
is in the m t a n e  regims throughout the  world /2 260 m i l l i m  ha/. 
4. Soi ls  of which the f o m t i o n  is  conditioned by a limited pedogenetic 
age o r  by re jwenat im:  
- Carhisols, characterized by wather ing  in s i t u  ref lec ted  by a 
change in colour, texture or consistence. C a b i s o l s  occur mainly 
i n  tenprate and boreal climates o r  i n  s u b m i c a 1  and t rcpica l  
r eg ims  where erusicn l imi t s  p ro f i l e  developrent 1825 million ha/ .  
5. Soi ls  of which the f o m t i o n  is markedly influenced by a humid 
t ropica l  o r  subtropical climate: 
- Ferralsols,  characterized by a residual  acclnrmlation of sesqui- 
oxides a s  a r e s u l t  of  s tmng  wathering.  These s o i l s  occur essen- 
t i a l l y  in the humid tropics on the m t i n e n t a l  shields of South 
m r i c a  and Central Africa / 1  030 million ha/ .  
- Nit iso ls ,  characterized by an acclnrmlatim of clay d i n e d  with 
strong wathering.  Tney occ=ur m h l y  in t ropica l  climates with 
dxy and wt seascns and are linked t o  i n t e m d i a t e  o r  basic parent 
materials 1250 million ha/. 
- Acrisols, characterized by an accsurrollation of low ac t iv i ty  clays 
and by a lw base saturation 1800 million ha/ .  
- Alisols,  characterized by an accurmlatim of high ac t iv i ty  clays 
and by a lw base saturation 1100 million ha/ .  
- Lixisols,  characterized by an accumulation of lw ac t iv i ty  clays 
and by a high base saturation 1200 million ha/ .  
- Plinthosols, characterized by surface waterlogging over a sub- 
surface layer of p l in th i t e ,  a m t t l e d  clay wfiich hardens irrevers-  
i b l y  upcn -sure 150 million ha/ .  
6. So i l s  of  \hi& the f o m t i o n  is markedly influenced by an a r i d  o r  
d - a r i d  climate: 
- Solmchaks, characterized by a s t m n g  accumlation of soluble 
s a l t s  1260 million ha/ .  
- Solonetz, characterized by a marked saturation w i t h  sodium 1100 
million ha/. 
- Gypsisols, characterized by a marked accurmlatim of gypsum 
1150 million ha/ .  
- Calcisols,  characterized by a marked a d a t i o n  of aalcium 
carbcnate / 1  030 million ha/. 
7. Soils  of which the f o m t i o n  is conditioned by steppic cliiiates and 
which are characterized ~y a mrace a c d a t i o n  of saturated 
orqanic m t t e r .  
- Chemzems, which occur mainly in the boreal s t e p s  1303 n i l l i on  
ha/ - 
- Kastanozems, which occur in the  w a r m  s t e p s  1 4 0 0  million ha/ .  
- Phaeozems, which occur i n  the pra i r ies  and the steppe-forest 
t rans i t ion  zone / l a  rmlllon ha/ .  
- Greyzems, which occur in the mre humid f o r e s t - s t e p  t rans i t ion  
zone 130 million ha/ .  
8. Soi ls  of which the  f o m t i o n  is conditioned, by hmid c m l  t o  
temprate  climates : 
- Luvisols, characterized by an accumulation of high ac t iv i ty  clays 
and by a high base saturation.  Their major extension is in 
temperate and m i t e r r a n e m  regions /6CD mj-llion ;la/. 
- ~ o l u v i s o l s ,  characterized by an acmnnulation of high ac t iv i ty  
clays and by a bleached e luvia l  horizon tonguing in to  the clay 
enriched horizon. Their major extension is i n  cool temperate and 
boreal climates 1260 million ha/. 
- FWzols, characterized by a subsurface accumulation of organic 
matter, i ron and aluminium. Their major extension is in boreal 
climates 1480 mill ion ha/ .  
- Plamsols,  characterized by seasonal surface waterlogging w e r  an 
impervious subsurface horizon 1150 mill ion ha/ .  
9. Soi ls  of which the formation is strongly influenced by human 
ac t iv i t i e s :  
- Anthrosols, in which natural  d iaqmst ic  horizons have been 
cbl i tera ted  by h m  intervention o r  i n  which new layers have 
k e n  created a s  a r e s u l t  of human ac t iv i ty  /2 million ha/. 
Considerable parts of the  land surface of the  world a re  covered by 
non-soils consisting of outcrops, ice f i e lds ,  salt f l a t s  and o t k r  
miscellaneous land units 11 095 mill ion ha/. 
The above nine sets, merely indicate ccarsoon relationships between s o i l  
groupings and major s o i l  forming factors.  Therefore, the ' c l h t i c  s e t s t  
are not roeant to re f l ec t  a s t r i c t l y  lzonalt distr ibution of so i l s :  although 
Fdzols 'occur  mainly i n  boreal climates, they a l so  occur i n  mditerranean 
and i n  humid tropical  climates; Ferralsols may occur outside the  h h d  
t ropics  a s  remnants of e a r l i e r  rmre humid conditions; Solonchaks a l so  occur 
in steppic clirrates and Planosols do occur i n  the  subtropics a s  wll as in 
temperate regions. The s e t s  presented above may therefore not be taken a s  
high level  c lass i f ica t ion uni ts .  
On the  bas is  of the global inventory of the FAO/UNESCO Soi l  Map of the 
World 11971-19811 it is e s t h a t e d  that of the 13 392 million ha of land tha t  
a r e  f r e e  of a p n m n e n t  i ce  cover, 3 030 million ha are potential ly cu l t i -  
vable. ?he larger part of the world's s o i l  cover is e i the r  t m  cold, tm 
dry, too w e t ,  too steep o r  t m  s h a l l m  to enable profi table agricultural  use. 
lhe potential cultivable area is distributed in a p ropr t ion  of 7 1 t o  29 
perQnt w e r  the developing countries and the developed countries respec- 
t ively,  tha t  is about i n  the sam proportion as  the present distribution 
of the world's population. The presently cultivated area i n  the world is 
estimated a t  about 1 503 million ha, that  is  only half of the area poten- 
t i a l l y  available. In developina countries as a whole only 36 percent of 
the p t e n t i a l  cultivable land is used. In the developed wuntr ies  it is  
77 percent. These global figures mask considerable differences i n  the 
availabil i ty and quality of cultivable land betmen wuntries.  Land re- 
serves are located in the h h d  tropical regions of South &rim and 
Central Africa, h-r, i n  m y  countries outside the humid tropics land 
reserves are scarce o r  inexisting. 
When planning for  a higher degree of self-sufficiency, it is essential  
that  d i f f e r e m s  i n  land resource e n d m t  and in crop production yoten- 
t i a l s ,  be ful ly  appreciated. In sum countries land reserves are  such tha t  
cultivation can be expanded t o  met national r e q u i m n t s ,  an? even beyond. 
In other areas the l i m i t s  of cultivable land have already been, o r  are 
about t o  be, reached and mst of the increased prduct ion w i l l  have t o  cure 
from the intensification of agriculture on land already cultivated. C e r t a i n  
countries w i t h  unfavourable s o i l  and c l i m t i c  conditions m y  not have mans 
to met the fax l  r e q u i m n t s  of thei r  populations, even i f  the level  of 
inplts were t o  be optimized. In t h i s  case inplerrentation of m j o r  land 
iqrwerrents to enhance the lans resource base m y  have t o  be considered. 
With the identification of c r i t i c a l  areas i n  various parts of the 
world, it clearly appears that  future needs w i l l  have t o  be ensured by a 
global £cod systen tha t  establishes amplerrentarity of pmduction b e w e n  
areas of different sui tabi l i ty  IDUDAL, 19841. A t h o m g h  knowledge of tk 
world!s s o i l  c m r  and of the changes which it undergces is  essent ia l  for  
t k  relevant land use planning a t  international scale a s  w e l l  as a t  the 
national level. 
b in  regular i t ies  of s o i l  d i s t r m t i c n  
The wncept of the basic regularities of the ear thf  s s o i l  c a r ,  i .e.  
of global s o i l  geography, u n d m t  significant changes in tk m s e  of 
the d e v e l o ~ t  of pedolcgy. 
The original understanding w a s  based on the concept of la t i tudinal  and 
ver t ical  /or muntain/ s o i l  zonality f o m l a t e d  by V.V. DOKUCHAFY 119511 : 
'...the principal pedoqenic agents are s p r e d  m r  the ear th 's  surface as 
bel ts  o r  zcnes stretched m e  or  l e ss  paral le l  t o  lati tudes ... therefore, 
the so i l s  - our chernozems, podzols, e tc .  - shauld inevitably have zonal 
distributicm s t r i c t l y  corresponding t o  c l i m t e ,  vegetaticm, e tc . '  ?his 
f i r s t  zcnal wncept was used by V.V. D O K U M  and h i s  students t o  ccmpile, 
in 1903, the f i r s t  s o i l  mps  of the terr i tory  of Eurapean Fussia and of 
the northern hen-isphere. ?hese maps s h m d  five m j o r  s o i l  zones: boreal 
o r  a rc t i c ;  forest;  stem; ar id  /s-vided i n t o  stony, sandy, solcm&ak 
and less  deser ts / ;  and l a te r i t e .  ?he 'idealf la t i tudinal  occ-urence of 
these zones w a s  found t o  be locally 'disturbed' by areas of m t a i n s ,  
stony s o i l s  and a l luvia l  soi ls .  
Further studies of the s o i l  m r  of different m t i n e n t s  and countries 
have lead to impr tan t  mnchrents of the zonal s o i l  concept. It was found, 
that  the s o i l  zones do not always - actually rather exceptionally - have a 
la t i tudinal  occurrence. ?hey m y  be stretched mridionally,  or have wncen- 
t r i c  patterns. In me and the sarne latitude, possibly within me and the 
s m  continent, a soil zone my be replaced by another me, as a result of 
a transitim f r m  o ~ a n i c  to wntinental areas. No less profound rewnsid- 
eration was given to the regularities of the m t a i n  soil  zonality. Ihe 
relationship plt forward by V.V. D~KUCXAEV, beheen higher altitude, more 
humid and cool climates and the correspding transfomtim into 'more 
northernr soil zones, appeared to be mre amplicated. It was found that 
the actual regularities of the soil wver in mountain areas are mch mre 
diversified and are generally determined by the geographical positim and 
the spc i f i c  characteristics of a mxlntain reqion: altitude, -sure, 
configuratim, topogra@-~y, area, etc. These new data lead to the formla- 
t i m  of a landscape-geographical, or bicclimtic, or zonal-facial concept 
of world soil geoqraphy /WZANW, 19771. The basic assunptim of these 
concepts i s  the priority role of climate and the correspding vegetation 
in the develaprrent of soils over the earth's surface. This relationship 
accounts for the close coincidence between climtic-veqetatim belts and 
the soil zmes. This concept w a s  upheld till the 1960s and was reflected 
by m y  soil  mps of the world and continents. 
Active studies of the world soil wver since the 1950-60s and new 
sut-vey data d i s c l e d  that the ahme concept is insufficient for a scien- 
t i f i c  explanation and cartographic representatim of the actual diversity 
of the world soils. Ihe further a d v a n m t  of the soil  qeographical ideas 
was based on tsm principles: 1. priority of the genetic p-rties of the 
soils praper and of their spatial variability; 2 .  due consideration to the 
factors of pedogenesis, as reflected in the characteristics of the soils 
under study. The application of these principles tumed out to  be a very 
wrplicated task, because, besides good knowledge of the world soil cover 
and e n v i r o m t a l  factors, it required an advanced genetic classificatim 
of the world soils and an assessment of the s i ~ i f i c a n c e  and hierarchy of 
the whole range of soil characteristics, of the levels of gmetic similarity, 
of the diversity of pedms and soil groups, and of the character and degree 
of tkir mrrelation with the pdcgenetic factors. Therefore, the develop- 
mt of knowledge m the main regularities in the world soil cover i s  now 
closely linked with the ecological studies of the environmnt as a whole, 
with the exploration of the prcblems of soil classificatim and with the 
advanmnt  of accurate soil survey - supported by remote sensinq imagery - 
that allows the testing and arrenhnt of current pdc-qeographical concepts 
and the gereratim of new ones. 
The multiplicity of the regulatities that determine the actual world 
soil cover has now beccme obvious. Soil spatial variability, diversity and 
distributim are nm m i z e d  to be the result of a combined change of 
soils and soil forming factors /climate, biota, parent material, relief, 
hydrology, h m - i n d u d  forces, paleogeoqraphy, duratim of soil f o m -  
t i m / .  Ihe study of the alobal soil a v e r  enabled the r e w i t i m  of 'pure 
linesr of spatial soil changes: climate-induced, biota-induced, parent 
mterial-induced, hm-induced, etc. Generalizing the vast empiric knml- 
d g e  of soil  -aphy, it i s  possible to fistinguish 'pure liner spatial 
chanqes. lhey influence the soil cover in wnbination, however, SCYE of 
them my have a dminant effect. 
Climatic changes, Soils change spatially in accordance with spatial 
- - - - - - - - 
climate chanqes, while other soil-farming factors are mre or less constant. 
The wll-known exanples of such sil changeability are the climatic soil 
zonalities: latitudinal or horizontal, and altitudinal or vertical. Repre- 
sentative exanples of 'zonal soilsr are tundra Gleysols, boreal Podzols, 
s tepp Chernozems, and humid tropical Ferralsols. 
Biota-induced chanqes. Usually the biota, particularly vegetation, 
changes in correlatian with the climate, lithology and relief, but in scrne 
cases, pure biota changes my occur: forest-steppe, forest-tundra, tropical 
forests and grassland. They lead to  soil spatial changes while the other 
factors are rather ms tan t .  
L i ~ o l g i c a l + ~ g ~ s ,  Soils change in accordance with spatial changes 
of the soil parent material, while climate and topography are mre or less 
canstant. As a result there may be mre than me mature soil which has de- 
velo~ed and i s  in equilibrium within a sam climatic zone e.g. Pdzols an 
sands besides Gleysols 0x1 loam and clays in tundra and boreal ecosystem. 
Elxtherrrore, some soils, develaped f m  a spc i f i c  parent material, can 
spread through different bioclimatic zones: Podzols on sands in tundra, 
boreal, temperate and humid tropical zones; Andosols on volcanic ashes in 
boreal, subtropical and tropical zones; Vertisols in humid, semi-humid and 
semi-arid regians in the tropics and subtropics. 
m-rg1-or L e g - m i c  +-psi Soils change spatially in accor- 
dancewith changes in the age and duration of soil formtion while climate 
parent material and topgraphy are more or less constant. Ekmples of 
tempral soil changeability are the chranosequences of Pdzols and F'dzo- 
lwisols f m  similar parent mterials  through different stages of non-@zol- 
ized profiles to the mature profiles. The developmt and spatial differen- 
tiation of humid tropical soils thrmgh the stages of Wgosols, Cambisols 
and Andosols to Acrisols, Nitisols and Ferralsols are amther example of 
tk-induced changes. 
E & J i g f d g s ,  Soils change spatially in accordance with 
changes of macro-, meso-, or micro relief of the land surface. The relief 
i s  a very pwerful regulator and redistributor of hater, solution and 
suspension fluxes f r m  the tap to bottan position of the landscape. Soil 
changes are caused by spatial differentiation of the hydrological and 
geochemical effects. Examples of such soil  spatial changes are the increas- 
ing hydrmrphism, gleyization and enrichmnt in Fe and Mn oxides in the 
lmr  part of soil catenas; the increasing of soil hydrmmism and salin- 
ity in depressions in semi-arid and arid regions; the formation of poorly 
drained Gleysols and Histosols on l m  undissected plains in ccmtrast to 
the prevalence of wll drained soils m the more dissected parts of the 
landscape. 
Lagzal tran~rtation-induced changes, Soils change spatially due 
to the m6aI or ac&&iatT& ofafze Z s t h  p'articles of the topsoil. Within 
a catena such a change may be attributed to the effect of relief. Hodever, 
inter-regional and inter-continental transfers of eolian dust, ~ l c a n i c  ash 
and fluvial sedin-ents, have to be recognized a specific cause of soil 
spatial changeability. 
EvglgGofiaJ ~ r g l ~ c - + a g g s ,  Soils change swtial ly due to  different 
pa~ths-of pedogenic and litkcgenic evolution on different parts of the land 
surface. The soil-forming factors can be similar, but the soils can strongly 
differ by the presence or absence of relic features of Pleistocene and 
pre-Pleistocene evolution. Examples of evolutionary spatial chanqeability 
are the humid tropical Ferralsols and Nitisols evolving f m  deeply wath- 
ered materials dating back to the Wrt ia ry ,  versus the tropical Canhisols 
and Andosols developing from rather young, slightly-athered Pleistocene 
and even H o l m e  sedin-ents and young volcanic lava's and ashes. Perhaps 
it would be sensible to d i n e  this line of spatial soil changeability 
with the lithological one. 
Anthrwe"_ic g r - h ~ z i n _ d ~ ~ d - c & ~ g ~ s L  Soil changes due to anthropo- - - -  
genic inf lwces  are possibly the m s t  actual, urgent and cmplicated stage 
of spatial changeability. I t  should be stressed that this p a r t i d a r  case 
does not have adequate representaticn cm mrld soil mps because of i t s  
variability. A mre detailed analysis of the anthropogenic soil chanqes i s  
made in Chapter VI. 
!Ihese 'pure line1 regularities are overlapping. 'Iheir mmplicated 
interactim in space and tirre has produced the modern soil awer. 'Ihis 
brief review clearly demcnstrates the mrrelaticm of the ~edogenic pro- 
cesses and the differentation over the land surface of the biospheric, 
gwspheric and atnospheric processes. Studies of the biosphere--sphere 
that muld iqnore changes of the earth's soil cover, would fa i l  to produce 
adequate scientific understanding of global change and my lead to e r n e -  
ous ccnclusions and fallaciaus decisicn-making. 
Chapter IV 
TYPES O F  SOIL PROCESSES AND CHANGES 
Soil processes /abiotic and biotic translocation and transfunnatim/ 
The min factors and processes of soil  fonmtim are smmarized in 
Fig. 4. 
Weathering and decanpsitim break dawn the mineral and organic parent 
materials of soils and new mterials  are formed during soil developoent. 
The residues from these disintegrating processes and the newly fonned sub- 
stances canbine to farm the whole soil body with pds making up the @m. 
The formation and developlwt of soils /pedcqenesis/ enbraces the 
operation of weathering and soil forming processes, which are determined 
by soil  f o m g  factors of the enviranment, resulting in soil properties. 
The properties are exhibited in the soil profile, which i s  &aracteristic 
of the soil type /differinq frcm each other by variaus diagnostic features/. 
The visible and measurable attributes of ttie horizms /layers/ of the 
profile enable us to  visualize the processes which have taken place in the 
history of soil  formatim and the factors that operated to  cantrol these 
processes. 
They usually operate in situ but my involve sane m w m t ,  but mly 
over very short distances j m r m /  /e.g. by diffusion/. The m s t  significant 
transfomtion processes are: 
dissolution 
adsorptim 
axidatim 
acidification 
wathering 
deofllpositim of 
organic mt ter  
f o m t i m  /aggregation/ 
mobilization /release/ 
- precipitation / soluble ccrnpments/ 
- desorption 
- reductim 
- alkalinizatim 
- mineral neofomtion 
- humus formation /hmification/ 
- destructim /regregation/ of soil structure 
- imnabilizaticm /abiotic and biotic fixation/ 
of plant nutrients 
They are a l l  involved in the farmation of the soil body from mineral 
and organic parent materials and they operate further to  differentiate the 
soil into distinct diagnostic horizons. 
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Figure 4 .  Factors and min processes of soi l  f0nMti0n 
This involves displacement, sorting and mixing within and on the so i l  
body, resulting in profile ciifferentiaticm. The causes are: percolating, 
eroding, ascending and stagnating wter; the activity of man and the so i l  
fauna; frost ,  pressure and f a c e s  depending cm rel ief .  Translocation starts 
fmmobi l iza t ion  and ends with the inanobilizztion of transportedmaterials. 
'Ihe main transport processes are: 
- flcw of water /periodical wetting and drying/ ; 
- m w m t  of sa l t s  /Na-salts, lime, gypsun, etc.1: leaching and 
a m l a t i o n ;  
- clay transport; 
- transport of aganic  matter; 

- transport of plant nutrients; 
- Si-, Al-,  Fe- and Mn transport; 
- erosion /caused by w a t e r  o r  wind/ and sedimentation; 
- turbation /mixing processes/: bio-, hydro-, cryo-twbation; 
- surface mxranent /solifluction, ~andsli i ies,  etc.1: see Fig. 4. 
The abwe-mentioned processes resu l t  in chanqes o r  in the quantity 
/gains and losses/ o r  Fn the s ta tus  / f m  "quality", m b i l i t y ,  availabil i ty/  
of various s o i l  constituents, which are  mnifested in the developmt and 
clanges of different s o i l  properties. 
Table 2. M a i n  mineralogical, physical and hydrophysical properties 
of so i l s  
Properties and t ine  changeability Properties and t ine  chanqeahility 
classes classes 
Mineralogical properties 
- parent m t e r i a l  
- p r i m q  mineral a m p s i t i o n  
- clay mineral association 
- c k c a l  a m p s i t i o n  of 
the mineral part  
- type and s ta te  of 
mrphous  ampunds 
t*chanical properties 
- ampadion 
- consistency wkn e t  
mist 
dry 
I ygz plas t i c i ty  l i m i t  I 
- plas t i c i ty  index 
- penetrabili ty 
- a m p a d i h i l i t y  
- t r a f f i cab i l i ty  
- share of strength 
- ~ l u s  of rupture 
Physical properties 
- texture 
- particle-size d i s t r i h t i o n  
- saturation p r e n t a g e  /SP/ 
- hygroscopic m i s t u r e  
content /hy/ 
- specific surface 
- par t ic le  density 
- h l k  density 
- ra te  of s e l l i n g  
- developwnt 3 
s ize  2 
- aggregate s t ab i l i ty  2-3 
- dispersity factor 2 
- structure factor 2 
- t o t a l  porosity 1 
- void r a t i o  1-2 
- gravitational I 1 - capillar-gravitational porosity 1-2 - capillary 2 
Hydrophysical properties 
- t o t a l  water storage capacity 1-2 
- f i e ld  capacity 2 
- wiltinq cercentaqe 3 
- available mis t&e range 
1-2 - actual moisture content 
- in f i l t r a t ion  ra te  
1-2 - hydraulic conductivity 
- capillary c o d d i v i t y  : - permabi l i ty  
Characteristics of s o i l  a i r  and k a t  
regine 
- a i r  capacity 
- canposition of s o i l  a i r  
- terrperature 
- k a t  capacity 
- k a t  conductivity 
*Changeability classes according to Table 4. 
Table 3. Main ckmical and biological properties of so i l s  
Properties and changeability P m p r t i e s  and changeability classes 
classes 
Soil  reaction and carbxlate status Organic matter 
- PH 2-3 - organic r a t t e r  a n t e n t  3-4 
- h w l i t i c  acidity 2 - "quality" of hums substanes 3 
- exchangeable acidity 3 - s tab i l i ty  value 
- acid neutralizing capacity 3 - fractional composition 
- alkal ini ty  against - ra te  of hn i f i ca t ion  
phenolphtalein 2 
- carbonate a n t e n t  3 Nutrient s ta tus  
Absorption m l e x  
- cation exchange capacity 
I E C l  3-4 
- exchangeable cations 3 
ca2+ 
w2+ 
+ Na 
K+ 
- "tota l"  quantity of macro 3 
- "available" quantity 
- "toxic l imit" micro- 2 
nutrients 
- ra te  of mobilization 
- r a t e  of fixation 
- ra te  of biological 
h m b i l i z a t i o n  
quantity and s ta tus  of toxic 
- sum of exchangeable cations e l m t s  
- base saturation 
- lqtotal" quantity / a s  potential 
- ra te  of diffusion 2-3 sour,/ 3 
- t o t a l  water-soluble salt 
a n t e n t  
- e lec t r i ca l  mnductivity 
- saturated s o i l  paste 
- saturation extract 
- ion colrposition of t k  
- s o i l  solution 
- saturation extract 
- 1: 5 aqueous extract 
ca2+ 
- "mobile" quantity 2 
- "available" quantity 2 
- buffer-capacity of so i l s  
1-2 against various pollutants 2-3 
and toxic elements 
Biological properties 
2 - n m h r  and t o t a l  bicmass of 
3 s o i l  rnicroorganisns 1-2 
3 - species spectra 2 
- enzyme act ivi ty  2 
- general microbiological act ivi ty  2 
"Changeability classes a m d i n g  t o  Table 4. 
Soil properties and regimes 
The mt important and specific characteristic of the so i l  is fe r t i l i -  
ty, the smial abil i ty  and unique featwe that mter ,  air and available 
plant nutrients may occur sh~~ltanecxlsly in this plydisperse p w s  system 
and may m7er - t o  a certain extent - the lMin so i l  ecological requirements 
of natural vegetation and cultivated crops. 
Soil f e r t i l i t y  depnds on the ambined influences of various soi l  char- 
acteristics which are the results of soi l  processes reflecting the mss /mat- 
ter/ and energy r e g h s  of the geological strata /parent material/-soil-m- 
ter-plant-near surface a m s p k r e  system. Soil quality is a ccanbination of 
a t t r i h t e s  of the soi l  which acts  in  a d i s t i n c t m e r  in its influence on 
the function of the soi l  for a specific k i d  of use. Soil quality can ke re- 
lated t o  soi l  features, characteristics and properties /BCUMA, 19891. 
The m i n  f ield characteristics and mineralogical, physical, hydro- 
physical, chenical and biological pr-ties of soils' are slrm~lrized in 
Tables 1, 2 and 3. In Fig. 5 and 6 the charecteristics of the soli2 phases 
and the mis ture  regime are schematically il lustrated, respectively. 
Soil properties are not constants and change pemanently due t o  
abiotic and biotic transpart and transformation processes under the influ- 
ence of pedogenic factcrs /Fig. 41. Soil regimes express these tenrrparal 
changes /time dynamism/, which can be systematic or randan, fluctuatims or 
trend changes, reversible or irreversible, natural or hm-induced. 
Changes can be observed: 
- in  the to ta l  guantity of various so i l  ms t i t uen t s ,  e.g. clay-, oqanic 
matter-, salt-, nutrient- or moisture-ntent, etc.; 
- i n  their vertical /profile/ distribution: leaching or accumlation; 
formtion or destruction of diagnostic or characteristic so i l  horizons, 
e.g. argi l l ic ,  m t r i c ,  horizons, duripans, fragipans, calcic, gypsic, 
petrocalcic, petmqpsic, salic,  sulfuric, etc.; 
- in  their harizcmtal distribution /due t o  surface runoff erosicm-sedimen- 
taticm; seepage; flood; etc.1; 
- in  their phase-distributim /%tting4q&q; solution-prrecipitatim; 
cation exchange; etc. / ; 
- in  their relative quantities and ratios; 
- in their "quality" and functions, e.g. s tabi l i ty  /aggregates, arganic 
matter/, solubility /carbonates, salts, organic matter, humus and other 
crganic carpun&; etc. / , mobility / so i l  water ~ a + ,  etc. / , availability 
for plants /water, nutrients/; etc. 
The most imprtant so i l  regimes are the moisture-, air-, heat-, salt-, 
oqanic matter- and plant nutrient-regime. Their relationships are surrmariz- 
ed in Fig. 7. 
Time changeability of so i l  characteristics, praperties and regimes 
Time changeability of so i l  p r o w t i e s  and regimes show a-great varia- 
t i m .  Since so i l  phases /gaseaus, liquid, solid, biotic/ have c3fferent 
rates of r e s p s e  to the environmental trend changes and fluctuations, 
so i l  properties and regimes hkich characterize these pkases and their 
interactims need different time-periods to reach a q u a s i ~ i l i b r i m  status 
with the envirment .  This time is define2 as  "characteristic r e spse t ime"  /CRT/ 
Soil changes are closely m e c t e d  with the trend changes, cyclic 
/daily, seasonal, yearly, perennial/ fluctuatims and irregular /randan/ 
time variabilit ies of the pedogenic factors. 
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MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF SOIL MOISTURE REGIME 
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Figure 7. &lationships ke-n tk water regime and the nutrient 
regim of soi ls  
Temporal chmgeability of the main spheres can be characterized by the 
folloWina schamtical sequence: 
atnosphere > hydrosphere > biota 7 pedosphere 7 litosphere 
cecreasing of tempral changeability 
increasing of CRT 
Temporal changeability of so i l  properties characterizing the different 
so i l  phases can be appraxinntely described by the fol ladng time-sequence: 
gasems phase > liquid phase > biot ic  phase ) solid phase 
That is a rough scheme, which has m y  exclusions, but it is still 
reflected by the majority of so i l  properties. Taking into acanmt the 
mplex i ty  of the pedosphere it is impossible t o  dete.nnine the so i l  t m p r a l  
variability or chlangeability by only one characteristic. Each soil process 
and property has its cm respcnse time. Very labi le  so i l  properties have 
CRT, which almost coincides with the c t~xac te r i s t ics  of the atmosphere and 
hydrosphere. In the contrary, very stable so i l  properties have lmg CKl', 
w h i c h  i s  very close t o  the CRT of so i l  lithosphere cl-aracteristics. 
For a better understanding of so i l  tenpara1 variability,  it is neces- 
sary t o  stress that the -sphere is an imnobile an6 patchy sphere, formed 
b y m y  in  s i tu  processes. In contrast with the other spheres, the pedosphere 
can neither quickly intennix and circulate its cm volune /as atmosphere/, 
nar quickly m e  laterally along land surface /as water solut ims/ ,  nor 
even avoid uncaofortable envirmrmental changes /as biota/. So each soi l ,  as  
an imwable an6 fo& in  s i tu  body, is fated t o  endure a l l  enviramental 
changes a t  each s i t e  specific place and t o  transfarm i tself  according t o  
climate, biota, and relief changes. 
Based on the knawledge on the dynamics of so i l  properties gathered 
f m  so i lmni tor ing  statims and s o i l  chrmosequence investigatims this 
basic scheme was improved, an2 a ranged sequence of so i l  properties w a s  
cap i l ed  according to their "characteristic times" or time changeabilities. 
The base of this yrcupinq v ~ s  the so i l  properties used for so i l  units and 
subunits eagnostics in  the Revised w e n d  of the Soil Map of the Wrld 
/FAC--CO, 19881 but m y  additional so i l  properties, and so i l  regimes 
here also evaluated and sumnarized in Table 4. A s  an a t tmpt ,  the time 
changeability category nmkers m e  given t o  a l l  so i l  properties, l is ted 
in  Tables 2 an2 3. 
Fluctuations and trend changes 
Soil changes can be divided into 3 main groups: 
1. Non-sljstenatic /randan/ chanqes 
These changes do not shaw a tencienciaus character, neither regular 
periodical /cyclic/ fluctuatim nor trend changes, and occur in  randan 
spatial and time distribution. To this group belong: 
- n m o u s  shrt-tenn changes /e.g. daily mis ture  m t e n t ,  depenc5ing 
m the rainfal l  distribution, surface runoff and evapotranspiration; 
daily so i l  temperature in  the top layers, depending on the air 
temperature in the top layers, depending on the air temperature, 
sunshine /solar radiation/; aerat im and ccmpsi t im of so i l  air, 
&pending on mis ture  cmtent,  wind velocity; and actualmicmkial 
activity; etc.; 
- sane mid-tenn chanqes /e.g. mis ture  reg- under d e r a t e  climate; 
etc. / ; 
- a few lag-term changes; 
- and mst of the hman-ind1ce6 changes /under the influence of land 
use, agrotechnics, amelioration, so i l  mis ture  and nutrient control/. 
We modelling and forecast of non-systematic natural changes are 
rather d i f f icu l t ,  sanetimes a h s t  impossible, or are limited only to 2 
rough estimation with law probability. Further studies are necessary t o  
find the primary r e a m s  of these changes, rationally with the applica- 
tion of a caprehensive and accurate system-analysis. Local human- 
induced changes can be successfully predicted i f  the impact of the 
applied actions /technologies, e tc . /  are k n w  on the basis of e x - i -  
mtal results or  various cosrelaticm analyses. The forecast of r q iona l  
or global msequences needs careful t e r r i to r ia l  impact analysis. 
2. mlar m i o d i c a l  /cyclic/ chanqes 
These changes are m s t l y  related t o  the cyclic changes of pedcqenic 
factors, as climate /regular, mainly seasanal variation of tgnFerature, 
lighting, precipitatim in sane c l h t i c  zones/, water resources seasanal 
fluctuations of river levels and qrcundwater tables/ and vegetatim 
/ s e a m a 1  variat im in biamss production, micrcbial acitivity, de- 
caposi t ion of organic matter, etc.1. 
me frequency of regular changes shews great variations frcm kiours t o  
decades /or even longer periods/. Short-tenn pericdicities are for 
instance the diurnal fluctuation of so i l  temperature, C02-ccmtent of 
so i l  a i r ;  mid-term pericdicities are the seasonal chanqes in  so i l  
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tenpxature rroisture regime, grcundwater table, organic matter and 
nutrient content un& natural d i t i o n s ;  long-term fluctuations 
/year/s/ can be observed in moisture regime and groundwater conditims 
under the influence of lmg-term periodical changes in climate. Sane- 
times slight or nnierate s b r t - t m  fluctuations are canbined with more 
expressive mid- or l m g - t m  periodicities; e.g. diurnal, m t h l y  and 
seasonal fluctuatim of soil  t a p r a t w e ;  daily, mnthly, seasanal ana 
yearly fluctuation of the groundwater table, etc. 
Tl-ii ccmnm feature of these changes i s  that after the cycle the registered 
value of the given parameter i s  the .WE or similar, as it was t k  
in i t ia l  value a t  the beginning of the period. Because of this reasm 
the well-knm cyclic changes can be forecasted with high or acceptable 
probability and accuracy, and modelling pmedures can be efficiently 
used in their prognosis. 
3.  Trend chanqes 
These changes show a definite tendency towards a certain general direc- 
t im,  which can be a straight or "spiral-like" decrease or increase. 
The general tendency i s  often canbind with periodical fluctuations, 
e.g. the rise of the water table under irrigated conditions i s  canbined 
with the natural seasanal fluctuation; the generally increasing or de- 
creasing quantity of water soluble salts i s  ambined with their seasonal 
migratim in a salt-affected soil; the generally increasing or decreasing 
quantity of "available1' plant nutrients due to  proper or nm-adequate 
nutrient su~ply i s  canbined with the seasonal fluctuatim of the "avail- 
able" nutrient cmtent of the soil; etc. &cause the periodical fluctua- 
t i m s  and the hardly separable irregular, and randan changes are sane- 
times mch higher t h a  the lowrate but definite tendenciaus changes, 
the determinatim and exact characterizatim of trends require special 
evaluatim procedures, accurate trend-analyses, including appropriate 
sampling-analysis-data processing-interpretatim methods. Even in such 
cases the differentiation between trends and lmg-term cyclic fluctuatim 
are m t i m e s  questionable, like the registratim of g l o M  c l h a t i c  
changes and their hydrologic, vegetation and soil  consequencies. 
Cmceming trend chanqes in soil  resources, their 3 min typs can be 
dis t inquiM: 
A. mil ih r iun  t r d .  - T k  rates of tk off-site d i s p l a m t  of soil 
material /erosion, accurmlation and Wid/ are less than tk rates of 
the in situ processes lweatherinq, soil f o m t i m  and evolution h r a t i m  
of soil  cmsiituents. Soil an2 soil  cwer remain on their site-specific 
places and can develop, evolve and change according to the terrpral 
changeability of these in situ processes. Within this trend, m y  types 
of soil  changes can be distinquished. 
The mjor  types are the following: 
a. The soil  fonns and develops in the stable, wnstant and usually 
natural e n v i r m t ,  such as sc-called soil  self-developnent fran the 
in i t ia l  parent material to /quasilgq~~libriun, climut, soil  body, 
and state /status/. 
b. The soil  "lives" in the changing e n v i r m t ,  but these changes are 
so weak and/or so sbrt-tm that they can mly change the soil  /heat, 
gas, moisture/ regimes; 
c. The soil exists in the strong and 1 o n g - m  evolving e n v i r m t  
/climate, biota, hydrology, etc. / , but without 6-t human impact cm 
so i l  body and so i l  cover. 
It i s  possible t o  id.entify several "lines" of such evclution: 
- masing /or effacing/ so i l  evolutim: the previcus so i l  profile is 
erased /but withait erosion/ and substituted for  subsequent so i l  profiles. 
- Developing so i l  evolution: the miin features of the previous so i l  
profile principally remain and are  essentially d e v e l m  and reinforced 
w i t h i n  the subsequent so i l  Frofile. 
- Inheriting /succ&g/ so i l  evolution : the main features of previcus 
so i l  profile are so stable /axic and pan horizons, etc. / that t h w  cannot 
be erased or developed, so the previcus so i l  profiles are  inherited by 
subsequent ones. 
In many cases the rea l  s o i l  evolution can include not only me  "pure" 
line, but various canbinations of erasing, developing and inheriting 
lines. 
d. The s o i l  evolves and quickly changes into naturally or,  m e  often, 
anthrqqenical ly  changing environment with a direct changing of so i l  
body by different forces /shallai and deep plcughing, f e r t i l i z a t im ,  
drainage, carrpacting by heavy mad-hes, irrigation, terracing, etc./ .  In 
this type m y  anthropqenic forces can change the so i l  profile and so i l  
solid-phase instantly. Q1 the cmtrary, with the g r a d a l  mtural  so i l  
evolution, such impact changes disturb the equilibrium betwen the so i l  
and the e n v i r m t .  Soil, in  this case, can kx supported in  such a 
nonequilibrium s ta te  / i f  the impact changes are repeated regularly/ or 
can reverse partly or c~npletely t o  the e q u i l i b r i u m  s ta te  / i f  the impacts 
are m m t a r y  or seldan/. 
B. Denudational trend. - T k  rate of denudation /erosion/ is equal t o  or 
-times m r e  than the rates of in  s i tu  p m s s e s  /-thering, soi l  
formtion and evolution/. T k  min feature of t h i s  trend is that soi ls  
cannot reach their most developed and mture forms /profiles/ because 
soi l  formtion is always wakened, rejuvenated f m  time t o  time. 
Within th i s  trerd tho main types of soi l  changes can be distinguished: 
a. The sc i l  is eroded /by wind, by mter erosion or by b t h /  campletely; 
instead of soils,  bare, massive or loose rocks are atcropped and 
different types of badlands are famed. The possibility of restoring 
/rehabilitating/ biota and soi ls  on such land surfaces strongly depends 
on the rel ief  cordition, structure and camposition of bar& rocks and 
on the intensity of the subsequent erosion. 
b. The so i l  is only F l y  e rded  on the different depths of profile. 
Fare several lines can be distinguished: 
- The erosion remares and displaces only part of the hunus horizons 
and the rest  of this horizon is usually functiming within the so i l  
and easysten. It is a loss of valuable so i l  ccmstituents / m s ,  
nutrients, etc.1, but it is not a catastrophe. 
- The erosion r m e s  and displaces the whole topsoil which includes 
the most important f e r t i l e  and biota amfortable horizms. The sub- 
sequent fate  of biota and ecosystan depends cm what kind of %a- 
so i l  and subsoil h i z o n s  occur on the land surface. These may be 
f e r t i l e  B horizons develaped in loess-chernozem profile, which is 
not so dangerous. It m y  be chemically toxic s o i l  horizcns /gleyic, 
s a c ,  sal ic ,  sulfwicl  or physically unfavuurable hmizans a s  
vertic,  stony, pans. In both cases such so i l  changes are vcry ham- 
fu l  or even catastrophic for biota and ecosystem functioning, for 
terrain hydrology, etc. 
?he different types of denudational trend may mobine with different 
types of e n v i r m t  ccmdition and behavior. T ~ J  important canbinations 
of this trend and e m r i r m t  be distinguished: 
- Denudation within the stable emrironmmt. After each denudational 
cycle, the new so i l  profile / W y /  rmy form under the same stable 
enviroamwt. The results of each cycle of new s o i l  formation wil l  be 
strcngly dependent not only on climatic and biotic c d i t i c n s ,  but 
also on the character of the parent material which is eqosed cm the 
land surface by denudat iml processes. I f  this parent material remains 
the same as  before denuciation, the result  of new so i l  formation wil l  
be the same as the previous eroded soil .  If  the parent material af ter  
denudation has changm /-sition on the land surface of various intra- 
soil horizons, o r  other geological layers of rocks/, the new s o i l  f m -  
t icn under the same climate and biota may be essentially different fron 
the old one h e  to changing of the p r e n t  material. 
- Dendaticn within the naturally evulving and/or anthrqcgenically 
changing environment. In this case the f o m t i c n  of a new ycnmg so i l  
af ter  denudation differs fron the old s o i l  f m ~ t i c n .  This m y  be caused 
by new climate, biota, relief and parent material. 
C. Accllrmlation tmmd. - T k  rate  of off-site depositicn and ammulation 
of any kind of solid-pham mte r i a l  on so i l  surface is equal t o  or  m- 
tirres m r e  than I& rates of -thering, so i l  f o m t i m  and evolution. 
In this  trend, so i l  also cannot reach its mature and climax £oms /pro- 
f i l es /  becaum topsoil br izons are  regularly o r  p r icd ica l ly  enriched 
and I& deposition of volcanic ash, desert dust or  alluvial silt which 
usually has time to be "assimilated" by tk topsoil and transforrred by 
pedogenic procesms, t o  so i l s  c~npletely hlried by very intensive accu- 
nulation of solid-pha* material /natural and/or anthropo-techcgenic/, 
*re a new p u g  so i l  is formed on I& deposited new parent mterial. 
As with the denudaticmal trend, the accumulative trend may develop both 
in  a stable and evolving environment /natural and/or anthrapogenic/. The 
results of these tm kinds of develqment are the following: 
a. reproduction of the same type of so i l  profiles after each burial 
/SUE andosols w i t h  bwiedmulti-A and B horizons/, and 
b. f o w t i c n  of different types of so i l  profiles within the stratigraphic 
c o l m  of loesses, reflecting the e n v b m t  evolution during the 
Pleistocene =rid. 
Rwersibility of soil changes 
?he result  of a so i l  change depends t o  a great extent on its rwersibil- 
i ty ,  the general possibility and the possible rate  and efficiency t o  turn 
back a certain prccess, with i t s  consequences. Reversibility practically 
expresses the velocity r a t i o  betwen a "primary" and a potential reverse 
change or  process. I f  the "prim@' process cannot be f o l l ~  by a similar 
but reverse process, then the change is totally irreversible, e.g. the l i f e  
of living organisns with their characteristic grawing periods and develop- 
mt phqses, their age and most of their l i f e  functions, or the use of 
fossil energy sources as fuel; etc. In any other case the process /the 
change/ i s  theoretically reversible, because under a certain time-interval 
the original in i t ia l  situation can be re-establish&. However, i f  a soil  
change i s  much quicker than the potential reverse process it s e a s  to be 
irreversible and can be taken as practically irreversible. In the contrary, 
if the potential reverse process i s  /or can be/ as quick as the "primary" 
process the change i s  totally reversible, e.g. most of the t eqaa tu re  
changes, freezingmelting, wetting-wing phenarwa, changes of the soil ,  
air; etc. 
?he reversibility of soil changes or soil  processes depends t o  a great 
extent on the physicc-gecgraphical m d i t i m s  /climate, relief, etc./ and 
m the characteristics of the local soil micro-environment /as the ratio 
and dynamics of the solid-liquid-gaseous phases, mineral and organic soil 
constituents, phase interactions, soil  reaction, redax ccnditions, etc./ 
which determine the pss ib i l i t ies  and rates of soil changes and their poten- 
t i a l  reverse processes. The direction, rate and intensity of soil fomation; 
the developat  of diagnostic soil horizms, epipedons and their characteris- 
t i c  sequence: the soil profile, the mss  and energy r e g h s  within the 
soil; the probability and rate of various soil degrzdatim processes a l l  
greatly depend on, and are scmetimes determined by the reversibility of the 
contributing e l m t a r  soil processes. Depending m the local micro-envirm- 
ment the reversibility of the same process can be cmpletely different. For 
instance: sal t  accumulatim can be mostly reversible in the case of Na-, 
C1-, SO4-type salinizatim of light-textured sandy soils; and it can be 
nearly irreversible in the case of Na2Cq-, N~HCO~-type salinization of 
heavy-textured, highly ~a+-saturated alkali soils with a high an-ount of clay, 
-ding clay-minerals and, asequently, a strong swelling-shrinkage 
character. The K+ fixation can mostly k e  reversible in the case of light- 
textured soils with kaolinite-type claymineral associatims; and it can 
be only slightly reversible in heavy-textured soils with snectite-type clay 
minerals. 
In spite of the great variability in the reversibility of soil changes, 
generally it can be stated that: 
- the processes result in changes in the stable or very slowly changing 
soil characteristics /e.g. soil profile with i t s  characteristic layer- 
sequence or soil  p r o m i e s ,  mineralogical canpositim, particle-size 
distr iht ion,  etc./ as physical and chenical weath~ing, soil f o m t i m  
and profile develqment, soil  erosim by water or wind, are practically 
irreversible or slightly reversible; 
- the quick changes in the "labile" /nm-stable/ soil properties /tempera- 
ture, moisture content, canposition of soil a i r ,  nitrate concentration, 
etc./ are usually reversible or mostly reversible. 
Cyclic changes, regular periaiical fluctuations 1e.g. sal t  regime in 
natural salt-affected soils, wetting and drying under non-irrigated cadi- 
tions, carhmte  migratim within ckrnozans, etc.1 are mst ly  reversible 
or nearly reversible. In the contrary, trend-changes 1e.g. farnatim of 
various diagnostic horizons, most of the soil degradation processes, soli- 
f luctim, soil  erosim by water or wind, etc. / are usually irreversible or 
slightly reversible. Non-systemtic, randan changes /as most of the human- 
induced soil  alterations1 can be the consequences of both reversible and 
irrwersible processes, ar their canbinations. 
S a  exanples on the reversibility of soil  processes and their 
ccnsequences are sumoarized in W l e  5. 
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Soil changes can be divided into 5 categories according t o  their 
reversibility: 
1. Irreversible /practically irreversible/ changes, such as: physical and 
chanical wathering; turbations; solifluction; water an6 wind erosion; 
clay i l lwia t ion .  
2. Slightly reversible changes, such as: developnent of diagnostic horizons 
and their characteristic sequence, the soi l  profile; decanpsition of 
orqanic mt t e r ;  destruction of clay miperals; s a l t  ammulation in 
heavy-textured, hichly alkaline and Na -saturated swelling clays. 
3. Moderatiely reversible changes, such as: structure destruction, aggregate 
failure; leaching; P and K fixation in heavy-textured soi ls  with 
snectite-type clay minerals and high exchangeable A13+ content. 
4. Mostly reversible changes, such as: wetting and drying; flocculation 
and dispersion soil canpaction; dissolution and precipitation of carban- 
ates; accumulation of salts in light-textwed soils;  cation exchange; 
P and K fixation and release in medium-textured soils.  
5. Rwersible changes, such as : so i l  taqxrature; redax conditions; changes 
i n  the canpositian of soi l  air. 
The reversibili ty of m i l  changes has special significance in the case 
of hLIIMII-induced soi l  prccesses. Various hLIIMII act ivi t ies  m y  cansiderably 
change the lccal e n v i m t a l  conditions / so i l  reacticn, aeration, redax 
canditions, rmisture and nutrient status, microbial activity/ determining 
or strmgly influencing the rate of soi l  changes, mnsequently the revers- 
i b i l i t y  of different abiotic and biotic tran-t am! transforation pro- 
cesses. These processes are discussed in 6etai l  in Chpter V I .  
Shape of functional changes 
When considering the above mentioned changes in so i l  features, especially 
as a basis for  modeling, i tmst  be realized that  the changes are not 
necessarily s h l e  linear or periodic functions, but can proceed over 
several pathways. 
Frequently a change in one a r  several so i l  features w i l l  not be im- 
mdihtely observed when a change in the forcing factors cccurs, but a 
certain threshold is needed for  the change t o  start or t o  becane expressed 
in the soi l .  A simple example can be given that  erosion w i l l  not imnediately 
occur when vegetation is changed a r  destroyed due t o  the effect of mn cr  
due t o  c l h t i c  change, but a certain nlrmber of other features, /e.g. the 
destruction of surface structure/ needs t o  be evident f i r s t ,  befare erosion 
hecanes evident. 
Once a certain process or change is initiated it my proceed in  a 
simple linear function, but more frequently varicus feedbacks w i l l  be in- 
volved. Negative feedback is a carmon occurrence an6 indicates the effect- 
ive resistance t o  change, i .e.  a decreasing rate  of change with time. 
R-equently it can be sham that the rate  of a specific process is  a functim 
of its equilibrium state ,  i.e. the rate  is decreasing when approachuy the 
steady s tate  /Fig. 81. A certain nunkc of prccesses can accelerate with 
time, showing a positive feedback /self mhancing/, as  in an expnential 
function /Fig. 81. Since an indefinite expmential function is of necessity 
impossible due t o  systan constraints, the most frequent ccnditicn is a 
qradual change a r  t rans i t im t o  positive feedback prducing a ccmtined 
logistic curve of process change /Fig. 81. 
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Figure 8. T k  shape of functional changes 
Bimss  transfannation and soil changes 
Before the wolutionary step into terrestrial bianass dwelopnent 
and photosynthesis, with its release of gaseous molecular oxygen, notmch 
mare than half a b i l l im years ago the atmosphere mnsisted of water 
vapour, NH3 and CH4. By photmhdcal reactions of the unshielded W- 
radiatim with w a t e r  ~ p a u r  escaping hydrogen and oxygen w e  pra3uced; 
the latter of which readily u n d m t  reacticns with almst a l l  environ- 
mental ccanpounds available /such as: with N H ~  under formtion of elenental 
with rethane into C02 and 301. Undoubtedly, C02, CH4 and H20 have 
k e a d y  then ex&ted a greenhcuse effect by absorbing mre IR-raZiatim 
then releasing it back into space. Free oxyyen in the atmosphere merged 
as a product of C02-reduction and O2 release by the photosynthetic process 
of bio~nass production. CD2 occurred as a product of b i m s  recycling 
£ran the biccycle as well as by degassing of subductim zones and volcan- 
ogenic gnissions, further also £ran the precipitation of CaCD via the 
oxidation of ca(HCq )2 ( C ~ ( H C ~  )2 - Cam3 + C02r+ H20) within3tk gee- 
&mica1 cycle. Particularly qymoosperms /since ca 350 million years/ and 
angiospams /since the end of the Jurassic, - 120 million years ago/, as 
mjor representatives of the terrestrial flcrae contributed decisively t o  
the w e n a t i o n  of our oxidating atmosphere, bwer also by their carban 
turnover via respiration /biological recycling to stabilizatim of a CD2- 
mrfpa~ent in the abmsphere/. With N2 and 02, the major gases of the 
atmospke mly, the mnvective heat radiation back to  space m l d  have 
mcurred unhindered. mly due to water vapmr and C02, which have an 
absorption windm for I R  radiation, the surface t v a t u r e  of the globe 
becw - instead of -18% - lifted to +15O~, i h e r e b y -  water vapaur several 
times exceded the cantrihtion of the ca 200 ppn O2 a t  tte end of the 
Pleistocene in its warming effect. With the beginning of h m  civiliza- 
ticn a slow rise of CO led to  a CD2 cancentration of 280 ppn a t  the 
beginning of the indus&ializatim, which has expanded t o  a scurce 
strength of 3% ppn C02 till the eighteenth century with a - 1% annual rise, 
which may lead to a tanperatme increase of sane 2.5"~ in the next 5 0  
years. Partial blocking of absorption windows with rising trace gas can- 
centration mlc? interfere with a linear tenperature increase and cannot 
be excludeii. Also theu50% absorption of a) by the means f o l l m  an 
irregular pattern with higher rates in uF~ling cold ocean currents, with 
1- net ahsorption in wazm tropical water H e s  or wen El Nino-like 
effects with wen CD2 enissians, 'IWiN 119871 estimates the GKE of 
the a-phere to annmt to  155 W D ,  doubling of CD2 yxld contribute 
4 wtt/m . The effect of a l l  trace gases since the beghung of industrial- 
izat im is assessed to  have added~2 .2  Watt/n?, e.g. 1.5% of the total 
GHE . 
A possible eustatic sea lwe l  r2se 2.n amsequence of the enhanced 
GHE and tanperature w i t h  their effect on melting of polar ice caps is 
s t i l l  uncertain /at  least regarding its mgnitude/. This &guity exists 
due to possible feedback effects ktwem t a n p r a m  rise, changing rain- 
f a l l  pattern /also possibly between present tenperate rainy belt and polar 
hlgh pressure area/ and changes of clcudiness whose real contribution to 
future QIE-caused changes or buffer effect is still quite poorly known for 
mminqful predicticns. T i l l n m  the sea level r ise is e s t h t e d  to be 17 
an, and the predicted special terrperature r ise in the mesic, bareal and 
polar climate belts enphasizes its high actuality. 
Both, tanperatwe as we11 as sea l w e l  rise m l d  have an intensive 
influence m the soi l  oryanic m a t t e r  f m t i o n ,  -cmsenmtion and -recycling 
processes. Other organic ratter consti tuents and decay prcducts are: CH 
with a 1.7 ppn concentratian a d  18 ppb annual ccncentratian rise /N l.?%/ 
in the present atmosphere /RXNUSSm and KHALIL, 1981/, w i t h  a re la t ive ly  
shor t  mean residence time of 10 years and a greenhouse pranoting 
capacity canpared w i t h  CO of 20 to 32 cm a IMSS flaw basis /ENQUETE 03MM., 
B ~ ~ T A G ,  19881 ; £urther2~2~ w i t h  a 0.3 p p  a-pheric concentration, 
~1 ppb, i.e.d 0.3% annual cancentration innease /PASMUSSEN and KHALIL, 
19811, with a long man residence time of 150 years and a high greenbuse 
pramting capacity, canpared with cO2 of 150 to 240 /RQUETE COMM., BbNDFS- 
TG, 1988; CFUJTZEN and MULLEX, 19891. 
By tk geochemical- and biocycle, c a r b n  and organic matter have keen 
trasported in to  d i f ferent  compartrrents. C has w n t r i h t e d  t o  tk basic 
H20/C02 GHE t o  rmke our planet habitable, it is tk basic element f o r  tk 
nu t r i t i ana l  cycle of p lants  and animals, it is till now tk decisive e l e n t  
a s  energy source fo r  the hmm civ i l iza t ion .  In tk following sane important 
C-pool s i zes  are l i s t ed :  
C in sed inwts  /acc. t o  D E E N S ,  Geochemistry/ 3.9 t 
/ for  comparison, the whole psdospkre 14.1 b i l  ha, 
1 mdeep, h l k  density 1.4 = 2 x 1014 t only/ 
C in a tnospkre  720 x lo9 t 
c in ocean 39 x 1012 t 
C i n  m i l  organic matter, dead h iomss  ca. 2 lo9 t 
C in soil l iv ing  bimss 1 lo9 t 
Annual p b t o s y n t k t i c  yield,  C-3, C-4, CAM 
/terrest . / 115 x lo9 t 
Inaement of C in soils / l a s t  ca  50 y, 
B m ,  19861 60 x lo9 t 
C02-C anthropogenic, annual addit ion 
from f o s s i l  fue l s  9 5.5 x 10 t 
from slash and htn / m i n l y  trop. fo re s t s /  1.5 x 10' t 
Rising soil temperature means - accordinq t o  the Arrhenius and 
Van t1Hoff law - h i g k r  reaction wed and, in case of tk soil organic 
mtter a f a s t e r  turnover and a shift of propert ies in direc t ion  t o  the  
fea tures  obse rvd  in the  a r i d  and h d  tropics.  %me may k l i s t e d  a s  
typic.  
- H u m s  forming in the  t ropics  is usually mll  o r  rrcder, 
- Hums of t ropica l  soils, m t i t i c ,  oxic o r  LAC is  m s t l y  d i f f i c u l t  t o  
ext rac t  because of its high polymer nature and intense metal - /clay/  - 
organic ccanplexation, which alone can preserve it against  tk strong 
biological  ac t iv i ty ,  
- Clay organic co~nplexes are important. GREENLAND /1971/ and THENG /1979/ 
found in " l a t e r i t i c  red ea r th  of 1.7% a b u t  97.8% being i n w r p r a t e d  in 
clay  organic ocanplexes. GILES /1960/ pints t o  S, L, C and H types of 
adsorption isotherms of humic substances in such ccanplexes. 
- P!ollials, A l f i a l s ,  U l t i a l s  and Incept i so ls  need organic matter badly 
f o r  good ail s t ruc ture  f o m t i o n  and aggregation, O x i a l s  with hydrous 
oxides seem t o  depend less on organic matter i n  r e l a t i on  t o  structure.  
- EUt organic matter is par t icu lar ly  important in LAC and Oxisols a s  a 
cat ion exchange campartnwt, since these a i l s  /-se pH is m s t l y  b l o w  
the zero p i n t s  of ne t  charge of a l l  const i tuent  cgnpartments with t he  
exception of ail organic mtter/ depend on organic matter widely f o r  
their  cat ion exchange, s im  a l l  other c o m p a r m t s  are anion exchangers 
a t  ail pH-level. UEHARA 119821 suggests measuring ApH a s  an i n d i c a t a .  
- Humic substances of the  t rop i c s  are m s t l y  higher i n  amino acid-N a s  
w11 a s  amino-sugar-N than tbse f r an  temperate climate a i l s  /S@iDEN, 
1977; SOWDEN et a l . ,  19781. Also, amng the  amino ac ids  t he  basic ones 
are mre strongly represented in t he  t rop i c s  and subtropics /STEVENSON, 
1982 / . 
Cl-m-tg -+geean_ddogggicima_t&eg g e g c l g g  
- 
So i l  and p lant  organic matter can pr inc ipa l ly  d e m p s e  i n  a s o i l  
e n v i r o m n t  by b io t ic ,  ab io t i c  and photochemical r r e c h i s m s  ISCHARPENSEEL 
et al., 19841. In the  temperate c l i m t e  - 20% of p lant  residues /straw/ 
organic mtter, which m e  previously u n i f o d y  1 4 ~ - l a k l l e d ,  are l e f t  
a f t e r  4 years. In  the  t rop i c s  the  demnposition is a c e l e r a t e d  by a f ac to r  
of 4 t o  6, a s  it ms damnst ra t& by several  authors under various e c o l g i c ; l  
conditions regarding temperature and m i s t u r e  /DALAL, 1979; ELIWARD and 
HAIDER, 1981; HAIDER, 1981; JENKINSON, 1971; JENKINSON and AY?+GBA, 1977; 
JEXKINSON and RWXER, 1977; JENKINSON et a l . ,  1986; KRISHNAPPA and SHINDE, 
1978; MANTLER et d., 1989; MARTIN et a l . ,  1982; NEUE and XXAWTNSEEL, 1987; 
OBERIANDER and FiOlX, 1980; PAUL and VAN VEEN, 1978; SAUERBECK and GONZALES, 
19761. JENKINSON and ?iDXABA mrked i n  Nigeria, KRISHNAPPA and S H m  i n  
India, MANTLER et al. i n  India, NEUE and SCHARPmSEEL in t he  Phi l ippines  
and Th i l and ,  SAUERBECK and GONZALES in Costa Rica. MARTIN et a l .  119821 
found a s p l i t t i n g  fac tor  CH4/C02 of 2:l i n  slhrerged soils of the 
Philippines. HOLZAPFEL-PSCHORN et a l . ,  119851 a s  wll a s  WINCHESTER et a l . ,  
119881 mni to red  the rrethane prcduct im,  -emission and reoxidation i n  rice 
f i e l d s  of S-Europe and china. 
With r i s i n g  temperature tk organic matter of tundra-perroafrost m i l s  
and of the r a t k  poor and cold b r e d  mils shxlld b engaged i n  intense 
organic recycling, this m l d  p r o h c e  another considerable re lease  of C02. 
pa r t  of this C02 re lease  may be re incorpra ted  i n  mre intensely growing 
vegetation, -se root  and straw r a i n s  m y  even slowly r e p l a e  the  
o r ig ina l  mil  b s ,  which /primarily with r i s ing  temperature an3 mayb 
with t he  a d j u s m n t  of the soil pH by liming when preparing it f o r  agri- 
cu l tu ra l  production/, ms vas t ly  decgnposed. The lack of s o r p t i m  sites 
a t  c lay  s u r f a e s  o r  i n  c lay  in terdamin cav i t i e s  /AYIMORE and QUIRK, 1960; 
THENG, 1972; THE,YG and SCXAFPENSEEL, 19751 i n  case of Spodosols and 
I n e p t i m l s  in sandy P l e i s t o e n e  & h t s  m y  render this process a 
lengthy one. Rough assessnent of the medium/high l a t i t ude  land area  t o  b 
especia l ly  favoured by the  predicted temperature rise / a s  a reminder: ~ O C  
was t he  temperature drop only i d u c i n g  a g lac ia t ion  period/ and which is 
therefore facing accelerated ail organic matter decomposition a s  a CO;! 
source, later with rising b i m s s  productim and neoformatim of a mre 
null-like h s  form as a sink, winds up to - 5 billion ha. The additional 
source strength during the ini t ial  phase of accelerated organic matter 
deanpsition, sppsed,  the soils have in the upper 20 cm of the profile 
- 3% organic matter 11.5% C I ,  i.e. 90 t of organic matter 145 t of C I  p r  
hectare, could he easily 0.5 t of Clha, i.e. sane additional 2.5 hi1 t of C 
1- 6.8 hi1 t of C02/, which seems quite remarkable, even, if  w= tacitly 
imply, that sxe of it w i l l  imnediately go into resynthesis of another 
h s  form. The 2.5 bil  t of C m l d  he 12.517.01 - 36 % of the annual 
release of C02-C from fossil fuel plus slash and h r n .  
In the tropics the 1- absolute tenperature rise lex~ected in the 
predictive rrodels/ muld also undmbtedly proctuce additional C-release by 
organic matter turnwer. The nature of trapical hnus as being mstly 
highly plymr ised and fairly resistent against biotic d e w s i t  ion may 
h f f e r  to  a certain extent. The additional organic matter decay in the 
tropics rnay also be mch less important than the one in the higher latitudes, 
since it w i l l  probably be balanQd to  a certain extent by s l a g  organic 
matter turnwer in the predictively expanding tropic-subtropical dry helt 
in the low, especially middle latitudes. 
Chapter V 
PALEOSOLS IN 'THE CONTEXT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES 
In t h i s  chapter the sicpificance of paleosols in the interpretation of 
envimnmental change wil l  ke discus&. As with other chapters a choice had 
t o  ke made ketwen tk completeness and depth of the t reatmnt  and the 
requirenwts of brevity. We have thus confined our t r ea tmat  t o  the essen- 
tials of paleosols definition and occurrence, with attention to  the environ- 
ment in which paleosols occur, the i r  recognition and study, and especially 
the effect  of climatic and e n v i r o m t a l  change on so i l  features with r e p c t  
t o  the response .tirre of change. 
basic definitions 
Paleosols, defined as  so i l s  which *re formed in a landscape of the 
past, exhibit an excellent rewrd of the past env i romnta l  conditions under 
which they w372 formed. 
Of the f ive  so i l  forming factors, climate frequently imparts t o  the 
s o i l  over a period of time SXE very characteristic features, depending on 
i t s  position in the landscape and the parent material. Soils generally 
respond t o  climate o r  climatic change in  conjunction with the vegetation and 
frequently respond slowx t h  the vegetation, thus integrating the environ- 
m n t a l  conditions over a certain, longer period of time. They are  probably a 
m r e  true remrd of the regional c l i m t e  t h  pollen sequences, which seem 
t o  show considerable variation over a shrt time range. 
Based on the i r  position in  the landscape, turied, non-turied and exhuwd 
p l e o s o l s  can ke distinguished. Wrried and exhumed /previously turied/ paleo- 
sols  m y  have bxn subject t o  additional diagenetic changes following the i r  
tu r ia l ,  which need t o  ke separated frcm those of the original pedcqenesis. 
An irrportant maxim in the study of paleosols is that they have t o  kx? studied 
by the same mthcds a s  &ern so i l s  /YAAU3N, 19711. Cn the basis of the i r  
so i l  profile section, sinple /ccmplete or  isolatedl profiles and ampund 
/ccmplex o r  *lded/ profiles can kx? distinguiskd. In the l a t t e r  case m r e  
than one s o i l  forming period and/or sedinwtation of new m t e r i a l ,  wten it 
is less than the depth of pedogenesis, are  tk cause of the superposition. 
Such sections are frequently dif f icul t  t o  recognize and interpret. 
hvir0nmnt.s in ~ c h  paleosols are knawn 
Whereas non-turied pdleosols can theoretically occur i n  a l l  landscapes 
and envi romnta l  conditions, depending on the degree of chanqe we w i s h  t o  
recoqnize kefore a surf ic ia l  so i l  is recognized a s  paleosol /see f u r t k r  
explanation kelow/, hied paleossls are t o  ke found in  a numkr of hell- 
defined env i rments ,  a s  f o l l m s  /see also RETALLACK 119811 a d  WRIm 
119861: 
A. Buried paleossls can ke encountered in: 
Glacial tills 
Eolian loess and eolian cover sands 
Fluvial t e r r a e s  
Alluvial fans 
Landslide debris and colluvium 
Volcanic ash 
Basalt flows 
Coastal sands 
Lake deposits 
W i n e  transgressions 
Peats and coal d e p s i t s  
Archaeolgical d e p s i t s  
B. Non-hried paleosols are r e l i c t  surfaces following change: 
Ccmr in all envirormnts depending on p rs i s t ence  and 
degree of change. 
C. Edmmd paleosols: 
Ccmr &re mvering of hlried paleosol was eroded. 
Burial by glacial  tills has produced sm well-studied. paleosols, 
frequently used a s  stratigraphic markers for  the d a t h g  of -ternary 
glacial  events.  hey m s t l y  represent t k  vamr and relatively shorter 
interglacial  or  interstadial  periods. Eolian b2ss and eolian mver sands 
are  a widespread and mst significant k i a l  agent. Because a m r e  complete 
prof i le  sequene is frequently preserved, the turied paleosols in the long 
continuous sequences of loesses in China, America and Europe are  probably 
t k  kest ones for  c l h t i c  interpretations and long distance correlation cn 
the continents and a lso  with the marine record ICATT, 19881, e q e c i a l l y  
where a good dating ex i s t s  of the &ation of the ssil forming period by 
accurate dating of the sedin-ents abnre and below the paleossl. QI the other 
kmd,&n the ra te  of loess deposition k e t e n  soil forming periods was 
-11, the paleosols freqdently are  complex o r  compound and may exhibit in 
thei r  specific features m r e  than one m i l  forming interval. In desert 
fringe regions, &re loess d e p s i t i o n  was not interrupted by the spread of 
glaciers, this condition - reflecting a gradual rather than abrupt change 
in environmental conditions - seems t o  be the carmon feature.. 
Paleosols hlried by f luvia l  sediments i n  river t e r r a e s  o r  a l luvia l  
fans are  a carrnron feature in  sm.i-arid regims. Frequently, due t o  the 
natural develomnt  of the r iver  system o r  the fan, they need not necessar- 
i l y  indicate a significant change of climate, txt rather sme def ini te  
fluctuations in the sedirrent producing c a t c h n t  area and frequently a l s s  
tectonic activity.  They have keen extensively used fo r  the reconstruction 
of climatic conditions in many regions, e ,pcia l ly  in pre-Quaternary sedi- 
mts. Paleosols hied by landslide o r  mlluviurn are  of m r e  local extent 
and essentially indicate a dras t ic  o r  catastropliic event of local extent. 
The twied paleosol thus can be used for  the reconstruction of the land- 
scape before the event in question and may frequently herald mre extensive 
regional climatic changes. Since vegetation destruction by drought, f i r e  o r  
m n  is often the f i r s t  sign of climatic change, result ing i n  greater erosion 
ra te  and colluviatlon on foo t s lops ,  such paleosols are ammn, especially 
in subtropical and Mitemanean  regions with a seasonal m i s t u r e  r e g h .  
Paleosols h r i e d  by volcanic ash o r  basaltic flow are also quite aamrm, 
ht do not necessarily indicate a regional change i n  climate. The possible 
effects  of the hot basalt or chemical interaction with tk ash need t o  be 
duly considered i n  tk interpretation of paleosol of such so i l  landscapes. 
S ~ T E  of the landscapes enable the recanstruction of the catermy soil 
sequence in the hied landscap and also prwide a good estinvation of the 
duration of so i l  f o m t i o n  i f  deposits above and M o w  the respective 
paleosol can be dated. 
Coastal sands, lake deposits and m i n e  deposits during sea transqres- 
sions are another set of sedirrents with paleosol occurrence in  different 
enviromnts ,  especially where changes in  sea level are tk cause of tk 
change in  e n v i r m n t a l  condition. It is thus not restricted t o  a specific 
clinvate range. Coastal deposits o r  lakes frequently cover pats, which of 
course are a lso a type of palmsols. In a similar ray ccal deposits and 
tkir associated underclays /kaolinite and i l l i t e  m s t l y l  are characteristic 
paleosols in  a thick and longstanding forest  vegetation, subsequently axered  
by other sec3ments. They are thus the -jar indicator of the e n v i m e n t d  
mnditions during these geological periods. 
Finally, paleosols covered by rnanlMde and arckological deposits need 
t o  be included, vhich have k a m e  one of tk m r e  important objects of de- 
ta i led examination on a r b l o g i c a l  s i t e s ,  for tk interpretation of envimn- 
mts  urder which rnan lived and wrked /HOLIDAY, 19891. T k  study of such 
paleosols may be e s p d a l l y  u s e m  in interpreting tk ra te  of change and 
over a relatively short t ine  period, provided good dating of the s i t e  and 
its various deposits is available. ?his, of ccurse, is different £ran tk 
study of tk anthropqenic effects  on I 3 - e  s o i l  cover, which are discussed 
in  Chapter VI. There the nore extensive regional changes are outlined when 
h e  to man, a s  a result  of cultivation, qrazhq,  i r r iga t im or  draimge x e  
carried cllt on a large scale. Eut it k i n g s  cur a t ten t im,  by analcg;., t o  
the p-ob1m.Wf.a can or should a s ignif icmt change i n  the scil ccver ke 
recognized as  prdtucing a non-kuried paleosol, i.e. a s o i l  formed i n  a land- 
scape of the past or merely m t q e d q e n e s i s  /YAAI.CN and YAFCN, 19661. 
Since *re are no t h  limitations m t b  t e r m  "past", so i l s  axlered 
tqr colluvium, landslide or ash are paleosols, irrespective when it e-ppened. 
Though not formally defined a s  such, a lo t o  20 cm thickness of covering 
,is proL*ly the for  preserving the paleosol. Where the cover is 
thinner than that ,  the covering mterial frequently kames mixed with 
tk A-horizon of the so i l  and thus incorporated with tk current s o i l  
forming process, ht not necessarily changing it.s direct im.  Where the 
direction of tk so i l  forming process has been changed, w may speak of a 
plygenetic,  mixed or  W l e x  surface soi l ,  in  analogy with the amplex 
o r  compound paleosols. 
U-bur ied  paleosols o r  steady s ta te  disturbance 
A large part of Australia is m e r e d  by various crusts and r e l i c t s  of 
s i lcrete  o r  ferr icrete ,  which obviously wre not f o d  in  the present dry 
c l w t e  prevailing over mst of the mntinent. niey f m &  in the  1- 
distance past when the umtinent ms subject to  mch stronger leaching 
over an extended p r i o d  of tint?. The cut-rent dry clirnate presenred these 
ancient forrnatims, which never b e a r e  buried and thus represent typical 
re l ief  o r  non-hied palmsols. In other regims the  c l i m t i c  o r  envirm- 
mtal change my have k e n  less drastic. So the question inevitably arises 
how mch change i s  required in a d e r n  soil to  be recognized as paleosls? 
Soil developwnt i s  a relatively slow and complex p r e s s .  Most soils 
take a lmg t h  to reach maturity, which can be defined as a steady state 
condition in which processes of wther ing and new soil material addition 
are balance3 by the inevitable leaching and surficial erosion, or when the 
terminal stage in tk develaprent of irreversible features such as duricrusts 
of calcrete, silcrete or ferricrete origin i s  searched. 
When speaking of steady state it i s  best to distinguish betwen features 
which approach steady state relatively rapidly, slch as the a c d a t i m  of 
organic matter in tk surface horizon, within one or tw hundred years only, 
and features approaching the steady state slowly, over a ~ i o d  of &sands 
of years, such as clay accurmlation and i t s  rdistr ihl t ion in the profile. 
Except for s z m  features which approach tl-~ terminal stage and are irrevers- 
ible, a large n w k r  of sil features are reversible, as required by tk 
concept of steady state, for example the accumulation or leaching of sal ts  
or of carbnates. 
It has been postulated that those features which approach the steady 
state condition fairly rapidly w i l l  also be subject to a relatively rapid 
reversal or change when tk amditions are changed, and those features 
which approach the steady state slowly, h t l l  ke r e s i s t a t  to  cbaqe. mi- 
crusts an6 other features which exhibit irreversible chanqes w i l l  be m s t  
resistant to c h a n ~  /YAALON, 19711. W r o u s  studies have confirmed this 
postulate, especially with regard to  organic mt ter  accumulation or destruc- 
tion, salinization and desalinization, carkonate ammulation and leaching, 
pH changes, clay translocation, etc. T k  grmping of these features into 
classes according to their ease or resistance to change i s  ths one of tk 
guiding principles in recognizing and interpreting paleosols /Table 61.  
The abve cancept is closely related to the concepts of resistance to 
c h g e  or response t h  of soils, which is so important in recoqnizing the 
effect of globdl change to which the wrld is being subjected now. The 
question really is how mch soil change is needed for the recognition of 
tk effect in nm-buried palesols. There are those hho have postulated that 
steady state conditions in soil folmation do not exist and are m e l y  a 
figmat of a theory, because the soil i s  a dynamic system continuously 
subject to the effect of environmental factors, which themselves are not 
Table 6 A grouping of soils according to the relative persistence of 
soil horizons and features. /After YAAUJN, 19711. 
Easily altered Relatively prs is tent  
Mll ic  epipedm Histic epipedm 
Ochric ep- Unhric epipedon 
Salic horizon Albic horizon 
Gypsic horizon Cambric horizon 
Mtt les  Argillic horizon 
Spodic horizon 
Calcic horizon 
magipan 
Persistent 
Oxic horizm 
Placic horizon 
Argillic t.orizon 
Natric horizon 
Petrocalcic brizcn 
Plinthite 
Duripan 
steady but in  a dynamic flux, frequently mbject t o  cyclic variations over 
a short o r  long tirne scale. ~s an example, tk m i l  is a l w y s  e i ther  -ling 
or wazming in  response t o  tk cyclic input of solar energy following diurnal, 
seasmal o r  even nultiannual cycles of variable length. T k  saw kind of 
t h g h t  can he applied t o  a l l  otl-er features of tk m i l .  Fbr -1e tk 
m i l  is for ever e i t k  hecaning imperceptilgy thicker or shallow=r, depend- 
ing on whetkr tk process of rock a t h e r i n g  a t  depth prevails over the 
prccess of s l r f i c i a l  erosim lJOHNSCN, 13851. Any notion of steady s ta te  
thickness mst he acwrding t o  this amcept only short-lived, during the 
transit ion frcm the stronger erosion rmde t o  that  of the s t rmger  a t k r i n g  
mde. I f  steady state is a myth then, by extension, a l l  mils  are p l y -  
genetic and thus essentially paleosols. 
Vhile the continuaus processes in s o i l  dynamics and their q u m t i f i c a t i m  
are extremely impartant in recognizing th re-se of m i l  t o  change and 
the re-se t h  for various features, it wxlld he unwise t o  reaqnize  a l l  
so i l s  when subject t o  minor changes, a s  paleosols. Cultivation of tk origi-  
nal natural m i l  has gradually decreased the organic mtter amtent  and bio- 
mss carbon in  tk m i l  environmnt and fer t i l iza t ion has frequently c h g e d  
rather dras t ical ly  t k  cation ppulat ion o r  pH of the clay. But it muld he 
unwise t o  call such new c m d i t i m s  a s  paleomls, unless the w e r a l l  s o i l  
forming prccess and its direction have been changd. 
Thus, a s  a rule, it hid he recognized that  most s o i l s  -ring the 
present landscape have been subject t o  minor fluctuations in  tk present 
e n v i m m n t ,  which f o m d  them, and are thus s t r i c t l y ,  t o  a d l e r  and 
larger extent, 'plygenetic ' .  But even i f  these essentially normal fluctua- 
tims of the envirmmmtal factors affect the mils,  vhetkr caused by m 
o r  nature, e .  g. the effect of prolonged droughts, they should not he rxog- 
nized a s  paleosols unless the d i r e c t i m  of tk s o i l  formation process has 
been changed. 
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Figure 9. A diac~ramatic representatim of the t h  taken to achieve 
stezdy state in generalized s o i l  p r o p r t i e s  af ter  the in i -  
t i a t i cns  of s o i l  6evelopent. The respcnse of v a r i a s  s o i l  
p r c p r t i e s  t o  climate change w i l l  range bebeen these t7Eo 
rcs IYAALDN, 19711 
A l l  soils possess a e r t a i n  inherent r e s i s t am to  change, the nega- 
tive feedback factor, and require i i~s t ly  a certain level of threshold te- 
fore change lzcarres evident easily. A few prop-rties x e  subject to ;he 
positive, enhancing feedhck faciar, a t  least for a certain time per id .  
C h r m o ~ c e s  of soil features, measuring the dnnge i n  soil properties 
are thus rarely linear, ht frequently follow a logistic or log-normal 
trend /Fig. 91. It i s  necessary to know their shape and the rate of change 
or r e m s e  tirre for as m y  features as possible, in order to  predict the 
changes d c h  w= miqht witness as the result of global c l h t i c  change. 
The study of paleosols is thus not only one of the test mans to re- 
construct past e n v i r m t a l  conditions but is also needed for the predic- 
t i m  of the resistane to change and response t h  of various soil features 
v k n  subject to e n v i r o m t a l  change. 
Chapter VI 
ANTHROPOGENIC EFFECTS ON SOILS 
With the appearance of the human race cn the Earth even the changes of 
the e n v i r o m t  became different. Due t o  human ac t iv i t i es  the natural pro- 
cesses affected by biotic and abiotic factors accelerated and several 
others, which w e  unkr~m o r  minimal before, developed. 
A t  the very beginning, when mankind was not yet widespread cn the 
ccntinents, environmental changes did not differ  f ran those preceding h m  
interference. Later, b w a e r ,  when the numhr of hrman k i n g s  increased and 
great parts of the ccntinents were already populated, the effects of their  
ac t iv i t i es  became e&mded and detrimental, and the natural enviranmwt 
began t o  a l t e r  a t  a mch more accelerated rate. 
Haever, even in  the early periods of human history the cutting of 
&, hunting, applicaticm of f i r e ,  etc. caused a l t e m t i m s  which here 
intensified by the intrcductim of agriculture. Later, due t o  the develop 
mt of technics, m the one side, and the multiplicaticm of pecple m the 
other, these changes extended increasingly b t h  in  space and in respect of 
* intensity of t t ~  effects. 
Both f avmab le  and unfavmable changes took place, but we must 
realize ti-at when we qualify them a s  such it is always m a basis of benefit 
o r  harm fran tk m i n t  of view of h u m  life.  
A l l  this is fu l ly  valid w h a  we speak of the g l o b 1  s o i l  cover and of 
global soil changes. 
A short histar ical  review 
A s  lmg  a s  the primitive m n  had not cultivated land but only collected 
his faxi  and fuel  he cnly caused minor changes in  the s o i l  fonning processes; 
changes, that  differed not too mch fran the effects made by animals. With 
the intrcducticm a£ agriculture it became possible t o  gain m e  fax i  frun 
the s o i l  than ever M o r e .  This resul t  can werl be qualified a s  a6vantageau.s. 
H m ,  agricultural production often exhausted the so i l  t o  such an extent 
that  the p p u l a t i m  had t o  m e  t o  a virqin land, and with this, shifting 
agriculture was barn. 
Man a pawerful geologic force m the Earth, changing its gee- 
c h d c a l  and biological cycles, the ccmpositim of global a-here a i d  
hydroqhere, the structure of the l i thospkre,  regulating the rnechanisns, 
of qecspheric interactions / m K Y ,  19651. Majar changes have gradually 
occurred in  the global £unctions of the p e d o s m e .  
The timescale of the above e n v i r m t a l  changes caused by m, 
including anthopgenic soil  changes, is of logarithmic character in fu l l  
con£ormity with the tim-scale of the developnent of mankind: 
- 1-2 millicn years of very gradual changes due to very weak an6 
sparse h m  impact upcn the e n v i r m t  during the prehistmic times of 
the Paleolithic and the Neolithic; 
- a b u t  the last 10 thmsand years of agricultural civilization 
anbracing /or expanding/ not cnly trcpical ht also tfapmte and bmeal 
regions; 
- about the last 300 years of colonizaticn of continents; agricultural 
aevelcpnent of stepps, prairies, savannas: general expansicn of agriculture, 
particularly of m k e t  agriculture; 
- a b u t  the last  150 years of agricultural chenistry - develqmmt and 
expansion; 
- about the last 50 years of technological advance on the basis of 
scientific-technical prog~ess of recent tws. 
In arid and &-arid regions irrigation had to  be intnxhced a t  the 
very beginning of agriculture as no production ws possible atherwise. ?he 
primitive mthods of irrigaticn resulted in m k e d  changes in the salt 
balance of the given territory without the perpetrators realizing that 
they had triggered such processes. It i s  a fact of history that in Me- 
ptamia, South- and Central America, South-Fast Asia and other regions 
vast deserts developed in the places of fert i le  lands due t o  secondary 
salinization follming in the wake of frrigaticn. On the uther hand, it 
i s  also true that in SCXE lucky river valleys and lcwlands, where seccodary 
sdlinization, alkalizati'cn, or waterlogging had not occurred, irrigaticn 
minly resulted in useful alterations of soil fer t i l i ty  which underlay a 
regular supply of fmd for the increasing pcpulation and of fodder for 
anirrals. 
Even in ancient tiroes forests w e  cut d m  in many parts of the 
mrld, ancient overgrazing, subsequent erosion ana desertification in 
arid and semi-arid regions, resulting in the intensification of erosion 
processes and the loss of trewndous amxlnts of fer t i le  soils. 
Nan as custodian, ccnserver and steward of soils 
The influences m had on soil changes frun the very beginning can be 
skdi~icied into two groups. 
I. Indirect effects of human activity cn the soil. 
11. D i e  influence of human actlbity on the soil. 
I. Indirect effects include those which affect the soil through 
uther m a .  ?hey are as follows: 
1. a /  Cbanges of amsphere, including changes of the hydrothemica1 
1~croc l imte  systen, changes of microclimate, changes of the direc- 
ticn and intensity of winds /e.g. thrcugh planting forest belts or 
deforestation / ; 
b/ changes in the chanical ccnposition of the amsphere /C02, CH4, 
SOx, NOx radioactive fission products and others/; 
c /  aFpearance of suspended mtters in the air /both the natural 
/aeolian &st/ and anthropogenic /technogenic aerozols, c a r h a t e s ,  
silicates, sulfites and others/. 
2. Changes through the hydrosMere. The hurmn effect results changes in 
the hy6rosphere of both continents and oceans; l ike 
a /  changes in the sea l w e l  /includinq the change in the intensity of 
tides/ ; 
b/ changes in the depth and chemical carrposition of the grwndwater; 
c /  changes i n  the fresh water r e g k  on the continents /rivers and 
lakes/. 
3. Changes in the lithosphere, including 
a /  the changes i n  oxidation-rductim conditions in the upper layers 
of the earth's crust /causincj, e.g. gley formation or oxidation/; 
b/ changes in the s a l t  balance, s a l t  migration and s a l t  accumlatim; 
c /  acrsumulatim of heavy metals and other substances caused by indus- 
trial enissims. 
4. Changes through the alteration of the biota: 
a /  changes of the natural plant cwer,  including deforestation, over- 
grazing, etc. 
b/ burning of bushes, forests, savannas and others; 
c /  overloading the carrying capacity of plants; overexploitation of the 
biosphere through crops, animals and others which result in adverse 
effects on the biogeochenical processes. 
11. The direct influence of hurran activities m the so i l  is mainly 
ccplsidered t o  mean the effecks ofmachinery, t i l lage and ploughing, of 
the application of chemicals, of ccpltijminatim and, l a s t  but not least,  
of i r r iga t im on soils. Such effects result  in  direct short-term or  lmg- 
t a ,  changes and they are the mjor agents in  a l l  contaoporary soi l  
changes, including those which lead t o  the deterioratim ar  degradation 
of land and soil .  Because these processes represent the mst significant 
transitions going on a t  present they dl1 be described after a short 
reyiw of the present situaticn. 
The present situation 
As an integrated effect of man on soils the present g l d d  s i tua t im 
has f o n d  minly as a result of the developnent of industry and agri- 
culture during the last me  and a half centuries together with the accel- 
erated increase of mr ld  pcpulatlbn. 
In the course of history the territory of cultivated land increased 
far  a lmg tire in mst areas and th is  process was only interrupted by 
natural or social disasters vhen tbe pcpulation diminiskd or d i s a m e d .  
In the last centuries in mst of the developed countries in Eurape 
and North-America the acreage of arable land diminiskd s ~ t a n e o u s l y  with 
an increase of the to ta l  prducticn. However, in many o h  areas still 
new terr i tor ies  are put into cultivation /particularly in developing 
countries/. 
The cardinal problen i s  the characterizatim and -aoent of the 
integrated effect of h m  influence on so i l s  and so i l  productivity. There 
are  l o t s  of data and infanmtion available on the cansequent s o i l  changes 
ht wen m e  preslrmptions, errors and il lusions, wen slogans which, m 
the cne hand, neglect the hazard of adverse alterations of the m r l d  s o i l  
cover and its productivity and, an the other h a d  werestirrate /sawtimes 
hysterically/ this phenmon.  This is the r e a m  why we have to study 
bath the h e f i c i a l  and the adverse effects of the present human act ivi t ies  
on the m r l d r s  soil cover sine i r a  e t  studio. 
Table 7. Agricultural land per capita in G e m y  
Y e a r  & c t a ~  per capita 
Table 8. m r  of people fed by one US f m r  
Year Total A t  ~ I E  Abroad 
A s  a mtter of fact  it is not easy t o m s u r e  so i l  f e r t i l i t y  precisely. 
It is sanewhat easier to characterize so i l  p rduc t iv i ty  by the wight  of 
krvested yields. In t h i s  resFect the productivity of the so i l s  of the 
wnrld has pemanently increased pract2cally without interruption during 
the whole history of fiankind an6 this gru?th has particularly accelerated 
in the Last two centuries min ly  in the developed anmtries. A t  the same 
time i n  these countries the percentage of p p u l a t i m  engaged in a ~ i c u l t u r e  
has sharply decreased, a s  it is sham i n  Tables 7 and 8. 
The tables c l e l y  d m s t r a t e  that not only a unit  of cultivated 
land can yield mch m e  products than before kt also one p s o n  engaged 
in agriculture can feed much mare people than 1CO o r  50 years earlier.  
~k situation is mwht different,  e.g. in tl-e USSR according to 
data by V. KOVDA and Y. PACHEPSKY, reporting that  25 pars ago 1 . 2  k c t a r e s  
Ger capita vas the pmportim of arable land and popdation which b e m  
0.8 ha by m. Such pknauenon is ammn i n  n m m s  developed 
countries. In this case h v e r  the authors note that  yields had not 
increased but aLso dropped. 
Similar exarmples can be found i n  numerous other countries or areas, 
althcugh i n  some of them the poarer yields a re  due t o  different reascms. 
Arrong the= r e a s x s ,  besides unfavcurable natural corditions, the low 
level of industry and technolgy, poar chenization and mechanizatim, .pmr 
planning and organization, social  disturbances and others can be n w t ~ a n e d .  
Table 9. Land area and use - Mlxi 
Land Forest Cropland Pasture woods ' Wilderness 
- 
World 
Africa 
North and Central 
South h r i c a  
Asia 
WP 
USSR 
Oceania 
2,965 
h r i c a  2,139 
1,753 
2,679 
473 
2 : 227 
843 
Table 10- World increase in cropland and yields, 
1964-1985 
% change % change in yield 
in crapland Ckreals Rmts/tubers 
Africa 
Asia 
North and Central m r i c a  
South Amrica 
USSR 
Oceania 
World 8.9 58 2 1 
According t o  the publ?cat?on 'World R e m u c e s ,  1988-1989" data an the 
land area and use of the Wrld are given in Table 9. The table shows tha t  
croplands cwer m l y  a smll part of the total te r r i t a ry  of the cmtinents. 
In Table 10 the m r l d  increase in croplarid am2 yields during the last 20 
years is dermnstrated. The data i l l u s t r a t e  tha t  an a l l  continents an in- 
crease in prcduction can be &served, =, the rate of this increase 
is very different. N a r e r t h e l e s s ,  nearly a 10% increase of the m r l d l s  
cropland pmcfiuctian was reached during the last thn decades. 
Principally the applicatim of up-to-date mchinery, fertilizers and 
other cl-deals as m11 as &ern technology and, last ht not least, 
irrigation have made it possible to sustain and wen increase the productim 
of soils in most areas. As an -le of such processes, in W l e  11 the 
increase of irrigated land in the mrld during the last two centuries i s  
d€¶rtmstrated. Fbm Table 11 it can be Merred that during tbusdnds of 
y m  irrigatim developd rather slowly, h i l e  in the last century its 
developent has accelerated and furtkz extensim of irrigated areas 
can be anticlLted. Exever, this develqment has been associated with 
adverse effects, too, as it will be described later. 
Table 11. Eveloplent of irrigation in the mrld 
Year Irrigated land /million ha/ 
Thraughout his activity, m not only tried to collect and prcduce 
mre fccd ard other c d t i e s  fran the soil and a t  this time acted 
scmetimes as amservator a d  care-taker of this important natural resource, 
but very often became the destroyer of soils and of soil fertility. 
There are unn-able ancient ard &ern m e W s  which have been 
practised by rn during his activity far improving the soil, t o  sustain and 
even ircrease its fertility. We can only quote m l e s  here of such 
activities, without going into details of their history and technology. 
Terracing, stme clearing, strip cropping and bunding belong to very 
old methods of soil consenatim, while mpoldering, s i l t  accretion, dune 
stabilization required rmre attvanced technology. Large areas have been 
put into production as a result of such m s ,  i.e. i n  the polders of 
the Netherlands and scme areas of South-East Asia. 
Irrigation and drainage represent a specific system in agricultural 
prcductim, with b t h  positive and negative effects /as it is discussed 
i n  other places in this chapter/. 
One of the min efforts of agricultural production i s  to  sustain and 
ircrease soil productivity by the application of organic and mineral 
fertilizers and campost, which recently represent a specific part of agri- 
cultural chemistry a d  soil science. 
The applicatim of chemical m e n m t s  also has been ard r a i n s  a 
very important method far the reclamtion of land. The liming of acid 
soils and applicatim of gypsum in alkali soils should be particularly 
mtioned. 
'Ib combat ercsion, toth in the past and a t  the present time, numrous 
systems of reclamation and prevention lave been e l b a t e d  and navadays 
land fixatim, structure inprovenent are practised partly with the applica- 
tion of modern chemical products. 
Pdvanced agriculturalmachinerymakes pss ib le  a m e  effective deep 
ploughing, the mixing of soil  harizons and other methods in ordw t o  
increase the productivity of soils. 
lkgadaticm of s f l s  resulted by natural and nninly m-made effects 
and soil  degradation affected by the same agents can be observed in m y  
areas cn the ccntinents ccncurrently and it is si tespecif ic whether cne 
or other prevails. That is the rea.sm why w have t o  study tbraughly 
both beneficial and adverse effects, when evaluating the an-enic 
effects cm soils, avoiding extreme opjhicns. 
It m l d  be a great mistake to  conclude f r m  the ahye facts that 
adverse changes in the mrld's sol1 cwer do not d ~ e l c p  or they only 
develop in a anall masure. the mtrary; w have to face both a dimin- 
ishing in the territory of prcducttVe soils and the different prccesses 
harmful to sol1 productltity and environment. 
We still have great resources cn ou r  globe. Table 12 shms the 
estimated total  lard area and the p ten t i a l  resources according to hrcad 
soil  g r q .  Evidently, the percentage of potential arable land ts di- 
stributed unevenly be- the diTferent sil types /Table 121. 
A t  the same b, w are confmnted wfth severe Limitaticms f ~ l r  agri- 
culture cn all mtinents,  which we resulted by different prccesses. The 
data of Table 13 clearly show that factors limiting production do not exist 
cmly cm a h u t  a tenth of tk.e total soil  surface of the Earth. 
l?&ucticm of global soil l?zxnlrbes 
Glabal so i l  resources diminish ~ ~ l y  due t o  two reasons: 
1. Reducticm of arable land by conve-rsion to  other puzposes. 
2. Rducticm of arable lad by adverse processes. 
The absolute decrease of agri- and sylvicultuml lands is caused by 
two processes : 
a /  the w e r s i c n  of rural Land t o  urban and industrial develcpwnt and 
transprtatiun purposes, and 
b/ the drastic disturbances af land by str ip mining, waterlogging, and 
dam constructim, etc. 
Iapd convasicm - As a rule, the reduction of fer t i le  land has 
occurred parallel with and as a result of the modernization of the way of 
l i f e  and the advance of technology. In the United States mre than 2 m i l l i c m  
hectares of rural land are converted annually to urban and transprtatiun 
uses and to w a t e r  bodies. In the FRG mre than 2.5% of a l l  agricultural land 
has k e n  lost in the sam way in the las t  decades. 
In Figure 10 the changes of the agricultural tf2ZYitOL-y in Czech- 
slovakia are danmstrated. The figure Saws a slm decrease of acreage per 
capita of agricultural land /HRASKO, 1987, 19881. 
In Canada between 1981and 1986 55,210 hectares of agri- and sylvi- 
cultural land were conwrted to urbanizaticn and a great part w a s  taken 
from agricultural producticm. 
Table 12. Estimated total land area and potential  arable land by broad 
soil group  
Broad s o i l  group 
M a  
Desert soils 
Chermzem an6 brunizem 
Noncalcic brown s o i l s  
Pcdzols 
W-yellow podzolic soils 
Ia tosol ic  soils 
Grumusols and t e r r a  rossas 
Brown fores t  s o i l s  and 
rendziras 
Andosoils 
Lithosols 
*gosols 
Alluvial soils 
mtal Potential Potential Potential 
area arable land arable arable 
i n  n i l l ion  hectares as % of a s  % t o t a l  area of group 
517 0 0 0 
2,180 4 30 3.3 20.7 
822 450 3.5 54.5 
291 110 0.8 37.8 
1.920 300 2.4 15 -6 
358 130 1.0 34.2 
2,500 1,050 8.1 42 .O 
325 180 1.3 55.4 
Total : 13,150 3,190 24.2 
Table 13. Major soil-related limitations for  agriculture i n  % of t o t a l  
land area 
None of 
Shallm Excess Perma- these Drought ccarrpac- 
s o i l  water f ros t  limita- t ion t ions 
EuroFe 
Central Amrica 
North Amrica 
South Asia 
Africa 
South Amrica 
Australia 
Southeast Asia 
North and Central 
Asia 
World average 28 23 22 10 6 11 
Figure 10. Soil resources in Czechoslwakia: a /  agroland; b/ arable 
land; c /  o t k r s .  
Even in developing mmtr$es, such as China, factories are being built 
cm lands that have yielded two harvests annually for a lang time. 
Unfortunately, putting rural land to other uses is practically an 
irreversible process and mans a pananent loss of f e r t i l e  soi ls  and 
renewable resources. Studies rmst be ccnducted to detemine why it hppens 
ever so often to the best soils.  
I f  t h i s  practice of regularly encroaching upon rural land continues, 
new areas available for future culti'vatLon on a mrld-wide scale w i l l  be 
rather Limited. m e r e  the best so i l s  are  being affected and the virgin 
land l e f t  consists mainly of q i n a l  or  lmr fe r t i l i t y  soils. The trend is 
mrrysm as  it threatens the possibility of attaining the expected and 
predided higher yields b the forthcaning decades. 
In a nude r  of ccuntries s t r i c t  masures have been taken to l imit or 
prohibit the cmyersion of rural lard to other purpses, h- they are 
f a r  fmm being sufficient and effective in aborting the cci-~tinucus process 
of converting f e r u l e  soils. 
Land disturbances - Drastic disturbances of land a re  resulting the 
reduction of so i l  f e r t i l i t y  t o  the point where aqr icv l tura lu t i l i za t im is 
no lcmger possible. The min culprit  here is mining, XLthoJgh m i c i p a l  
sewage disposal, o i l  exploitatton, s tme  quarries, 4 and gravel pits,etc. 
haye also played a significant role. 
In the United States nure than 1.5 mil- hectares of f e r t i l e  land 
haye been destrayed by mintng in the l a s t  40 yews, and mly  about one third 
of this territory h s  been partly or ampletely reclaimed. In m y  European 
wuntries the s i tua t im 2s wen worse. 
As industry and technology continue t o  develop year by year, mre 
and mare agricultural land w i l l  be destroyed. In the United States, far 
-le, it is predicted that by 1990 nearly 50,030 hectares of good so i l  
w i l l  haye been ruined just by the surface mining of coal. This is m r e  
than twice as much as the land that had been destrayed by the s m  
activity until 1975. 
The r e c h t i o n  of increasihg territories in s m e  countries cannot 
offset the destructim of soils in other areas of the sarre ccxmtry, not to 
m t i m  other countries. Scroetihes lam5 reclamation efforts are rmhiscent 
of Sisiphus'task. It is inpartant to speed up r e c h t i m  projects 
applying proper @icy and appropriate methods, but it is also vi ta l  to 
diminish the yearly losses of f e r u l e  land caused by drastic disturbances. 
me anversion and disturbme of arable land on a mrld-wide scale 
diminish the cultivated areas on our globe annually by a territmy larger 
than a l l  the acreage under cultivation in the FRG and France together. 
Cptimistic predictions of increasing arable land my go up in srnke i f  the 
present rate of reduction does not d r q ~  steeply and v q -  soan. Unfortunate- 
ly the world trend of suhnesg~g fer t i le  earth under asphalt is on the 
increase. 
W h g e  and sludge represent an wer-gmwing problem due to their 
negative influence m the soil,  During hi'stary it has been believed that 
soils are capable of decapsihg a l l  garhges and other by-praiuds. This 
is true to a certain l h n t t .  However, nosvadays the quankity of garbage and 
sludge increased to  such an extent that in many places they have a d a t -  
ed and result the reduction of soils and soil fert iUty,  particularly when 
- and that i s  not an exclusicn - taxlk substances cccur in t k  garbage. 
2. W c t i o n  of arable land & & e r e  proceses ----- 
%ere are nummus anthropogenic processes vhich greatly reduce the 
fer t i l i ty  of soils. In case of the expnsim of such processes fer t i l i ty  
my be reduced to ni l  and the land lost for pcrductim. These adverse 
processes will be characterized only very briefly. 
Soil erosim - Estimates of the loss of fer t i le  soils affected by the 
precesses of erosim are available in abundance. While the accuracy of 
these estimates varies greatly, it is beycold doubt that erosim causes 
trermdous damge and that the hazard far the future is wen mre sexims. 
It appears that the a n a n t  of soil nutrient w d s  r w e d  annually 
by erosion i s  roughly equal to the amcxmt of ccrrmercial fertilizers used 
a l l  over the world. Amesica's agricultural lands lose 4.8 bi l l im tons 
of topsoil yearly to  erosim, enough to  cover a l l  the cropland of Maine, 
New Harphire, Vermsolt,  Connecticut and Massachusetts with me foot of 
earth. In an average y, one-third of all crppland suffers fran erosion 
beycnd the "tolerable rate", the maximum level a t  which the soil's 
fer t i l i ty  can be mintaine2. The productive equivalent of more than 3 
millicn acres of fmJand are lost every year because of erosion. Iowa 
loses almost 10 tons of topsoil per acre each year. For every powd of 
wheat harvested in eastern Washingtan, 20 pounds of soil are lost. In 
Texas wind  erosion alone blms 15 h s  of soil  yearly f m  each acre of 
cropland. In the last 203 years, erosion has destroyed a t  least me-third 
of the USA's tcpsoil. 
Besides the losses of plant nutrients, a tremendous a n t  of arganic 
soil  material i s  lost as a consequence of erosion. The reduction in the 
humus cantents of the soil i s  detrimental t c  soil  structure, soil-bffering 
capacity, soil  biolqly, etc. and in general, it oont rh tes  to  the deteriora- 
t i m  of the renewability of soil  fert i l i ty.  
Dmsion has always existed, under natural conditions, tco, but h m  
activities,  mainly deforestation, agriculture, grazing, etc. have aggravat- 
ed its extent and increased the terr i tor ies  affected. 
Soil erosion assumes disastrous propcations in m y  developing ccun- 
tries.  Fig. 11 shws an m l e  frun Tanzania of the loss of both soi l  
and water caused by erosion. As Fig. 11 dermnstrates, a s  scxm as  a soi l  is 
hrought into cultivation the erosion h a z d  increases. 
no erosion 
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Fiqure 11. Eroded soi l  / t /ha/ and precipitation water loss /%/  in 
Tanzania 
~~~-sal~~zat_ion~~a~Ika~Ization~and-~ater1~e~~~~-41:iea~ted 
~ a _ s  - A b x t  200,000 kc ta re s  are urder irrigation on t k  various con- 
tinents; m r e  than 80% of which is situated in arid or semi-arid con- 
ditions. 
About 85"af irrigated f ields can lx founci in  Asia, minly in develop- 
ing ccuntries. 
A M e r  increase in irrigated lands is forecasted. mst mrld  pro- 
jections predict and recQrmend doubling the irrigzted area unti l  2C00. 
The envirawnental impacts of irrigatian w i l l  mt probably not only double, 
but in  m y  cases ml t i p ly  as  a result. 
Besizes the beneficial effect of irrigation on yielfls, its detrimental 
effects are also w11-known. Accmding to international s ta t i s t ics  and 
estimates, more than 50% of the land irrigated a t  present has been 
severely damaged by secondary salinization-alkalization as wll as by 
waterlogging. This is partly h e  t o  the poor technology of irrigation and 
drainage, and p r t l y  t o  the -roper selection of s i te ,  method and design 
of the irrigation q s t m s .  T h i s  phaanenon is k n m  f r m  very ancient 
tims; the deterioration of the Mesopotamian plain which was transfonnd 
fran f e r t i l e  land t o  desert is only one of the m y  examples. S t i l l ,  the 
process has not been arrested, and every year ahmt 10 pillion hectares 
of irrigated land must be abandoned as  a consequence of the process Ze- 
scribed above. This hazard is particularly great in  developing countries. 
In Pakistan, far  example, i n  the 1960s the inpact of nfw irrigation 
systens on agricultural prduction was negative; in  Iraq, the greater part 
of the irrigated land has been sa l i n i zd ,  in Scuth and Central America 
the new sugarcane plantations do not produce the expected yields h u s e  
of salt accumulation. Semdary salinizaticm, alkalization an6 waterlogging 
are  the m i n  hazarc nod, and i n  the uncertain future there are other 
hazards asscciated with the develcping of irrigation systans. 
While in  the past neither the cause of secondary salinization was 
clear,  nor the methods  of its prediction and prevention w e  available, now 
we have the hodledge and mys of predicting and arresting this process; 
w= even bme methods for the reclamaticn of saline lands. 
Wortun4tely, during the planning and decisicniraking phase before 
tl-e construction of irrigation systens, l i t t l e  o r  no a t ten t im was paid 
t o  the necessity of counducting a proper preliminary survey and seeking 
experienced opinion on the predictable omsequences of the project. The 
same h a p s  in  tl-e case of establishing large stations and dams 
/Colorado, Assuan, etc.1, just like whm a l l  or local irrigation sys- 
are  constructed. Whim s a l t  accmmilation appears, or waterlogging hinders 
the u t i l i z a t im  of the lanL it is too l a t e  and too expmsive to start 
&se in-tims which could have helped if mde i n  due time and P a d  
k e n  based on proper preliminary studies of the soi l ,  subsoil and water 
interrelatimships. 
Acidification of so i l s  - Part2cularly in the l as t  ciecades of years a 
great m u n t  of acid substances have been produced by industry, agriculture 
and camnmal activities.  Dnitted to the a i r  either by carriers [by wind, 
p r e c i p i t a t h l  or  directly they ccmtminate the plant cover and soils.  A s  
a result  vast areas of industrialized countries anci their neighbours suffer 
frcm the acidif icat im of soi ls  as  well a s  frcxn the destruction of forests. 
Soil  acidif icat im has developed p r t i cu l a r l y  in so i l s  developed cn 
acidic or neutral parent materials particularly under humid ccnditions and 
cmsequently m y  f e r t i l e  soi ls  have becane degraded and los t  their pro- 
ductivity. 
In Scandinavia, for instance, during thirty years a renarkable 
acidification of sails develop& which affected not only the top layers 
of soi ls  but a lso tke deeper hrizons.  Parallel with this phencrnenon, 
partly as a cmsequence of the increasing acidity, soluble taxic cmpmnds 
also appeared in  so i l  layers, i. e. aluminium, W c h  reduced tl-e f e r t i l i t y  
of the soils. Both "forest dannqe" and "soil  damget' affed the negative 
cmsequences which include the adverse effect of acid pH directly, as w = l l  
as its indirect effect thrcugh negative changes in  nutrient status,  physical 
prapertiffi, biological camovlities in  the soil .  
In several countries, i.e. i n  Eurcpe, m r e  than f i f t y  percent of a l l  
cultivated so i l s  has been expose2 t o  the acidification processes and vast 
terr i tor ies  l a s t  their prcductivity when the pH of so i l s  was reduced with 
one, tvm or even m e  units during a few decades of years. 
The canbat against soil acidif icat im includes not only the applica- 
t i m  of m r e  advand  fe r t i l i ze r  t e d h q u e s  but also the mntrol  of 
slucge materials as w e l l  as introducing alternative technologies for 
in6ustrial plants emitting min ly  or SOx gases. 
Mechanical and aqotechnical destruction of so i l s  - Agricultural 
practices subject the s o i l  t o  the pemanent mechanical effects of mchines 
and anirrals. The processes involved and their results are my-sided and 
diverse, but generally it can be stated that  the use of heavy rmchinery in 
mdem agriculture has a number of consequential and increasing effects on 
the so i l  and ecosysten which are not always ccmpletely favmrable. The 
repeated use of heavy machinery often destroys the structure of the soil .  
In addition to the effects of such faun iq lenents  various other 
practices ray also influence the mhan ic s ,  physics and chemistry of the 
soil. Besides a chanical buffering capacity, which can counterbalance 
changes in the cmtents of chemicals, toxic rmterials, e tc . ,  so i l s  also 
h v e  a mxhanical or physical bufferin? capacity, i.e. a resilience which 
rmy counteract certain mechanical effects and restore the sustainable 
status of the system. 
Firs t ,  the cansequence of grazing must be menticmed. 
Grazing animals not cmly con sun^ vegetation but also trample the 
so i l ,  altering thereby its structure, campactness, etc. Overgrazing means 
not only depleting the plant and nutrient contents of the land, but also 
ove r s tq ing  the l imits of its physical and mechanical resilience. 
?he ~ h y s i c a l  mechanical chanqes caused by m a c k i n e q ,  animals and 
other forces m y  result  in chemical and biological chanqes in the eco- 
system. The 2eterioration of so i l  structure my,  for  instance, entai l  a 
decrease in the vater-holding capacity of the soi l ,  a deficiency i n  the 
water available for  plants and the degradation of the ricrc-environment of 
rnicroarganims , e tc  . 
To ccmbat the hazards of mechanical darnages t o  soi ls  and ecosystem 
it is necessary to: 
- study the c a r r e l a t i a s  betwen mchanization and its physical e f f e d s  m 
the given agricultural and sylvicultural p a t t m ~ s ,  and 
- e l ah ra t e ,  a&pt an2 disseminate appropriate m e w  for preserving and 
-roving the mechanical and ptlysical properties of the soils.  
Contamination of soils bv hangu l  cammunds - A p r t  frun the abwe- 
characterized acidification process, the m u n t s  of various c b d c a l  
p d u c t s  cmtaminating the a i r ,  land and water have ml t i p l i ed  in the last 
decades and are leading steadily t o  a wide variety of environmental problems. 
The trend of increasing contamination of the er=osystems is expected to 
continue, in spi te  of international or  local masues to arrest  or a t  least  
slow it d m .  A n m k r  of various processes with different origins and 
specificatims account for the contaminatia of soi ls  and other renewable 
resources. The mst important are : 
- heavy metals /airborne or vater-carried/, 
- residues of pesticides, 
- sludges, excrements fran agriculture and animal husbandry, 
- o*r orqanic and inorganic toxic mte r i a l s  and residues. 
Cmtamination influences tl-ie ecosystem as  a whole and the status and 
sustainability of renewable natural resources. The consequences of contamina- 
tion are diverse and many-sided. Each of them, d e p d i n g  on local circum- 
stances, w i l l  require specific analysis and m3delling. There are m y  inter- 
relations between the contamination of the ecosystem and other adverse 
effects. 
Anotter example of aranplex e n v i r m t a l  contaminatim is the effect 
of increasing motor t raff ic .  The resulting air pollutants are carh  
moxide ,  nitrogen oxides and polycyclic aramtic hydrocarbons. In additim, 
heavy metals ccntained in gasoline /lead, copper, m g a n e e /  are emitted 
with the exhaust gases and are primrily M cn suhnicrcm particles. The 
pollutants, ciuring and after reaching the ai r ,  f a l l  cn land and water 
surfaces. Part of the pollutants absorb tanpcorarily or pemanently cn soil 
colloids, but another part w i l l  influence the microarganisns of the soils 
and the plant and f d  chain. Wt of these pollutants do not hreak dam 
/heavy meta l s / ,  ht acclmniLate and pose a penmnent anc increasing exeat  
to  the en-t. Little kncwledge has been acquired abcut the hffering 
capacity of soils and ecosys&ms in respect of pollutants. 
The frequent contanhatian of soils, crops, etc. by tcmic organic 
material f m  sludges, m u r e ,  etc. poses another problem significant also 
fran hygienic and medical points of view. 
It is difficult to estimate even roughly the hazards of soil mtamina- 
ticn cn a global scale, but its increase can be expected resulting in a 
cmtinued decrease in fert i le  soils. 
Anthmpqenic radioactivity in soils_ - Table 1 4  gives an overview 
of natural radimctive e l m t s  i n x a n d  bedrocks. This radiatian, in- 
herent to each eccsystem, although within a fairly wide range of fluctua- 
ticn in concentration, finds modificatim in si tu anly over lcnger periods 
of slw geological evoluticn, except for the cosnic ray induced nuclicks, 
which Cepend an the neutron density in the higher atrrPsphere of about 10 to 
15 km altitude. Obviously, a fluctuation of the raciiative input into the 
ecosystem influences the c h t e  as w11 as the rate of natural 1 4 ~  forma- 
tion. 
Tahle 14. Natural radioactive elements in soil and veptation 
/Annual report an envirmmmtal radioactivity, BMT /FRG/, 
1983 
Substrate Radio- amcentration 
nuclide W/kg /approx./ 
Soil K-40 40 - lOCO 
FD-210 10 - 40 
Ra-226 40 
lbp soil  samples Ra-226 40 /lo - 2001 
m-210 2 Q3q/km2 
Earth crust K-40 700 
Rb-87 200 
1h-232 40 
U-238 40 
Igneous rocks K-40 300 - 1OCO 
Ra-226 20 - 200 
Th-232 40 - 600 
U-238 20 - 100 
Sedimntary rocks K-40 100 
Ra-226 20 
Th-232 10 
U-238 20 
Inputs by h m  civilization and technolaw 
m y  are unavaidable, uriented a t  legally enforced radiaticn protec- 
ticn ceilings. Their impact on changes of soi ls  is exclusively by omtamina- 
tion, directly by -ition or  indirectly via w i n d  or water path. Win 
contributinq anpments are: 
- Agriculture: P a j a r  input is  the natural 44( with the potash 
fer t i l izer .  Tcacer research, applying radioactive or stable isotapes of the 
15 plant nutrient elenwts 1213Ei, 14cl "N, 180, 32,33~1 34 ,35~ ,  36~1, 2 2 ~ a ,  
28 40,42K1 45&, 5 h  55,59Fe1 f3&, 6SZn, 67Cu, 9&/rendera  w,  I - 
naninal input only. Radiation msurmts, applying safely enclcsed radia- 
tion sources, such as  for food or f e d  sterilization, for s te r i le  m l e  
techniques i n  htanology, for h s i t y  and lroisture m-ts. in soi ls  
with - and neutrcn-probes, do not affect the balance of a n t h q q e n i c  radio- 
activity i n p t  in soils. 
- Minig of Uranium an3 Thorium and also of ccal involve release of 
radioisotopes into the biogeochemical enviraarment. Facilit ies for repro- 
cessing of nuclear materials are expected t o  release r a d i a t i v i t y  into 
the env-t and adjacent soi ls  several orders of magnitude higher than 
the nuclear pmer plants. After abandoning the operatian of nuclear p e r  
reactors, which have about 40 years l i f e  tirre, safe d i s p s a l  of a l l  the 
radioactive mter ia l s ,  especially the activation nuclides, such as 
58m1 %o, 63~i, "Cr , '-%I, "Fe and others, i n p x e s  furthr pmblens. 
Esti r ra tes  are, that again after 40 years ca 5% of the i n i t i a l  radioactivity 
still min I-, 19831. 
Ra2ioactive fallout due to atanic hmb testin: 
Frm. the wble  set of fissicn isotapes of the original fallout only 
137~s and 90~r are still measurable in soi ls  of sufficient sorption 
capacity. l'he in i t ia l ly  very important 1 3 k  , with its t1/2 /half Life 
3 period/ of 8.07 days only, is expired. 14c and H fran thxmnuclear 
14 testin9 are sustaining a "ixrnb 14c and 3 ~ ' '  activity. The banb- C-level 
over tirre is shown in Fig. 12. +r with T1/2 of 28.1 y, measured OI'I 
accamt of its radiaticm by a shielded l o w  level p r m r n a l  axlnter and 
13'Cs with T1/2 of 30.23 y, are still -sting in most soils. In 1967, 
a h t  a t  the peak of fallout ccntaninant, in Middle Europe the 
90 137~-level m s  about 800 to 3403 Bq.m-2, the Sr activity was ca 300 t o  
3700 ~ ~ . m - ~  /BEX7KER and SHARPENSEEL, 19891. A f t e r  the a-pheric kmh 
test stcp by the USA and USSR the fallout activity w a s  decreasing due t o  
percolatim, erosicn, renova1 with the craps to almost ncminal j u s t  
msurab le  ccncentraticns. The Ckrnobyl event gave rise to new 
131,, 134& and 137~s m n ~ t i a n s  in mropan soils. 
1 4  Fiqure 12.  C cxwe fran the beginning of tkrmonuclear 
testing till present 
Ca~st rophic  events, such as fm w d t e d  nuclear reactors 
Notwithstanding a certain m b i y i t y  regarding minor leaks and radia- 
tion spi l ls ,  a n* of historic records of reactor accidents, which led 
to  cansiderable c c m t a m h a t i ~  of soi ls  /BECXER and SCHXPENSEEL, 1989; 
fOTH and WELLER, 19871 exist: . 
- The Sellqfield/Windscale accident, Oct. 9, 1957 released ca 
7.4.101$q 131;1, 4.4.101$q 1 3 2 ~ ,  2 . 2 . 1 0 ~ ~  Bq 137~S, 3 . 1 0 ~ ~  Bq "s, and 
7.4.101% 90~r  wer B r i t a i n  and West auPpe. 
- A t  the end of 1957 an ex@osion of a plant for quclear waste 
treatment near Sverdlavsk, m-tion of ca 1600 Ian with ms t ly  
90~r  /6.7.107 to 1,3.108 Bq 90~r/m2 of soi l /  and scaw 137~s. 
- June 18, 1978 : release of ca 9.3. 10l2I3q f m ,  the leak in nuclear 
per reactor Bnmsbiittel. 
-March 28, 1977: los t  a nuclear pder plant. Three M i l e s  Island I1 in 
Harrisburg: 1l3 d active water and 13k7 plus noble gases frat? a gas 
pressure Wlt-up in the contaminent /EO!tE and WELLER, 19871. 
- April 26, 1986: in Chernobyl a nuclear explosim, graphite f i r e  and 
core rnelting led to a large scale ccntaminatim of the atrmsphere and also 
of the soi l ,  especially of Ewopean countries, and to an d s s i c m  of 
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radionuclides, arrounting t o  ca. 3.8. 1018 from a -tent of 10 
/KN&HEL et al . ,  19881. As in other o k s d  reactar accidents the thermic 
ccnditions favor release of the alkali nuclides to the  ear th  a lka l i  ones, 
which are so s t r a g  i n  bcnrb fallcxlt of the whole s e t  of f iss ion nuclides. 
Such m j o r  accidents can lead to deposition of radioactive mtaminants a l l  
over the world /OECD. 19871. Measuraoents i n  whole urnf i le  d e ~ t h  indicate 
a sustain& 6epth transfer of -U-E l3 7 ~ s  and l3 4Ci /Table 15 / . 
Wle 15. Inventory of the reactor core and released parts of the 
radionuclides during the accident of Chemcbyl. Aztivities 
are related to May 6th, 1986. 
Nuclide Half l i f e  
/a /  
Inventory /w/ &leased part /%I 
Int .  A t .  h. A g e q ,  Chemcbyl accident, Safety 
Series 110. 75 - INSAG - 1. Vienna, 1986 
The transfer within the tr_chical planes and the f d e b ,  
Since radionuclides in the so i l  are of potential danger mainly due 
to their impart into the nutritional web, especially the transfer factor 
fran soi l  to plant has been of central interest. Hmever, a universdlly 
valid transfer f a d o r  cannot exist, neither for a l l  soils nor for all 
plants. mere are W i e r s  to be observed; in the soi ls  especially the 
clay and organic mtter cantent, pH, Eh, '332, regarding plants Like 
cereals, tuber plants, leafy vegetables, f ru i t s  and fruit-like vegetables. 
Envbmmntal radiation, c h a n q i n ~ l h m t e ,  c-~ges in soi ls  
me  Milankwich 40,000 years's cycle for cold periods as evidence by 
intense evaporatim- fran an enclcsed polar water M y  with the cansequence 
of mmfa l l  and rising albedo, leads t o  less absorbed radiaticn and warming 
of the land surface. Similarly, dust clmds frcm volcanisn or banb testinq 
can exert special ax l ing  effects. Inversely, degassing of sulducticn zones 
or volcanism can pramte a GHE Iqreenhmse effect/. 
IBdioactive inputs by ixxnb tests or reactor accidents into so i l s  are 
mre consequential than inputs into a fas t  m i n g  ab-osphere or a f l w i a l  
m d i m l i k e  water. Soil adsorbs and stores the radic-nuclides for lcnger 
priods;  it is kind of resentful against radicnuclide insults by mintaining 
the state  of contiQninaticm and the readiness to transfer radioactivity in 
the nutritional cycle. 
With the need to curtail ccnsmpticn of fossi l  fuel with its GHE 
pronoting C02 and M4-release, nuclear pier plants w i l l  be sustained till 
nuclear fusion reactors or the h m e n  photovoltaic technologies b e m e  
eccnanically feasible. Thus, so i l  exposure to continued radioactivity inputs 
mt be envisaged and kept mnageable. 
In spite of tl-e nunemus processes resulting so i l  degradaticn we must 
oppose t o  such opinions often a p p a r h g  not only i n  various medLias but 
scmetimes even in  technical l i terature, W c h  nearly classify h m - a c t i v -  
ities as a catastrclph for nature. Human activities,  W c h  have both positive 
and negative envircarmPntal consequences, shmld be studied and evaluated 
in space and time cancretely, because m y  good ex;rmples are available 
about the beneficial effect of production or, the sustainability of the 
envirmment. Nmerms international projects h e s t i g a t e  not only the 
adverse effect of prcducticn cn so i l s  but also the mthdsi and systems for  
so i l  ccnservaticm, increasing the prm'uctivity and sustainability of the 
biosphere. 
Chapter VII 
FUTURE CHANGES OF THE PEDOSPHERE 
?here is no comprehensive body of pedological theory that adequately 
integrates e n v i r o m t ,  enerqetics, dynamics, distribution and abundance 
of soi ls  throughout the world. The present envirammts in  which so i l s  
occur provide glinpses of haw, when and why soi ls  reqxmd as  they do. Gen- 
eralizations contain unspecified levels of uncertainty that hinder our un- 
derstanding of the effects of climate change. The natural and anthrqcgenic 
processes previously discussed provide a basis for extrapolation. 
Many global clirrate change models are being developed, usually with 
cormrm global trends but lackina regimal specificity necessary for  so i l  
science to offer concrete suggestions for  particular areas or  regions. Sollle 
concepts of changes in so i l  nutrients, so i l  rroisture regimes, and physical 
s tabi l i ty  of landscapes that may be associated with possible clirratic events 
guide our efforts to f i l l  the gaps of our hawledge. 
Some degree of warming of the globe due t o  the increase of "greenhouse" 
gases currently in the atrosphere appears likely. Ibst global climate d e l s  
indicate w a r  tenperatures especially in  the northern polar region. 
I f  the tenpratures r i se  in  the tundra areas of the northern h m i s p h e ~ ,  
then vast m t s  of permafrost would presumably mt. 
- Organic m t t e r  dec~nposition in  the soi ls  would increase releasing 
significant amounts of C02 to the atrosphere. Nitroqen and organic c a r h ,  
and other nutrients would also be m r e  available for biocycling b] the biota. 
- Rising grumdwaters are apt to occur closely to the so i l  surfaoe and 
in m y  places waterlogged soi ls  and marshy areas a d  result .  'Ik reduc- 
tion of irun mrrpnmds associated with the gleyzaticn process mid inclrease, 
changing the mrphology of many previously well-dxained soils.  
- ?he unfrozen so i l  l ikely would release methane and o t k r  gases t r o  
in  the permafrost i t s e l f .  
- 'Ihe so i l  processes associated with m r e  southerly zones possibly 
would be dcaninant in  the thawing pelmafrost areas and would serve a s  refer- 
ences for predicting additional changes i n  the soils.  
If  the temperature r ises  in the northern boreal forest / taiga/,  then 
t k  processes affecting soi l  developnent l ikely w i l l  be accelerated. 
- .Litter and hums decanposition feasibly would be accelerated as muld 
mineral wathering. This increased pool of plant nutrients and wanwr v i n g  
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season m r a t u r e s  might possibly favor other tree species and s m  extreme 
instances my be unfavorable for sustaining the northern boreal forest. Humus 
incorpration into the soi ls  and increased cycling of biological ccgnpaunds 
likely muld sh i f t  the s e t  of so i l  processes such that  the so i l s  muld begin 
t o  develop mrphologies and features associated with soi ls  near the southern 
kandary of the present forest cover. 
If  the terrperature and regional precipitation p t t e r n s  are mDdified in 
the forest-grassland transition zones, then the resulting so i l  misture and 
m r a t u r e  r e g a s  my be favorable for crops whose present ranges are 
farther south. 
- Tne sh i f t  of cropping patterns t o  ut i l ize  adapted o r  newly bicengi- 
neered plants could markedly affect the rate and intensity of anthropgmic 
changes in  soils.  The changing cultivation and soilmanagemnt practices 
probably muld be similar t o  those now utilized in areas farther south. Soil  
f e r t i l i t y  and humus maintenance possibly m l d  be- of m j o r  importance as 
corn and soybeans are grown in  previous d l  grain and pasture areas. 
If  the 
portims of 
e x m s  of 
clinate patterns change then the existing subhumid and semiarid 
the vast plains of the northern hemisphere my undergo more 
weather mainly as drought and hotter s m r s .  
- These changes m l d  result  in additional ecosystem stresses that make 
the soi ls  more sensitive to degradatim. Similar conditions and corresmding 
so i l  processes exis t  in the present day semiarid-arid transition areas where 
water managemmt and salinity control are of concern. 
The changing climate of the globe is not expected t o  significantly a l te r  
the existing climates in the tropics, thus the so i l  p r m s s e s  m t l y  
acting in those ecosystems presumbly m l d  min about the m. 
- Conversim of tropical forests to other types of land cwer  are like- 
ly to have mre  drarmtic effects on soi ls  and local mather than global 
shif ts  of climate. Tne loss of the forest recycling of moisture and the 
exposure of soi ls  having delicate nutrient balances increases the need to 
understand and manage the ecosystems carefully for sustainability. 
I f  the climate warms,  then there my be a rise of sea level that  m l d  
inundate many coastal areas. 
- The flccding of m y  areas muld likely result  in the loss of many 
existing mtlands. These wtlands serve as large sinks of c a r h  an2 other 
geochemicals as m11 as providing unique habitats for  m y  kinds of aquatic 
and te r res t r ia l  wildlife and plant species. On one hand, the sutmrgence of 
these so i l  environmts remxres their soi ls  from the land base available 
for food, fiber and shelter. 
- A r i se  in  sea level muld increase the natural base level that  trig- 
gers large scale erosion. A t  the coastal fringes previously buffered coastal 
lands may be subjected t o  increased erosion and d e ~ a d a t i o n  as the s a l t  water 
intrudes farther inland. Soil processes m y  sh i f t  toward those that  currently 
exist in  the adjoinin9 areas. 
If mrlc1 populatim increases cccur as suggested by several world or- 
ganizations, tkn the demand for fccd and fuel w i l l  sharply increase in m y  
developing countries. 
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- The e n v i r m t a l  stresses result ing from more p o p l e  using the avail- 
able resources probably w i l l  lead to additional degradation of the ecosys- 
tems. Soil  erosion, changes in sal ini ty  and alkalinity,  reduced productivity, 
and problems of water I M M ~ ~ ~ E ! I - I ~  may occur. The anthropogenic s o i l  changes 
of processes and of s o i l s  have previously been discussed and would k rele- 
vant t o  understanding and mitigating future s o i l  changes in these situations. 
- The expansion of c i t i e s ,  industries and their related infrastructures 
also u t i l i ze  s o i l  resources. Saw are m v e d  from further consideration 
while others may require reclamation o r  dras t ic  mDdificatim t o  perform in 
acceptable ways. The range of poss ibi l i t ies  of use and their  consqwmes 
are not ful ly  integrated into  a coherent perspective of global s o i l  change. 
It is obvious that  the fraqnznted knmledge of s o i l  resources is not 
sufficient a t  this time t o  stand on its own. The q l e x  interactions of 
man w i t h  the e n v i m t  are not we11 enough understDod t o  prepare prescrip- 
t ions for  a l l  situations. The urgency t o  pool our knmledge w i t h  other 
sc ien t i f i c  and social  information is evident through the continuing abuse 
of ecosystems. 
The future changes of s o i l  depends very mch on the policies estab- 
lished and implarented by the governments of a l l  nations. Soil  science is 
ready to provide the best available inforroatim about the behavior and 
limitations of s o i l  resources and t o  encourage the wise stewardship of this 
one w r l d .  

Chapter Vlll 
SPA'I'IAL SOIL DATABASES AND MODELING 
Ratimale and objectives 
Each of the other chapters of this  treatise d i m s s e s  me or mre 
a-cts of the role of mi l s  in global change. These chapters describe in 
detail the variability of tk anponents and processes of soils and tk 
influences mich humn activities hve  had m them. A discussim of soil 
classificatim systems describes the need for universal, standardized pro- 
cedures for classifying, describing and mpping global soils resources. 
After mre  than a century of the d e v e l o v t  and use of a comron m c e p t  
for inventorying soils resources, the challenge of entering the mssive 
quantities of mi l s  data into a standard, uniform, usable database r a i n s .  
Cne of the keys to understanding and quantifying the role of soils in 
global change i s  to have a global soils anl terrain digital database which 
i s  accurate, accessible and available for analysis in ccanbinatim with other 
resource databases, such as climate, geology, topography, land use, land 
cover, and others. The opportunities offered by this  combination w i l l  open 
new horizons for our understanding of s i l s  resources, terrestrial ecosystems 
and their roles in global change and environrrmta.1 degradation. 
This chapter will address tk isses related to the application of 
recently developed and continually developing informticm technology to 
prcwi.de resource managers and plicymakers with accurate, t h l y ,  useful 
information abut soils and related w t h  resources. Soils infomation my 
be considered in t m  categories: 
a /  the inventorying of soil r e m c e s ,  and 
b/ t k  mitor ing  of changes in these resources. 
In particular, we w i l l  address the design and use of spatial /carto- 
graphic/ databases and the kinds of attribute data for describing and/or 
quantifying a l l  soil and terrain w i n g  units. 
The needs for such databases kccane mre important as tk humn demands 
for and pressures m mi l s  and related resources increase. Wre and better 
information abut our soil resources i s  W r t a n t  for the irrprovemnt of 
food productivity in sustainable systems, tk i m p l m t a t i m  of mre e f f e c  
tive control and mnagemnt of land degradatim p r e s s e s ,  the mintenance 
and restoration of env-ntal quality, and the assesmnt of the role of 
soils in global change. 
The objectives of th i s  chapter are: 
a /  t o  present basic concepts for the design of spatial databases for 
m i l s  and related r e smres ,  
b/ t o  suggest sni= important uses of m i l s  datahses, id-m u& alone 
and in combination with o t k r  natural res3ures  and s o c i m a n i c  data sets. 
Introduction t o  m i l s  databases 
The use of ccmputers for the storage, retrieval, mlipulation and 
analysis of large quantities of data has k e r n  the norm in m y  areas of 
technology. Soil science is no exception. There is a keen interest m g  
so i l  scientists around the mr ld  t o  enter m i l  maps and descriptions into 
digi ta l  databases so that these data s e t s  can be registered t o  and combined 
with 0 t h ~  data sets /geology, clhmte, hydrology, land use, t w a p h y /  
for modeling such p r e s s e s  a s  land degradation, so i l  productivity, and 
rates  of change. H m r ,  much research and developrent is yt t o  be done 
before this teclmology can ke used operationally a s  a tool for natural 
r e m e  management a t  different spatial and t-ral scales. 
S i n e  this chapter deals with a canplex of e r g i n g  technologies, 
perhaps it w i l l  be useful t o  define a few 'database' terms which have saw 
into general use in r e e n t  yars. 
a. Database system. A caputerized record keeping system whose overall 
purpose is t o  maintain information and t o  mke that information available 
on demand /DATE, 1989/. 
b. Geographic in fomt ion  sjstem ]GIs] .  A corrputer-baa that p m i d e s  
the following se t s  of c ap id l i t i e s  t o  handle georeferend data: input; 
data storage and retrieval; data manipulation and analysis; and output 
IAKNOFF, 19891. 
c. A t t r i h t e  data. Descriptive Inon-graphic] data related t o  a point, 
l ine or  area element in a G I s  /BURWX1ar 19861. 
d. Relational database. A collection of relations that contains all 
t3-e information that is t o  be stored in the database /JACXSON, 1988/; a 
'my of leaking' a t  the data in the database /DATE, 19861. 
e.  Database magenent systm /DBMS/. A collection of programs that  
enables users to create and maintain a database. Typically, a DEW is  a 
general-plrpose soft- that fac i l i t a tes  the processes of defining, con- 
structing and manipulating databases for varicpls applications ]F,LN?.SRI and 
mVATHE, 19891. 
f .  Spatial database. See geographic informatian system. 
The main mmpnents and functions of a geographic informatian system 
are presented in Figure 13. T k  data Input ccmpcnent pennits the conversion 
of data f m  its original format into one that can be used by t k  G I s .  An 
ideal G I s  may ut i l ize  data frcan different s3ures1 mch a s  ren-otely sen&, 
cartographic, t a h l a r  and digi ta l  data. T k  Storage and Retrieval ampnent  
of the G I s  includes those functions needed t o  store and retrieve data £ran 
the database. These functions affect tk efficiency of the system in  per- 
forming a l l  opra t ians  with the data. The data Manipulation and Analysis 
-ent makes it possihle t o  generate new information from existing data 
in the G I s .  The (Xltput and Reporting canpcolent of a G I s  refers to  the 
different ways the data are displayed and the r e a l t s  reported to  the user/s/ 
of the GIS, i. e. maps, tahles, figures, ot+ers. 
Figure 13. Cmeptual s c k m  of the main m p e n t s  and functions of 
an idealized gecgraphic infomt ion  system /CRACK~LL, 19861 
Central concqts 
We have reached a p i n t  in t k  ewlu t im  of scienQ and techology 
that E can now conceptualize and study the Earth as a system. No previous 
hmm generation has had the tools which made it pss ih l e  to consider the 
Earth as  a system - to observe, measure, analyze, and rrcdel the various 
ccarrp3nents of the system. We are fast  approaching the capability through 
rapidly anerging technologies to  N r w e  our understanding of tk Earth 
system. A brief review w i l l  be given of a canbination of evolving techolo- 
gies which e beginning t o  prwide these tools t o  study the Earth system. 
Data collectim and prepmessing 
Soil scientists have USXI photographic xrethds for half a ~ n t u r y  to  
observe and record variations in mi ls .  But it has been only in r e m t  years 
that a broad array of data acquisitim, storage a d  analysis techniques has 
provided a new approach to the study of soils. me capability to observe the 
Earth's surface repetitively £ran space has a d M  a new dhns ian  to the 
study of ails  ad land reswces.  M y  current labratory, field, air- and 
spacebme senars now provide quantitative spectral, spatial and t a p r a l  
data about Earth surface features. A new integrated pa&age of sensors 
planned and designed by an internatimal science and engineering effort i s  
scheduled for launch into plar orbit after the mid-1990s /NASA, 19881. 
bxdership for this effort is king  provided by the US National Mmautics 
and Space Mmhistratim under its Earth Observing System Program /EOS/. In 
this Program an integrated package of sensors w i l l  obtain high spectral 
resolutim 1100 to  200 reflectance birnds of 10 nm hadwidth/, nultispxtral 
ernittance, mi-ve and radar data shltaneously of the surface of the 
Earth. This instrumat package pranises to  provide a valuable new tool for 
studying and characterizing soils and related resaurces, ht a t  the rn 
t h  it creates the challenge of hardling an e n o m s  a m t  of data. 
Ole of the mys for overcaning these problems i s  the use of geographic 
informatian system techology /ES'IES, 19851. An integration of remte 
sensing and G I s  technology is an evolutianary extension of the capabilities 
of current G I s  techologies /EHLERS e t  dl., 1989; SIMNE?T, 1988/. Anotkr 
important area of technological advance W c h  w i l l  have a significant in- 
fluence m the quality of global geographic infomtion systans i s  that of 
geo-psitiming. 01 a global basis cartographic acaracy of soils and terrain 
mps in terms of geodetic psitioning of the Earth surface is of rather poor 
quality. In many countries, the lack of gecdetic referencing is a mjor 
handicap for progress in soil science /BE, 19841. I£ te are unable to  find 
a point of reference, he cannot relate ails data to other resources data 
and to  the world context. Positimal accuracies of spatial features in a 
G I s  are of critical inprtance to m y  users, and they cannot exceed those 
of the original data m c e  /-LE and PEUQUET, 19831. A geodetic reference 
framewrk, W c h  is the spatial foundatim of any G I s ,  provides an accurate 
and efficient mans of positioning data /NATIONAZ. RESEARCH COUNCIL, 1983/, 
and allaws ampability for the resulting spatial infarmation products 
/EPSmIN and DUCHESNEAU, 19841. 
Fortunately, advances in satellite psitioning technology my give us 
the opportunity in the future to pinpint  a soil observation an-re in 
the world to within 5 rreters / B E ,  19841. It i s  essential that te have the 
capability to overlay accurately in a spatial database soils and terrain 
data onto other natural resouce data Iclirrate, geology, hydrology, top- 
graphy, land use, lad aver ,  o t k r /  if te are to  use mst effectively our 
soils information in predicting and/or &ling land use capability, ail 
productivity, land degradation and rates and k i d s  of change. 
The oamplter revolution during the past three decades has changed 
dramatically t3-e my soil scientists and other Earth scientists analyze ad 
interpret data. Iroage processing, data sorting, database magement systems, 
statistical analysis and m t h t i c a l  modeling techniques are inplemmted 
on increasingly powerful m i y t e r s  and generally available to and 
useable by individual scientists. Without these capabilities it m l d  not 
te feasible to present the mncepts and the recnnrendations which are 
discussed in the lat ter  part of this chapter. 
Althmgh t3-e mjor emphasis in this chapter my ke on the design and 
structure of spatial and a t t r i h t e  databases, it is important to stress that 
the pux and u t i l i t y  of any database reside i n  data analysis. That is, the 
data analysis mthcds nust be capable of addressing tk ccmplex data sets ,  
analyzing the data and extracting useful information, and performing tkse 
tasks efficiently and accurately. 
T1-e rapid develapnent and expansion of data aaquisition and analysis 
technologies has greatly enhanced the growth of geographic information sys- 
tem / G I s /  tedmology. Whereas  conventional mthods of handling and analyzing 
spatial  and a t t r i h t e  data greatly l i m i t  our abi l i ty  t o  syntksize and b t e -  
grate data even abxt soils,  G I s  technology provides a mthodology &ich 
a l l o w s  us t o  combine, syntksize and integrate many kinds of resource data - 
- nulti-sn~rce, mlti-stage, nulti-spectral, nulti-temporal, rmlti-resource 
arid nulti-user. Even now w= can transform a u t m t i c a l l y  one map projection 
to  another. With further developlllent and improvemnt of G I s  technology, w 
h l d  be able to m e  m r e  readily from one scale to another. 
Soils and terrain database design 
It is possible with todayrs technology t o  generate large amounts of 
data a b u t  natural resoures  in a variety of ways. Pitvanes i n  remte 
sensing and related technologies within the next decade w i l l  increase the 
data acquisition capabilities of an array of polar-orbiting sa te l l i t e  
sensors from the mrrent 10 mgabits per second t o  800 to loOo m a b i t s  
w second. Of course, so i l  scientists may be interested i n  only a -11 
fraction of these data, tut very inportant m i l s  and terrain data will  be 
imbedded i n  this massive data set. 
Spatial databases for so i l s  /or any of the natural resn~rcesl  on a 
global basis contain an e x t r m l y  large v o l m  of data with geographic 
/coordinates/ and descriptive / a t t r h t e /  information. Such systems require 
the capability to handle large amxlnts of data and t o  relate the spatial  
and non-spatial data ampments in  the database. nE larger the m u n t  of 
data t o  be processed, the greater t k  m u n t  of p m s s i n g  time required. 
T b  a r m t  of data in  tk database is directly related t o  the efficiency 
of searching for specific data. As the size of the database increases, the 
time for search within i 3 ~  database increases. 
Qle of the critical problems which mst be addressed in  the developnent 
of any mrldwide database is the diversity of classification systems which 
are used t o  descrike a particular caponent of tk Earth system. Not only 
are there significant d i f fe renes  betwen classification systems, tut indi- 
vidual classification systems may change. As Earth observating technology 
advances, our hawledge about the Earth and its aanpnents and processes 
changes, and, consequently, the need t o  change or  adapt classification 
systems may be- advantageous. It is essential that any global database 
should be designed t o  respond and be able t o  aamnnfbte such changes. 
T1-e database designer/s/ mst take into acwunt not only the diversity 
of data soures ,  tut also the different scales and map projections with 
which mils data are represented. 
A l h g h  the FFI)/UNES(30 Soil Map of the World m s  not generated ini- 
t i a l l y  for entry into a digi ta l  database, the problems related t o  a diver- 
s i t y  of sxrces, scales, map projections and data quality - e m m s  
for the generation of t h i s  mid rnap a t  a scale of 1:5M. These sam factors 
of diversity provide serious challenges to the m e n t  World Soils and 
Terrain Digital Database /SCEER/ Project initiated by the International 
Society of Soil Science /ISSS/ in 1986 for the w s e  of generatinq a new 
w r l d  so i l s  and terrain database containing map and attribute data a t  a 
nominal scale of 1:l.M. W e d  by & United Nations Enviromnt P r o g r m  
IUNEPI, Phase 1 of t h i s  Project includes an area of 250,030 sq Ian in por- 
tions of Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay /BA-R and VAN DE WEG, 19891. 
T k  m s t  diff icul t  task in this Project has been t o  correlate and translate 
cartographic and descriptive data f m  three different so i l  classification 
and mpping systems into a uniform, standardized rrethod of entering data 
into tk SOTEX Database. Correlations across country b3undaries are neces- 
sary. It is essential t o  find a mmPn se t  of descriptive p a r m t e r s  and 
to avoid inconsistencies and ambiguities in  definitions. Soil and terrain 
mapping units across political bsundaries have t o  'closer. Another major 
problem to consider when creating a global soi ls  database is edge-matching 
bet- adjacent soi l  q s  as  they are digitized and entered into the data- 
base. This edge-matching capability is essential for transforming tk data 
from a sheet-based t o  a seamlessr spatial database IMARE~LE, 19881. 
A globdl soi ls  database, such a s  tk S- database, will  use existing 
t h m t i c  data. It w i l l  not develop new rrethcdologies to acquire data. Be- 
cause Of that,  an i np r t an t  point t o  consider when creating a global so i l s  
database is the diversity of data sources. Soils data are available around 
the m r l d  a t  different scales, different projections and described according 
t o  different classification rrethcds. Of course, there are as  yet large land 
areas of the mrld  for wl-ich no well-developed so i l s  maps exist.  In such 
areas it is anticipated that  remote sensing techniques will  be canbined with 
traditional so i l  survey mthcds t o  provide cartographic and a t t r h t e  data 
for the so i l s  or  these unmapped areas. 
In cansidering tk design of a global soi ls  database, it is important 
t o  realize that  tk san-e kinds of problems and challenges confrmt those 
who are developing databases for other camponents of the Earth system. 
Therefore, a global soi ls  database should he designed t o  be one ampnent  
of a m e  q r e h m s i v e  global geographic information system h i c h  w i l l  
include data sets  of other resources. 
The complexity of the design of an integrated database for natural 
r e m c e s  necessitates a structured approach t o  database design. Database 
design is & develo-t of tk structure of the database, & definition 
of its contents, and the validity of the data which are  t o  be placed in  it 
I ~ L E ,  19881. Since database design is normally done prior t o  & kple-  
m t a t i o n  of the database, it is t3-m necessary to camunicate with poten- 
tial users of tk database in  order t o  understand their  needs so that these 
needs may be incorporated into tk design p r e s s .  A good design means an 
efficient database. 
Design rrethdolcgies w e  f i r s t  developed for non-spatial data. These 
mthcdologies have heen and are king adapted for use in  spatial databases 
*re it is essential to  'anchorr spatial data and their  relationships. 
Spatial, or  geographic, data have four major canpanents: geographic posi- 
tioning, attributes, spatial relationships and t h  IARDNOFF, 19891. Geo- 
graphic positiminq refers t o  the location of a feature on the surfaceof 
& Earth. These locations are recorded by a mrd ina t e  system 1i.e. 
latitudellmgitude; Universal Transverse e r c a t o r ,  other/. The accuracy 
of this positioning w i l l  depend on the scale a t  m c h  data are recorded. 
Attributes, or non-spatial data, almost always accompany spatial data. 
l k y  descsrih the spatial data. Fbr design plrposes it is impartant t o  know 
not m l y  t k  armmt of data to he incorporated into a database, ht also 
the ra t io  h e t m  q a t i a l  and a t t r i h t e  data. Knowledge of this ra t io  is 
W r t a n t  to assess the spatial data handling requirmts, particularly 
for data encoding /CNJUNS, 19841. 
Geographic features are spatially related in a q l e x  my; t h e e  
spatial relatianships can be expresd  by using toplogy - a m a t h t i c a l  
proce- for explicitly defining these spatial relationships. is a 
very important oaqmnent of data. mowing when data have keen collected 
can be cri t ical  to users /ARONOFF, 19891. 
EtaSLtX 
wality of data is important for the rational assessllent of a situation 
or cordition. What is data quality? Although it is difficult to provide one 
satisfactory an= to this  question and, a t  the same the, to satisfy the 
many users of different kinds of natural resource data, t k r e  are 93me 
campn rules for evaluating data quality that can be us& for different 
applications / mils, vegetation, land use, other]. 
The umcept of data quality suggests usability and versatility of 
data /MEAD, 19821. T k  characteristics that affect the usefulness of data 
can be divided into thee catecpries /XONOFF, 19891. The f i r s t  category 
includes factors that pertain to tk individual data, such as positional 
accuracy, attribute accuracy, msistency and resolutim. In general, t k s e  
factors are scale dependent. A s a m d  catecpry includes data quality factors 
that pertain to the data set as a whole: ampleteness of data, time of data 
acquisition, how the data m e  produced /lineage/. T k  third category in- 
cludes factors that are specific t~ the organization that w i l l  be using tl-e 
data, mch as accessibility and cost /mOFF, 19891. A list of factors 
that affect data quality based on the expriences of users of natural re- 
sources data was prepared by MEAD /1982/. Besides t h 3 s  discuss& W e ,  
k includes data f o m t  and degree of d i f i c a t i m  necessary to meet the 
usersf needs. 
W l i t y  of data is related to cost. Tk higkr the quality of data 
greater tk cost. It i s  costly to collect data and to store it. T k  
0% DATA QUALITY 100% 
Figure 14. Wlationship betheen data quality and cost /adapted fran 
ABONOFF, 19891 
trade-off bet- cost of data and quality of data is i l lustrated in Figure 
14.  The quality of data t o  be included in a database, and therefore in a 
G I s ,  should depend on the future applicatims of the database/GIS. The 
optimal data quality is the minimum level of quality that w i l l  wt the 
objectives of the user. 
Da_ta-e-m-r~ 
- 
Because of the many different factors that can affect quality of data, 
there w i l l  almys be errors associated with the generation of data. Geo- 
graphic data are represented by mps, and errors are  normally a s m i a t e d  
with data collection and data processing. Data collection errors, or s u r e  
errors, relate to  positional accuracy of t k  data and the description of 
the data /AFfNOFF, 19891. The accuracy of digi ta l  terrain and soi ls  inform- 
tion is a function of the size of the sampling interval in relatian to  the 
variability of the surface / B u ~ ~ ,  19861. Subsequent mlipulatian of the 
data, o r  operational errors, contributes t o  the total  error /ARaOFF,  1989; 
CHRISMAN, 1987; WALSH e t  al . ,  19871. This problem is aggravated when mrking 
in the digi ta l  environmt *re manipulatim of data is very easily done 
through analysis and d e l i n g .  ~epending upon the level of error in the 
source data and through its r~mipulation, G I s  products m y  possess signif- 
icant amunts of e m r  yielding results of questionable accuracy /WALSH 
e t  a l . ,  1987; V I W  e t  a l .  , 19841. There can also be a serious misuse of 
tk data when maps that w r e  compiled for one purpose are used for other 
purposes for h i c h  they are not suitable /BEARD, 19891. 
D e s i p g s  2 q l ~ b a _ l - q i ~ s - d ~ t g a ~  
- 
Since large amnmts of data are to  ke included in a global so i l s  and 
terrain database, it is very iqwrtant to  have a datakase designed for 
efficiency and avoidance of obsolescence. In t k  process of designing a 
database it is essential t o  identify those objects about which information 
mst ke recorded in the database. These objects m y  ?x? either concrete or 
abstract /DATE, 1986 /. 
A database design process involves several steps /Figure 15 / , the 
f i r s t  of which is tk defining of data r equ i rmn t s  and analysis. During 
t h i s  step tile objectives of 'he database and its specific requir-ts 
*ould ke formlated. All the spatial and attribuce data t o  be included 
in the database sbu ld  be identified. Availability and format of data 
s h l d  be ascertained; -hardware configuration requirements rmst ke consid- 
ered; and a survey of potential users and their sophistication should be 
annpleted. 
The second step is the coficeptual design. In this step all users' 
requiremnts are t o  be represented and integrated. The en t i t i es  of interest 
t o  the project should ke identified, and the informtian a b x t  those 
en t i t i es  should be record& /DATE, 19891. 
The next step is the mapping of the conceptual desiqn into a data 
model. This step involves the transformation of the mceptua l  design into 
a data model of the database m n a w n t  system, i.e., re lat ia lal ,  hierar- 
chical, netwrk. The final step is the physical design of the database, 
when the internal storage structures are defined and the data are organized 
/ELMASF3 and NAVATHE, 19891 The database is i m p l m t e d  using a comnercial 
database management system. The mapping step m y  be seen as  the 'link' 
bethem the conceptual and the physical design of the database. 
AND ANALYSIS I 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN fl 
DATA MODEL MAPPING 1
PHYSICAL DESIGN i 
Figure 15. Flow chart fo r  database design /adapted f m  EIMPSRI and 
NAVATHEt 19891 
A conceptual design provides a visualization of tk exis t ing  relaticm- 
ships m g  the dif ferent  var iables  t o  be included in t he  database according 
to t he  users '  views, regardless of the database m g m t  system in a i c h  
tk database w i l l  be impleIn2nted. FOr t h i s  purpose, the ~ n t i t y - k l a t i a -  
ship /ER/ approach is strongly r e m n d e d  a s  a general methodology t o  
d a t d n s e  design because it is closer  t o  the users' perception of the  data 
and is independent of tk system t h a t  w i l l  be used physically fo r  storing 
the da ta  /EUWRI  and NAVATEEI 1989; MAE3LEr 1988; CALKINS and blAPBLEr 
1987 /. The ER m d e l  can integrate individual user views of the datdnse 
into a global view, o r  integrated conep tua l  rrodel, vhich w i l l  be tk base 
for  subsequent i m p l m t a t i o n  of t h e  database /CHEN, 1977; CAWNS a d  
MARBLE, 19871. 
T k  ER -1 is a high-level c o n c e p t ~ ~ a l  mdel or ig ina l ly  proposed by 
aBl 119771. T h i s  &el describes the elen-ents of a database Ihtitiesl, 
tk relat ionships b e t e n  tk elenwts /Relaticmships/, and the a t t r h t e s  
a s s x i a t e d  with either the e l m t s  o r  the relat ionships.  An e n t i t y  is an 
object  o r  thing in the r e a l  w r l d  w i t h  an independent existence. A relaticm- 
ship is the set of associat ions and/or linkages bet- e n t i t i e s .  Attr ibutes 
are the charac ter i s t ics  t ha t  describe entities o r  r e l a t i a s h i p s .  hti t ies ,  
relationships and a t t r h t e s  can be =presented through ER Diagrams, in 
which an entity is represented by a rectangle, a relationship i s  represented 
by a dhmmd shape, and a t t r h t e s  are repressntd by ellipses /Figure 161. 
CALKINS and MARBLE /1987/ utilized the ER approach to design a mster 
cartographic database cmtaining transportatim features for the Rand 
WNally F&d Atlas. -2 e t  al. 119901 used the hhanced ER /EER/ 
Figure 16. Graphic representation of the Entity-%latianship M x k l  
ENTITY 1 
rrodel to design a a spatial soils database a t  a detailed /large spatial 
scale/ level. The EER approach incorporates additimal d e l i n g  ancepts 
into the ER &l to a c m t  for mo= complex database requinxents IEIMASFU 
and NAVATHE, 19891. The m i l s  data included in this  d a t h s e  wre  obtained 
from existing surveys a t  a scale of 1:24,033. Althcugh this i s  a detailed 
spatial database, this example illustrates ccnceptually the application of 
the ER approach to the design of a spatial soils databas /Figure 17 1. For 
sbplici ty only the entities and relationships are included in this  figure. 
Several attritutes have been identified and incarporated into the original 
design according to the objectives and applications of this database. This 
design i s  now k ing  roam into the relatianal d e l  for i n p l m t a t i m  on 
a micrcmnputer /WFWWDEZ e t  al. ,  19901. Through tk design process it i s  
iq~)rtant hat provisim be made to eliminate redundancy and inccmsistency 
of data as they appear. 
ENTITY 2 
A globdl m i l s  database, such as the SOTER Database, w i l l  use existing 
thsmtic data. It w i l l  not develop new mthodologies to  acquire data. Be- 
cause of that, an important p i n t  to consider h e n  creating a globdl soils 
database i s  the diversity of data sources. Soils data are available around 
the world a t  different scales, different projections ars3. described according 
to different classificatim mthods. Of course, there are as yet large land 
areas of the world for which no well develaped soils maps exist. In such 
areas it i s  anticipated that rermte sensing techniques w i l l  be wanbined 
with traditional m i l  survey methods to provide cartographic and attritute 
data for tk soils of these unmpped areas. 
MAP-UNIT  
HORIZONS a
Figure 17. !lh? Bhanced htity-Felationship sc- for a detailed 
spatial soi ls  database /adapted £ran FEIWANEZ e t  a l . ,  
19901 
Use of soi ls  and terrain database in modeling global change 
!lh? use of a so i l s  and terrain database w i l l  be m s i d e r e d  under tm 
conditions. The f i r s t  w i l l  )r! tke use of the database w i h t  other resource 
databases. !lh? s e d  w i l l  be the use of the so i l s  database in ccmhination 
with one o r  m e  other resource databases. 
Several possible applications of a so i l s  and terrain database which 
includes map /wlyqm/ ard a t t r i h t e  /descriptive/ data are suggested. In 
general, the applications w i l l  apply a t  different spatial resolution for 
use a t  different levels of detail - local, provincial, national, global. 
Asslrming that the database contains data in adequate detai l  a t  the 
appropriate scale, the database may he queried t o  provide -tic maps 
and/or tabular and descriptive data relating qeographic distrihlticm for 
the following Sil characteristic and conditions: 
a. levels of organic matter content 
b. severity of rainfall  erosion 
c. severity of wind erosion; 
d. variatim in misture holding capacity; 
e. internal drainage status; 
f .  classes of degree and length of slope; 
g. geographic d i s t r h t i m  of variaus other @'ysical and chenical; 
properties of soils. 
Additicnal data sets in ambination with a soils ard terrain database 
w i l l  add significantly to  t k ~  oss ib i l i t ies  for the extracticn of useful 
infomtion fran the soils data. This d i n a t i o n  i s  essentid forn-cdeling 
the terrestrial ecosystgl and its intemctians kitk. other caqxments of t k ~  
Systen. The ccmbinaticn of soils, topographic, stream netmrk, Ian? 
use, land m e r ,  and clirnatic data w i l l  prari6e data essential for mDdeling 
variaus concliticns and processes relateL to  gl&l & a g e  and enviranmental 
degradation. Sane of the more critical modelin9 possibilities are: 
a. assessnent of the h m  impact cm rates of change in the terrestrial 
ecaystan; 
b. quantitative assessnent of the -act of agricultural chenicals cn 
mntarrhation of soils, surface water, and qrandmter; 
c. identification, locaticn and geographic d is t r ih t icn  of point and 
nm-point source polluticn of water resources; 
d. soil  loss predictim; 
e. potential a ~ i c u l t u r a l  productivity; 
f. assessnent of land use suitability. 
Many other problems in the modeling cf changes in the terrestrial 
ecosystem can be addressed cnce the spatial an2 a t t r h t e  databases are in 
place. 
If these data sets can be canbined with seasonal and annual updates of 
data Cerivd £ r a n  Earth abservinp systens, yet another dimensicn can be 
add& to  the capabilities. The temporal dinmsicn will provide the capability 
to  measure rates of change and to  develop more precise pr&ctim mcdels. 
S t i l l  anotkier dimensian to  the ut i l i ty  of the spatial and a t t r i h t e  
databases can be achieved with the additicn of sociceconmic data to the 
iniormaticn system. Sare of the kin&. of issues which might be addressed 
and modelk with this expanded database include: 
a. quantitative assessnent of ppulaticn density on land degradation; 
b. %act of goverment policy on aqricultural pxnhctivity; 
c. influence of govermmt policy on aqricultural pm'uctim ane 
resrxlrce allocatim; 
d. kpacts of &fferent socioeccncrnic an2 cultural constraints cn 
agricultural productivity; 
e. assessment of the effects of gwermnent policy an plobal change. 
Fran the rapid developent an6 ex~ansion during the ~ s t  two ciocacles 
of the informatian sciences, including the areas of hta acquisiticn, 
analysis, storage and dissminaticn, it i s  not unreasmable to  predict 
that by the end of this century, b t h  tke data and the processing capabili- 
t ies will be available to  perform the kinds of analysis and m5eling which 
have been described m e .  It i s  irrpartant thdt the camunity of soil  
scientists be prepared to participate in the developnent and utilizaticn 
of these capabilities. 
Chapter IX 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Soil changes are bound t o  occur as a resul t  of many natural and 
anthromenic changes in the emrirment and its e l m t s ,  atmosphe.ric 
tgnperature, precipitation, wapotranspiratim, amps i t i on  arad depth of 
groundwater. These changes w i l l  have an inpact m faur major so i l  m- 
FcIrlent.5: 
- so i l  farming processes /e.g. eluvial and i l l w i a l  processes w i l l  evolve 
with sh i f t s  of climatic belts/ 
- so i l  physics 1e.g. through erosion, draimge, water balance/ 
- so i l  chenistry /e.g. nutrient contents, salinity, acidity, nitrification 
and denitrif ication/ 
- so i l  biolcqy /e.g. q a n i c  matter content, biological activity, methane 
farmation/. 
The time dimmsim wer which these changes w i l l  occur differs widely: 
- changes which w i l l  occur in  the short te.nn / h r ~ & a t e l y  or w i t k i n  a few 
years/ concern the so i l  tanperature rgime, the so i l  moisture reg*, 
migration of easily soluble substances, biological activity, 
- changes which w i l l  occur within a few decades concern acidity, salinity, 
alkalinity, pmmfrost bundary, ?ley phencmena, litter amps i t i on  and 
the s tabi l i ty  of so i l  structure; 
- changes which w i l l  occur witfin hundreds of years concern hums content, 
C/N rat io ,  semdary  carbonate accumulations, cation exchange capacity, 
migration of Fe, A 1  and clay; 
- changes which may occur over thousands of years concern changed pathways 
of so i l  dwel-t leading t o  a switch f r m  one genetic so i l  group to 
another. 
In order t o  assess the rmgnitude, timing and impact of so i l  changes 
a t  a global scale addititma1 research w i l l  be needed to obtain the 
necessary basic data, t o  ensure canparability of infomation fran different 
parts of the mrld  and t o  m i t o r  changes in function of a comnon reference 
base : 
1. U@te the ir,ventory of the mrld 's  s o i l  resources /e.g. on the basis 
of the FAO/UNESCO Soil Map of the World and SOEX/. 
2. Establish and adopt an intar@tional system of so i l  classificaticm 
/e.g. on the basis of the Internaticmal Reference Base for  Soil  C l a s s i -  
fication or the revised legend of the FAOIUNESCO Soil  Map of the Wourld/. 
3. Study the CO cycle of soi ls  and establish its contributicn to the 
c w M t  of d e  atmosphere. 
4. Quantify and geographically delimit varicxls forms of so i l  change 
/erosion, salinizatiw, loss of organic matter, loss of plant nutrients, 
tnxicities, waterlogging, e.g. w the basis of the GUECD project of 
UNEP/ISRIC/. 
5. Identify and quantify the impact of changes w h i c h  are detrirrrsltal far 
the soil 's production potential, including effects of improper h u m  
interventions . 
6. Identify and quantify changes w h i c h  enhance the prducticn p o M t i a l  of 
the soi l ,  including effects of beneficial h u m  interventiws. 
7. Study the behaviour of polluting agents on different soi ls  /e. g. acid 
rain, heavy mta l s ,  pesticides, excess use of fer t i l izers ,  etc.1. 
8. Study econcmic ways of preventing adverse so i l  changes and of r e  
generating and rehabilitating soi ls  that have undergwe degradatiw. 
9. Study the dynamics of so i l  f m t i m  in order to quantify the response 
t h  of so i l  changes as  a result of changes in cl irate ,  vegetation 
land use and mnaqasnt. 
10. Develop methodologies to  observe a n d m i t o r  so i l  changes a t  the macrc- 
level 1e.g. through remote sensing/. 
11. Deve* theory and practice of scalar modeling of land and so i l  re- 
sources. 
12. Organize and coxdinate the mcmitming of so i l  changes a t  national and 
internatiwal level. 
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